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NEWS
IN a massive vote of confidence
more than 30 software houses

formed public.

presented over 50 new ST products
at the recent Atari Computer Show

versal thumbs up to the ST, pledging

in London.

The public responded, too. They

Software publishers gave a uni

from the house of the same name,

crowded into the Novotel on the

said his company was at last

Friday to make it the best first day
ever - 1,000 up on previous opening

climbing on the ST bandwagon firstly by converting the hit Ranar-

sessions.

ama with new graphics in time for
an August release, and later with
originals.
A staggering variety of new soft
ware was unveiled, with every sort
of utility and game on offer.

So many people had wanted to

exhibit that the organiser, Database,
had to double the amount of space
available. The 70 exhibitors reported
an excellent response from an in

A new

lots of support for the machine.
One visitor, Andrew Hewson,

ADDING weight to its claims to "really
mean business", Atari has unveiled a

batch of exciting additions to its hardware
range.

The long-awaited Mega ST will be
available this month -

as will the new

Atari SLM Laser Printer. Details have also

been released of the Atari PC, which the

company say will be in the shops in the
autumn.

Atari Inc chairman Jack Tramiel was
still insisting that the new Atari PC was
"no big deal".
He said:

"We believe there are a

certain number of people who use IBMtype computers at work and want one at
home. If some people out there want a PC
Ml

-""M,

LmA1
Specifications for the new Atari PC

SOFTWARE
SUCH was the volume of new ST software

that Atari organised a special preview at
the Cafe Royale on the eve of the show.
There, some software developers
showed off their latest completed efforts
while others gave sneak previews of
products still to be finished,
•

•

•

Micro processor:

808£ , switchable 4.77Mhz to 8Mhz

HABA showed its confidence in the sci

Sod cets

entific and educational prospects for the
ST with Signum, which can handle ail
sorts of equations and text and present
them on dot matrix printers.

for 8087 maths co-processor

Memo ry:

5121 c ram standard, expandable to 640k
64k s c r e e n ram

Grapti ics:
Sup oorts EGA, CGA, Hercules and standard monochrome graphic m odes
Dist )lay, 25 lines x 80 characters, 16 colours from palette of 64
Res 3lution, 640x350

Sup oorts IBM standard monitor
Keybc >ard:
Deti ichable XT style via coiled cable
Mous
Twc button control, standard

1/0 po rts:
printer

Mol s e

Key ooard
Flopp y Disc Drive:
Buil -in half height 5,25m
Cap acity, 360k formatted
Opt on to fit second 360k 5.25m floppy drive
Hard! Disc Drive:

Opt on to fit half height 20Mb (formatted) hard disc drive
Expar sion slots:
five to house industry standard cards
Dimei isions:

Unit 420x420x165 mm

Key board, 470x190x50 mm.
4

Plus, a high-speed network capable of
handling 32,000 users, with 32,000 tape
streamers and 32,000 hard discs.
•

•

•

AMS presented a preview of Finesse Art,
the graphics package it is developing to
be released with the Atari Laser Printer.

RS2 32C
Pare illel

ODD

SOFTWARE Punch launched Punchnet
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Designed to be "pleasureable" to use, the

program gives access to every one of the
laser's 300 dots per inch.
DDD

HISOFT was offering Basic a fast, easy-touse industry standard compiler which
converts Basic programs into 68000
machine code, producing stand-alone,
ready-to-run programs.
DDD

SDL presented Publishing Partner, a
main contender for the recognised

NEWS

range is unveiled
they can have one. We know the ST is a
more advanced product".
The new Mega ST has a built-in 720k

of screen ram. Sockets are provided for

an 8087 maths processor.
Each has as standard IBM mono

floppy disc drive and up to 4Mb ram. It is
compatible with existing ST software.
The open architecture design includes

graphic modes. For printers, there is a
parallel printer interface and an RS232C

a battery-backed clock calendar. The

port for modems and other serial devices.

keyboard is detachable and adjustable.
It will cost £999.95 for the 2Mb version

and £1,295.95 for the 4Mb, both including
a monochrome monitor and mouse.

The Atari PC has entry level and
expandable versions,

chrome,

The

Hercules,

essential

CGA

and

difference

is

EGA

Atari SLM Laser Printer

the

provision of five expansion slots to house
industry standard PCB expansion units.
They come in a variety of configura
tions costing from £399.95 for the 512k to
£999.95 for 20Mb.

minute with automatic and manual paper
feed and a capacity of 150 sheets.
The SLM relies on the large memory
capacity and fast processor speed of the
Mega ST. Construction is simplified since

Both have an 8088 microprocessor with

The price has not yet been set for the

switchable clock speed between 4.77
Mhz and 8Mhz. They have 512k ram as
standard, expandable to 640k, plus 64k

most of the intelligence and processing is

laser printer.
This has a resolution of 300 dots per
inch. It handles eight standard A4 pages a

provided by that machine through the
DMA port. Emulation of Diablo 630 and
GDOS is standard.

GALORE GOES ON SHOW
desktop publishing program on the ST.
It offers a wide range of printer drivers
as standard. Imported from Soft Logik
Corp in the US, the program offers text
up to 216 point with 14 style variations

on each font including light, bold,
italics, shadow, reverse, outline,
underline, condensed and extended.
DDD

TIGRESS Designs showed a Midi
sequencer from System Exclusive which

can handle 128 track compositions. Iconix
retains the usual tape recorder style icons
plus a graphic display designed to be
easy to understand. The recording is

Superbase Personal. The Gem-based
program places no limits on the number
of fields or on the size of record.
•

TRIANGLE

a

ProSound

Designer which can virtually turn the
ST into a "new" instrument through
sound sampling which can be replayed
on the function keys. But the sampling
can also be used in programming,
sound effects and even telephone
answering.
DDD

SOFTECHNICS - one of the first houses to

PRECISION Software launched its new

support the ST - showed the culmination
of 18 months work in DeskWrite, a Gem
.and GDOS compatible word processor
with built-in business graphics and a var
iety of fonts offering "real" WYSIWYG.

ST version of the powerful database

The totally customisable program can

based on groups each of which can con
tain 16 channels of Midi.
nan

text. Price £49.95.

Also on the SofTechmcs stand was

EasyComm, a comms package offering

a

presented

include mathematical symbols directly in

most necessary emulation modes, file

transfers to other systems, online editing,
record keeping, auto answering and
scrambled passwords for security.
DDD

COMPUTER Concepts weighed in with
Calligrapher, a comprehensive word
processor into which almost every known
feature will be installed when it is

released in August; so much so that it is

being offered as a desktop publishing
program, too.
•

ON

the

an

hardware

side,

Robtek

unveiled its McEmulator Interface.
This disc drive interface allows ST

computers to read and write Apple
Macintosh discs.

Also, hard disc drives for the ST from
the US were on show at the Frontier

stand. Supra Hard Discs have been out
selling Atari's own drives by three to
one. They come in 20Mb, 30Mb and
60Mb versions.
DDD

EXECON was offering the result of 18
months work in the form of a modular

Atari Mega ST

business package. Execon Accounts is
the first module in the series designed to
be as powerful as Pegasus without the
cost or complicated installation. To follow
shortly are modules for stock control and
invoicing and order processing. Vertical
market application software is promised.
June 1987 Atari ST User 5
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We'll be a major
force, says Tramiel
WITH $200 million in the bank and "all
petrol tanks full" Atari is ready to take on
the world, international boss Jack Tramiel
is boasting.
In fine form at the recent Atari Com

puter Show he told dealers and journalists

he had just raised $75 million of long-term
backing in Europe.
This meant finances were in order and

Jack Tramiel. . . full of confidence at the Show

smell success in the air in Britain now that

Bob Gleadow was in charge. "He has
made all the difference" he said.

Until Gleadow's arrival, Atari UK was

losing money. This year it was expected
to break even and next move into prof
itability. Gleadow revealed he would
expect to turn over £30 million this year;
the most he could expect next year was

the product range was right. "We are

£50 million, he said.

ready to go", he said. "Everything is
being plugged in; we are going to be a
major force".

Tramiel was also appreciative of British
software writers and publishers and
promised to help them break into US

The Atari Inc chairman said he could

markets.

"We need your support, but on the

other hand we are spending $10 million
promoting Atari in the US this year. We

Germans ban 'too

realistic' game
AN award-winning computer game that is
a best-seller in the UK on the ST has been

banned from open sale by the West
German authorities for being too realistic.
Silent Service from MicroProse -

an

hope you software people will find a
home there; if you try we will support you
with everything we can. If we all work
together we are going to make it big".
He accepted that Atari was still fairly
weak in the US, hence the multi million
pound promotion campaign this year.
But in Germany, the ST was expected
to make a tremendous leap this year and
elsewhere in Europe Atari was doing
quite well, with new offices opened
recently in Sweden and Spam.

accurate simulation of a World War II

submarine in action - can now be pur

chased only from regulated outlets such
as sex shops.

NO TRADE WAR
BACKLASH

The decision to outlaw the simulation,

known as Das U Boot in Germany, has
been made under legislation known as
the Youth Dangerous Publications List.
This law seeks to protect German
youngsters from a range of products
including pornography and any material
likely to incite aggressive behaviour.
While admitting it is accurate in all
details; MicroProse denies suggestions
that Silent Service is likely to encourage
anti-social behaviour among German
youth.

As a result the company is to appeal to

FEARS that the US-Japan trade war
would affect Atari's UK operation
have been dispelled by British boss
Bob Gleadow.

Because Japanese computers now
cost twice as much in the US
Major Bill Stealey, fighter pilot
boss of MicroProse

flood the market there and hold
German authorities to take a second look

at legislation which - wrongly in our opin

the German authorities to rethink the

ion - lumps together computer software

banning of software under this Act.
MicroProse president Major Bill
Stealey - he's a fighter pilot and adviser
to the US Joint Chiefs oPStaff - insists that
he supports the intent of the List, which is
to protect German youth from outlandish,
garish, pornographic and excessively
violent graphic representation.

with pornographic videos.

However, he does not feel that his com

pany's products fall into this category in
any way.

At a press reception in the US Embassy
in London, he told Atari ST User: "We
believe the time has come for the
6 Atari ST User June 1987

following the introduction of tariffs,
it was suggested that Atari might

"To drive sophisticated software into
the back streets is not only harmful to
overseas companies like us, but will have
a damaging effect on Germany's own
burgeoning software industry."

back on manufacturing for Europe.
But Gleadow explained that Atari

manufacturing was operated separ
ately for each side of the Atlantic. "I
can say that the present trade re

lationship between the US and Japan
will not affect UK availability and
pricing", he said.

A SECOND title on Robtek's new Diamond Software label has been released, but

unlike the first - Checkmate - it won't be available to under 16s. This, says Robtek
(01-847 4457) is because of the "sensational digitised graphics" in the Atari ST
version of Hollywood Poker which feature "the magnificent Miss Germany 1987 and
three other top models". Price £14.95.
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Abacus Ibmi Software
INTERNALS

GEM Programmer's Reference

The authoritative insider's guide

TRICKS & TIPS

BASICTraining Guide

Valuable collection of software tools

Everyone's introductionto ST BASIC

and programming hints\ */s£

ST Internals

GEM

(Formerly Anatomy of the Atari ST)

Programmer's Reference

An essential guide to the insider's infor

An indispensable guide for the serious ST
programmer needing detailed information
on GEM, Writtenespeciallyfor the AtariST,
it has an easy-to-follow format. Covers
choosing the right programming language,

mation on the ST. Written for the pro
grammer wanting a thorough, complete
description of the inner workings of Atari's
outstanding ST computers Detailed des
criptions of graphics and sound chips,
Centronics and

RS-232

ports, GEM. important system addresses
and much more. Included is a commented

BIOSassembly listing. This reference work
is a required addition to your ST library.
Third printing.

AB450

446pages

£14.95

introduction to C and assembly languages; a

study of the Editor, C-compiler, Assembler
& Linker; programming the Virtual Device
Interface (VDI); Application Environment
Services (AES); Graphics Device Operating
System (GDOS), and interfacing to TOS.
Manyexample programs, Cross-referenced
VDl/AES calls.

AB470

412pages

Abacus S

Abacus S I Software

AbacusSwillSoftwa re

AbacusG3 Software

the

Explore the infinite electronic
musical capabilities of the ST

|lIIII 11 HI 11 III 11 111I
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hardware,

Introduction to MIDI Programming

Tricks & Tips
Fantastic collection of ST program tools and
techniques for the ST Programs include
a super-fast RAM disk; time-saving print
spooler; colour print hardcopy; plotter
output hardcopy; accessories construction
- all of these programs and more are in
cluded in the price of the book! Learn how to
create brilliant graphics, use the VDISYS
commands, and master the powerful GEM
applications. Refineyour BASIC, assembler
and C programs with advanced pro
gramming techniques.

AB455

260pages

£14.95

ST BASIC

Introduction to

Training Guide

MIDI Programming

An educational, well-written introduction to
Atari ST BASIC. You'll learn to program

Your ST's built-in Musical Instrument Digi
tal interface (MIDI) lets you control any
MIDI-equippeddigital synthesizer-and the
results can be phenomenal! This book
covers the fundamentals of MIDI operation
on the ST - how a synthesizer is actually
interfaced with the ST's MIDI ports. In
cludes C sourcecode listings for compre

your ST quickly withthe BASIC commands,
problem analysis,andalgorithmspresented
in the first few chapters. Quizzesthroughout
the bookhelpyou learnto "thinkin BASIC"
while you get a practical grounding in the
language at the same time. Topics include
data-flow and program flowcharts, menus,
multi-dimensional arrays, sort routines, file
management, BASIC under GEM, advanced
programming techniques, and much more,

AB485

£14.95

MACHINE LANGUAGE
zaenttj langjatponw AyrSi

312pages

£12.95

hensive MIDI editor, driver and animated

player for any of the Casio CZ series, etc.
Written by the authors of XLENT Software's

STMusic Box™ package.

AB520

250 pages

£14.95

MA!

CS & POKES
Keys to revealing the secrets
hidden within your Atari A ST

Abacus

Software

GRAPHCS& SOUND
Waster theyaphicsandsoundcapabilities oftie Atari ST

ST Disk Drives

ST BASIC to C
Move quickly beyond the BASICS
with the powerful C language

Inside
and Out

AbacusS**'

Abacus lluliiill Software

Peeks & Pokes

ST Machine

Enhance your programs with the PEEK and
POKE examples in this book. Clearly ex
plains a number of the most important
POKEs and their uses. At the same time,

you'll get a good look at the architecture of
the AtariST. Topics include: the ST's con
figuration and interfaces, its "intelligent"
keyboard; the mouse, pointer and stack,
diskettes; TOS. GEM, interpreter/compiler,
choice of programming languages, input
and output; much more.

AB480

175pages

£12.95

Language
Learn 68000 machine and assembly
language to make the fullest use of your ST.
Takes a systematic approach in presenting
number systems, logicaloperations and bit
manipulation; use of registers, structure
and details of the 68000 instruction set

and the ST system routines; explains the
functions of the editor, assembler, linker,
etc. Containsmany sample programs.

AB465

280 pages

£14.95

Abacus MB Softwa re

AbacusGiSJ Software

Graphics & Sound
An in-depth look at creating sophisticated
graphics and surprising music and sounds
on the ST. Detailed guide features stepby-step introduction to graphics in all
resolutions: 2-D and 3-D function plotters,

Moire patterns, graphic memory, various
resolutions,

fractals,

recursion,

waveform generation,

MIDI.

sound

Example

programs written in C, LOGO, BASIC and
Modula-2 ST. See and hear the audio-visual

possibilities
computer.

built into this

AB460

255paqes

remarkable

£14.95

ST Disk Drives:
Inside and Out
The definitive guide to the ST disk drives,
including the Atari ST Hard disk. This ex
haustive volume not only covers files, file
structures and data management, but
details both the programming and technical
aspects of the floppy drives, hard drive and
RAM disk. Includes program listings for
several full-length utilities and program
ming tools that allow you to further explore
the capabilities of these drives. Available
first quarter '87.

AB445

375pages

Abacus mm.

ST BASIC to C
Move up from BASIC to C - in a hurry! If
you're already a BASIC programmer, you
can learn the fundamentals of C language
programming all that much faster, usually
in less than one day. Parallel examples
demonstrate the programming techniques
and constructs in both languages. Topics
include variables, pointers, arrays, data
structures, more.

£16.95

A.S.T.3.

NEWS
New drive on

arcade games
SOFTWARE house Activision has been

scouring the globe for licensing deals
with which to launch itself into arcade

games production.
It has acquired the home computer
rights to a trio of arcade titles from Sega
which it intends to convert for the Atari
ST.

They are trail biking simulation Enduro
Racer, space shoot-em-up The Quartet,
and arcade adventure Wonderboy.
Activision (01 -431 1101) will also handle
European distribution of fantasy roleplaymg games from Sierra On Line,
producer of Kings Quest, Black Cauldron
and Space Quest.
And an agreement has been signed
with Abstract Concepts - creator of

Bored of the Rings and The Boggit - for
an unspecified number of original adven
ture game storylines.
Abstract Concepts authors will be
working alongside Activision's Electric
Dreams team and the first release under

the new arrangement is expected in
September.

7W diggers attack the grt

Digging for Database
THE world's first mass sod-cutting
ceremony heralded the start of
building a new £1 million home for
Atari ST User and its sister Database

Publications magazines.

All 150 Database employees took

ATARI DEAL
Creative Sparks Distribution has just
signed a major deal with Atari because it
believes the company has its act
together.
Vince Holton, CDS marketing manager

said: "We firmly believe that 1987 will be
Atari's year. The market has been slow to
recognise the advanced capabilites of
the ST but it is now evident that both

consumers and dealers are becoming

part in the traditional act of
groundbreaking to celebrate their

role in the company's rise to
prominence in computer magazine
publishing.
The new site in the Cheshire

countryside near Stockport echoed
to the sound of scores of spades and
shovels hitting the ground simul
taneously at a signal from Database

Digitised impression of the new HQ

computer industry to perform the
ceremony", he said, "but decided
instead to keep it within the
company.

"All our employees have con

head Derek Meakin.

tributed to Database becoming the
UK's leading publisher of computer

"We originally toyed with the idea
of inviting a leading figure from the

magazines - so they all deserved to
play a part on the big day".

excited about it.

The deal, says Holton, is part of Atari's
attempt to improve on its distribution. He
said CSD talked to Commodore as well,

but in the end they persevered with Atari
because "the pricing was more attractive
and the company had its act together
better".

CSD will distribute the full range of
Atari products.

Monitor switch

BT BONANZA
BRITISH Telecom's software titles

have scooped an amazing total of 31
awards here and abroad in the past 12

tors to their machine at the same time has

been released by Lightwave Leisure
(051-639 5050).
The Switch-Two Monitor Interface

plugs into the monitor socket on the ST. It
provides two sockets, with a switch that
brings either monitor into action as
desired without the need to disconnect.
Price £25.95.
8
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THE price of Atari ST spreadsheet and
project management package Logistix

months.

has been reduced from £149.95 to £99.95.

The accolades were awarded by
reader polls and computer journalists'

the features currently available on Logi

votes in magazines published in
Britain, France, Germany and the
United States.

A DEVICE which allows ST users to con
nect both colour and monochrome moni

Price slashed

More than two-thirds of Telecom-

soft's sales of programs under the
Rainbird, Firebird and Beyond labels
are now overseas.

Latest release from Rainbird (01-240
8838) for the Atari ST is Guild of
Thieves, a new adventure from Mag
netic Scrolls to follow the success of

The Pawn, voted Adventure of the
Year at the Golden Joystick Awards.

Publisher Grafox (01-922 8807) says all
stix are contained in the reduced price
version.

The spreadsheet module allows data to
be transferred from Lotus 1-2-3, SuperCalc, dBase II and III and WordStar.

The project management module can
be used for resource allocation and time

management and linked to spreadsheet
details.

The graphics function enables any type
of data to be displayed in line graph, pie
chart, scatter graphs and histograms produced in colour and printed sideways
if desired.

Atari ST Productivity Software from
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Abacusmm Software
PCBoard

Designer
Create printed circuitboard layouts

Features: Auto-routing, component

Word Processor for tha Atari

list, pinoul list, net list
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PCBoard Designer

llllllllllll

PCBoardDesigner is a powerful, interactive computer-aided design tool that automates the
layout of printed circuit boards. The remarkable PCBoard Designer drastically cuts the
cost, long hours and tedium of producing a working circuit board. PCBoardDesigner has a
wide range of sophisticated features and remarkable speed found only on systems costing
thousands more. Exclusive to PCBoard Designer is its automatic routing capability-all
traces are automatically drawn on the screen, and redrawn as you delete, modify your
board design. In addition, it has options of 45° or 90° angle traces, different trace widths,
routing from pin to pin, pin to BUS, BUSto BUS, as well as two-sided boards.
The rubberbanding feature lets you see the user-defined components during replace
ment - and you can reposition your components at any time during the design process.
PCBoard Designer prints your completed layout to any Epson or Epson-compatible dot
matrix printer at 2:1. The high-quality printout is camera-ready for final photo-etching.
PCBoard Designer also prints your component layout, and lists every component and
connection. Runs on Atari520ST or 1040ST computers with monochrome monitor. Epson
FX-80 or compatible, Hewlett-Packard plotters, NEC P6/P7 printers, or Toshiba 24-pin
printers required for photo-ready traces.

AB500
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Text Pro
"

— Randy MoSorley

TextPro is the best wordprocessor

Pacus Report Dec '86

a variable for the ST."

The professionalwordprocessing package designed for the ST by professionalwriters. ST
TextProcombines great features withflexibility, speed and easy operation- but at a very
reasonable price! STTextPro offers full-screeneditingwith mouse or keyboardshortcuts,
as wellas high-speed input, scrolling and editing. Youcan create multiple columns of text,
and choose up to 180 characters per line. ST Textpro even generates an automatic index
and table of contents I Otherfeatures include30 user-definedfunction keys;flexible printer
installation; sideways printing; loading and saving to RS232 port; and much more.

Unbeatable value at only

AB490

£39.95!

Improved version now only tl SjO !
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PaintPro
Atrue GEM among STgraphicdesign/paint programs. ST PaintPro is veryfriendly and
economical- but very powerful.PaintProsupports up to three activewondows, and has a
complete toolkitof functions: free-form sketching, lines, circles, ellipses, boxes, text, fill,
copy, move, zoom, spray, paint, erase, undo, help, as wellas extensivetext capabilities.
You can even import "foreign" pictures for enhancement using PaintPro's double-sized
pictureformat, and send hardcopyto most popular dot-matrixprinters. Workswitheither
monochrome or colour ST systems. ST PaintPro is a must for everyone's artistic or
graphics needs.

_

AB620

.

£49.95

PaintPro Library # 1
A companion to the ST PaintPro package (and compatible with
Degas as well).This complete graphics library includes five new
original fonts that can be used with PaintPro- Swiss. Computer
Chantal, Mixed and Thames (Old English)- and hundreds of
symbols, borders, ornamental lines, etc. for use in
electronic, architectural and graphics design.
AB622

Available from your local dealer or directly from

Precision Software Ltd. 6 Park Terrace,
Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ
8955021 Precis G
Precision Telex
*7~~M~""

Software 01-330 1166

A.S.T.3.
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Standfast House
Bath Place
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AssemPro

Data Retrieve (Formerly DataTrieve)
"DataRetrieve is the most versatile, and yet simple,
data base available for the Atari 520ST/1 (MOST
on the market to date."

- Bruce Mittleman
Atari Journal
Nov. '86

A simple-to-use and versatile database manager. ST DataRetrieve's drop-down menus
allow you to quickly define your file and enter your information through screen templates.

ST DataRetrieve has fast search and sorting capabilities, a capacity of up to 64,000
records, and allows numeric values with up to 15 significant digits. This package indexes
up to 20 different fields per file, and has complete, built-in reporting capabilities. Lets you
access up to four files simultaneously. Supports multiple files and seven different-sized

RAM disks on the 1040ST for lightning-fast operation. DataRetrieve includes seven preprepared data base templates that you can customize to your own uses. Interfaces to
TextPro files. Easy printer control, many help screens, and complete manual.

"The whole system is well designed and makes the
rapid development of 68000 assembler programs

Input

very easy."

Dec. 86

ST AssemPro is a complete machine language development tool for the professional
developer. The Assempro package makes assembly language programming easier and
quicker than ever before, because it takes full advantage of the ST's GEM environment.
AssemPro includes a full-function screen editor with search and replace, block operations,
upper/lower case conversion, and user-definable function keys. The fast 68000 macro
assembler assembles to eitherdisk or memory, and features interactive error correction.
AssemPro sends an assembler and/or symbol table listing to printer or disk, and features a
powerful debugger with single-step, breakpoint. 68020 emulator, and much more.
ST AssemPro gives the programmer online help including instruction address mode and
GEM parameter information, disassembler and reassembler, and a comprehensive
175-page manual.

Unbeatable value at only£39.95!

AB505

-Jeff Lewis

Now only£ 49.95!

AB625

Forth/MT

T
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Chartpak
Chartpakis a versatilepackageforthe STthat lets you makeprofessionalqualitycharts and
graphs last. Designedto take fulladvantage of the ST's GEM features, Chartpakcombines
speed and ease of use unimaginable until now. You enter, edit, save and recall your data
easily through options on menus. Then you specify scaling, labeling and positioning.
Chartpak instantly draws the chart in any of 8 different formats - and you can change your
format or resize it immediately to draw a chart of another type. Other features include
statistical routines foraverage, standard deviation,least squares and forecasting. Interface
with spreadsheet programs. Import clip art from PaintPro files. Send hardcopy to most
popular dot-matrix printers. Works with either monochrome or colour ST systems. Chart
pak is a must for all your charting or graphing projects. DEGAS compatible. Available first
quarter'87.

AB600

Forth/MT

miiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMii •i.:L..rr.:.

Apowerful,multi-tasking Forthpackagedesigned exclusively forthe ST. Forthis not onlya
programming language, but an operating environment-you can program, assemble
and edit. Used for more than 15 years in industrial and scientific applications, Forth
dramatically reduces program development time compared to assembly language

or the high-level programming languages. Since Forth is so fast, compact,
flexible and efficient, it is particularly well-suited to solving real-time prob
lems. Our ST Forth/MT is a complete, 32-bit implementation based on the / fc>^

Forth-83 standard. Features include afull screen editor, monitor, and / £>*
macro assembler. Forth/MT has over 750 words in the Kernal, with /.a^a

a1500+ disk-accessible word library, Cbmplete TOS commands. /

v/\S

LINEA commands, floating point and complex arithmetic avail
able. Utility descriptions are stored on disk - you can change
them to suit your needs. Machine language sections added
for high speed.

Topvalueatonly£39.95!

AB495

£49

Available from your local dealer or directly from

Precision Software Ltd. 6 Park Terrace,

J, WorcesterPark, Surrey KT4 7JZ
Precision Telex 8955021 Precis G

Software 01-330 7166

A.S.T.3.

ATARI ST SPECIAL DEALS
We give YOU the option to get the best deal
OPTION 1

Pay the recommended price for the computer and we will give you software of your choice
FREE to the value stated.
OPTION 2

Take advantage of our discounted prices to save money.
All computers come supplied with
with 5 Discs containing CPM and

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Computer Price

Free Software

£399.95
£499.95
£599.95
£699.95
£599.95
£699.95
£799.95
£899.95

£50.00
£60.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£100.00

£369.95
£459.95
£539.95
£629.95
£539.95
£629.95
£729.95
£819.95

£149.95
£299.95
£399.95

£30.00
£40.00
£50.00

£134.95
£269.95
£369.95

£199.95

£40.00

£179.95

£149.95
£199.95
£699.95

£30.00
£40.00
£90.00

£134.95
£179.95
£629.95

public domain software.
Atari520ST-FM Keyboard only
Atari 520ST-FM With 12" High res mono screen
Atari 520ST-FM Wth 14" Low res colour monitor
Atari 520ST-FM With 12" Med res colour monitor

Atari 1040ST-F Keyboard only
Atari 1040ST-F Wth 12" High res mono screen
Atari 1040ST-F With 14" Low res colour monitor
Atari 1040ST-F With 12" Med res colour monitor
MONITORS

SM12512" High res mono monitor
SC1424 14" Low res colour monitor
SC122412" Med res colour monitor
PRINTERS

SMM804 Atari80cps
DISC DRIVES
SF354 500K3.5"
SP3141000K3.5"

SH204 20 Megabyte Hard Disc
BOOKS

Anatomy of the Atari ST
Atari STProgrammers Guide
Atari STTricks and Tips

£1295
£1495
£1295

Sundog Frozen

£25.00

Music Studte
Paintworks

£25.00
£30.00

LittleComputer People

£30.00

Gem of the Atari ST

£12.95

International Karate

£17.00

Graphic Applications Atari ST
Graphics and Sound Atari ST
Machine Language Atari ST
The Atari STCompanion
Using ST Baste on the Atari ST

£12.95
£1295
£12.95
£9.95
£7.95

TeeUpGor

£17.00

Hitchhikers Guide
Seastalker

£25.00
£20.00

SOFTWARE

£12.00
£25.00
£17.00
£20.00

Karate Master

Kings Quest II
Lands of Havoc
Leaderboard
Leaderboard Tournament
Leather God of Phobos
Lbe rotor
Lode Runner

£9.99

£25.00
£12.00
£17.00
£20.00

Wishbringer

£25.00

Sorcerer

£20.00

Spell Breaker
Baity Hoo
Trinity
A Mhd Forever Voyaging

£25.00
£25.00
£29.00
£29.00

Mindwheel

£20.00

Moonmfet

£25.00

Night Ore
Nhja

Brattacus
Quest Probe
Hacker
Hacker II
Mindshadow

£29.00
£17.00
£21.00
£21.00
£21.00

Pawn
Phantasie II
Phantasie

£14.00
£9.99
£20.00

Macadam Bumper
Mercenary Compendium

RhgofZiflin

£20.00

Roadwar2000

£20.00

Rogue
Shangai

520.00
£20.00

Shard of Spring

£20.00

Shuttle II
Silent Service
Silicon Dreams

£20.00
£20.00
£17.00

Sky Fox
Space Pilot
Spberman
Spitfire 40

£20.00
£14.00
£17.00
£17.00

S.D.I
2on2BasketbaI

£40.00
£20.00

Strip Poker

Adventure Twin Pack

£20.00

STGor

Star Cross

£20.00

Alternate Reality

£20.00

Star Raiders

Star Glider
Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier

£20.00
£17.00
£20.00

£20.00
£17.00
£20,00

£25.00
£25.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00

joust

SuperCycle
Super Huey
Suspended

Arena
Black Cauldron
Boulderdash Construction Set
Breakers
Brimstone

T.T.Racer
Tenth Frame

£20.00
£20.00

Thai Boxing
TriviaChallenge
Typhoon

£17.00
£17.00
£17.00

Wanderer
Winter Games
Wizards Crown
World Games
Zorkl
ZorVII

£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00

Renegade

£20.00

£20.00
£20.00
£20.00

Pinball Factory

£9.99

Planetfal

£20.CO

Plutos
Q-Bal

£14.00
£20.00
£17.00
£17.00
£25.00
£29.00

£14.00
£21.00

Arkanoid

Gauntlet
BUSINESS AND UTILITIES

Integrated Accounts MAP

Championship Wrestling

£20.00

Chess

£20.00

Nomhal Ledger MAP
Purchase Ledger MAP

Cutthroats
Deadine

£20.00
£20.00

Stock Control MAP

Deep Space

£29.00

Payroll MAP

Essex

£20.00

Accountant SAGE

Accountant Plus SAGE

£129.00
£45.00
£45.00
£45.00

Sales Ledger MAP

£45.00

£45.00
£150.00
£199.00

Flight Simulator II

£40.00

Football Fortunes

£20.00

Bookkeeper SAGE

Hollywood Hijlnx

£25.00

Dbasell

£99.00
£99.00

Jewels of Darkness

£17.00

Journey into the Lair

£85.00

Karate Kid Part II

£20.00

Art Director
Film Director

£35.00
£40.00
£50.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST &PACKING TO UK.

Comtec Systems

I

• Please send me thefollowing items:

1 Qty.

Product

Price (inc VAT)

58a Wellingborough Road Northampton NN1 4DN Tel: (0604) 24463
• ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT& POST& PACKAGING

• Phone now for details of our service contracts and repair costs.

TOTAL

• County Council, Local and Education Authorities. Orders Welcome.
• Corporate and Export Orders Welcome.
| Pnetrnria
OVERSEAS ORDERS

T(tl N"

1 1enclose (please tick) Dcheque/p.o. or, please debit to my

Please add the following to your order and make all payments in Sterling

1 DAccess DVisa Card Expiry Date

Software, Books, Discs, Leads
Printers, Disc Drives
Computers

1 Comtcc Systems

£2.00
£20.00
£40.00

Ml

" Sond to: FREEPOST

MINIM

aaam •f=«^|

U£J PS, 1

| NORTHAMPTON NN1 «BFt T«i: (0604) 2*463,21753
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in association with |TELECOM GOLD] I
•Jffi

r Join MicroLink-«- and use your, micro to send and receive
electronic mail, telexes, telemessages,' go teleshopplng, book
theatre and'rail tickets, read the latest micro news..form your

own exclusive closed usergroup . ..even op via satellite to the

•; '.USA to chat in real time to other users with sitn ilar interests as
••yourself. And it's all as easy as-making a-phone call!
All you need to access MicroLink with your micro is a-modem,

appropriate software and.a'telephone.v i;. ; "'-: '•'',
How much does\licost?• .;••',.'•'.
•-,'/" '•'•'•'''•'.'.":.'"
# Standing charge of £3 a month.* Connect .charges of 3.^p a
;; ,-.

fe\" ',

minjite. (between 7pm and 8am weekdaysand all Saturday and
Sunday), Or lip a. minute during office Hours. •Cost of local

••/.,'. ., phone, call (London area), or cheap-rate PSS (Cxtra.2.5p a

•••minute)..'.

•_..*

• •

•..

'.•.••-.....

; ,•

.

*

These are Hasic chdrges, Most MicroLink facilities cfre free,
• including sertdirtg messages -to other people on the system.

; Extras are:'': '."'-'-'••'•..."•.•

>:'..:%'".:: •"•• •'',:

'-'*•

.'. . Te/ex: 5.5p per 100. tfiaracters(UK), lip per 100 (Europe), 18p

, per lOQ.(N.Amefie^), £1:25per40Q (r.est of the world), £2.75p
- •'" per400 (ships at seaf.P'Iusa once'-oniy telex registration fee of

• .-• ;•' ..-;..• ••-•• £10. '• •.*-•• •?'.'."'-.o- ••'v ': •;.\-': •:..•/••'

'':•,••' '/•','.•'

•'•

•-.';.. Te/ernessagesv £1.4S: for up to 350 words,. An illustrated
...•

greetings card (for weddings, birthdays, etc) costs an extra 75p,
Delivered anywhere in Britain first post the following day.
.'
Overseas mail; 20p (Germany, Denmark). 30p (USA, Canada,

Australia,. Singapore, Hong .Kong, Israel) for first -2,048
characters. For additional 1,024 characters,.lQp and 15pv
To join MicroLink simply fill in and return the fflrm below. Within days you will receive yaur
personal nvailbox number and password, an easy-to-u nderstand Quick Guide to MicroLink, and
the phone number ofthe Helpline«vhere you can get additional assistance should you require it.

Your personal passport to the wide world of communications
Application Form
Name

i 1 1 1 1 M

1! 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 II 1 1

A. Direct Debiting Instruction (Enterfullpostal address of UKBank Branch)to:

Position

Company I I I

Address

1 1 1 1 1 II

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I/We authorise you until further notice in writingto charge to my/our account with

Mill
1 1 M 1 1

you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which
may be deited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLink by
Direct Debit. Bills are issued 10 days before debit is processed.

1 1 II 1 II 1 1 1 M 1
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Postcode 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 TWimetel- 1 1 1 1 1
Commencement of Service
Please indicate month of commencement

Allow 7 days for validation of mailbox

^dlrte" I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f
sort code codd-lizi

Account Number
l(i

Date of first payment to be on 15th of month following commencement. Please
complete billing authorisation form A, B or C.

* Telecom Gold is a trademarkof British Telecommunications pic.

B. Please debit my/our
Access/Mastercard/Visa/
'American Express
*Ouerseas subscribers only

No.

I/Weauthoriseyou until furthernoticein writing to charge to my/our accountwith
you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which

I/We hereby apply to join MicroLink
(7)D I enclose my cheque for £5 payable to
Database Publications as registration fee
to MicroLink.

(y)D I also wish to use Telex. I authorise you

to charge an additional £10 to my initial
bill for validation.

D I confirm that I am over 18 years of age.
D I confirm that I accept the terms and
conditions for the time being in force,
copies of which are available on request

may be debited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MieroLink.

Bills are issued 10 days before charge is applied to your account.
Signature

Date

C. Please invoice the company/authority.
(V)O If you select this option, which is ONLY AVAILABLE to government
establishments and Public Limited Companies, we willrequire an OFFICIAL
ORDER to accept unspecified amounts.

Send to: MicroLink,
Database Publications,
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

I intend to use the following computer model

Europa House,

Signature

68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,

Start date

Date

Stockport SK7 5NY.

Password

Mailboxassigned
.

ST6

UFTWARE

Fast and furious
arcade action

REVIEWS
««««^««

A

:^h

Program: Goldrunner
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Microdeal, 41 Truro Road.

St

Austell, Cornwall PL2S 5JE.
Tel: 0726 68020

A short while ago, Typhoon hit the
market, only to be followed and
somewhat upstaged by Plutos. I barely
had time to gasp "Cor!" at these two when
Goldrunner, Microdeal's latest offering in
a similar arcade vein, hit the streets.

The year is 2010, the place the Ring
Worlds of Triton. Piloting your space
craft, the sleek and powerful Goldrunner,

your task is to destroy all ground targets
and shoot down any attacking craft who
home in to defend the planet.
Indestructible, tall constructions are
bad news for Goldrunner's health and

must be dodged. Similarly, the disrupter
bombs that enemy craft release should
be evaded if Goldrunner is not to end up
in Starfleet's scrap metal yard prema
turely.
In other words, this is yet another
mtergalactic destruction derby. And after

a day of stress and brain-taxing effort,
what's wrong with a little harmless, nonintellectual, abstract mayhem? Having

said that, though, you can hardly call
games of this sort relaxing.
Zooming round an alien landscape at a
rate of knots in a ship while being hotly
pursued by a hoard of angry aliens is not
my idea of unwinding.
Goldrunner opens with a stunning title
screen - a huge golden space ship
hurtling through a strange city. Digitised
speech welcomes you to the game and
the band, courtesy of that well-known
master of the art, Rob Hubbard, strikes
up.

The music is lively and appropriate,
some of the best yet heard on an ST

(excepting the superb sampled strains of
Starglider). It certainly shows that the ST
is capable of better sound than that used
by most games so far designed for it.

The music continues throughout the
game, but can be switched off by press
ing a function key. Digitised speech also
pops up regularly (masculine cries of "Go
for it!", "Don't fail now", "Watch out!",
"You've failed" and the like) but this can't
be switched off.

If you find it wearing, you can always
turn your volume control right down, but
then you lose the other sound effects
(laser fire and explosions nothing to shout

These tend to hunt in groups of four or
eight ships and swirl around in various
formations and attack patterns. They spin
off disrupter bombs, white star-shaped
objects, which float rather than zip
through the air.
Goldrunner has a pair of twin-cannon
lasers which repeat when the fire button
is held down. When a construction is hit, a

about) as well.

If you don't touch the keyboard while
on the title screen, the program will enter
demo mode automatically and will
eventually cycle through the whole game
if you leave it alone. Pressing the 1 or 2
keys gives a one or two player game and
lets battle commence. In a two-player
game, the players take it in turns to con
trol their own Goldrunner.

The screen is divided vertically. The
right hand side gives play information
such as current high-score (50,000 is the
set target to beat), number of players,
attack wave number, damage status,

ships remaining and current score. The
action takes place on the left where your
view is above Goldrunner, looking down
on a fast vertically-scrolling backdrop of
alien scenery.
Goldrunner flies low, casting a shadow
over the terrain below. Flight can be up
or down the screen, your ship executing
a neat turn as it changes direction. The
movement is smooth and the scrolling is
the fastest I have seen on the ST.

The landscape is an interesting mixture
of differently-hued metallic shapes and
constructions, among which are several
huge faces, rather like the statues on
Easter Island. Part of the action is conduc

ted in outer space against an uncluttered
starry backdrop.

There is a wide variety of design and
14 Atari ST User June 1987

colour of two-dimensional alien craft.

bomb crater opens up; when an enemy
craft is shot, it convincingly disintegrates
in a ball of smoke and flame.

Goldrunner is an excellent example of
the all-out, shoot-em-up style of arcade
game. Graphics, movement and respon
siveness are of high quality, the music
and speech impressive. The gameplay
can hardly be called original but the
implementation is immaculate.
Definitely one to buy if fast hand and
eye coordination and noisy, non-stop
action is your cup of intergalactic tea.
Bob Chappell
Sound

9

Graphics.
Playability
Value for money

10
10
9

Overall

10

iSOFTWARE

Star wars that

Program: SDI
Price: £45.95

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, Maxwell House, 74

Worship Street, London EC2A 2EN.
Tel: 01-377

never get going
keep going to the physical disc drive to
pick up new code, thus slowing the action

THIS is a poor game - the scenario is
ridiculous (which I can accept) and the
play action is mindlessly mediocre
(which I can't).
The scenario is supposed to be related
to the US Strategic Defense Initiative,
better known as star wars, though it has
nothing to do with the famous movie.

even more.

The SDI graphics also include the
opening and closing credits, which are
closely modelled on the sort you'd expect
to find in the cinema hence the Cinemaware label. Other cinematic features

have been neglected such as character,

The basic idea of the real SDI is to

action, logic, intelligence, excitement,
humour and musical enjoyment (the

create a system of giant lasers, satellites
and computer-controlled reflectors cap
able of incinerating en-route any hostile
missiles launched at the US.

It is not

anticipated that pilots will jet around in
space, shooting down small enemy
fighters to defend the satellites from
direct attack, or repair them when they
are damaged. Nevertheless this is the
major joystick-controlled action of SDI.
In other words, this is no sort of simu
lation. If it is meant to be, both the sci

musical accompaniment to SDI is particu
Raiders II, which looks prettier but is also
an inferior game.
Like Star Raiders II, SDI provides detail
on the planet surface. It also provides
more detailed enemy fighters to shoot
down, Drawing the tilting ground in SDI
slows down the action so much, it feels
more like flying through custard. Worse,

entific and political backgrounds seem to

the action is so lethargic, downing the
enemy is more like shooting wooden

me to be a load of tosh.

ducks.

Of course, flying about in space and
shooting down small enemy fighters can
be fun. It should remind all Atari lovers of

Star Raiders for the 8 bit range, the
greatest home computer game ever
produced. SDI is vaguely similar though it
is much closer in appearance to Star

Master Designer Software has spent
too much ingenuity on making the
graphics really pretty, instead of
producing a game that plays well.
In fact, the graphics are so fancy that
even using a ram disc (supplied) on a
megabyte machine, the game has to

larly nasty).
I think the producers of this useless
two-disc effort should have the entire 8k

of the original 8 bit Star Raiders code
written on house bricks and shoved up
their noses to teach them what real pro
gramming is about. If I'd actually paid for
SDI I'd be tempted to try and do it.
Now where are my copies of Star
Glider, Mercenary . . .
Jack Schofield

Sound

4

Graphics.
Playability
Value for money

9
4
2

Overall

4

Shoot 'em up with enthusiasm
Program: Plutos
Price: £14.95

Supplier: Tynesoft Computer Software, Unit

3, Addison Industrial Estate, Blaydon,
Tyne & Wear NE21 4TE.
Tel: 091-414 4611

SEVERAL space shoot-'em-up games
have recently arrived on the ST scene

as I could determine, did add a certain
air of technological sleekness to the
display.
The rest of the screen is where all the

action takes place. Most of it contains the
game's backdrop, being the surface of a
huge mothership, much of which is a

wide variety of metallic, rectangular con
structions interspersed by night sky.

and the best of the bunch is Plutos, a one

Right at the bottom of this area is an

or two player game of furious action.
Controlling a natty red, white and blue

indicator for each player showing the

spaceship, you fly around a vertically
scrolling screen shooting anything that
moves and nearly everything else that
doesn't. Sophisticated it may not be, but
fun it certainly is.
The right-most third of the screen is

taken up with a score and indicator panel.
The lower part shows the current score,
remaining fuel and stage reached for
each of the two players, as well as the

high-score (there is no separate high
score table).

Above this is a group of moving
indicators which, while really having
absolutely no bearing on the game so far

number of lives remaining.

Liberally sprinkled on the mothership's
surface are fiery pyramids and tall build
ings which must be avoided. However,
certain other protuberances can be shot
to pieces for extra points and advantages.

For example, small whirling wheels
have an unfriendly tendency to spin off
tiny white bombs, so shooting the wheels
is a must if you desire a more carefree
journey. Similarly, and just as illogically as
in the old Scramble-type games, fuel
depots can be potted to gam extra fuel for
your trip.

Elsewhere a cluster of green boxes
inscribed with a question mark provide a

one-in-four chance to gain an extra life
when shot at.

Flying down and then around the
screen are a number of defence craft,

each coming at you in its own formation.
Collision with any of these costs a life,
while destroying them adds to your points
tally. Dodged or left alone, each of these
squadrons usually gets bored and flies off.
A good tactic is to learn their attack pat
terns and act accordingly.
The defence squadrons come in
motley shapes and types. Among the
many attackers are pillar box red r>
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O spinning bombs which simply fly straight
down and off the bottom edge of the
screen. More difficult are the smoothly
rotating discs which tend to take a diag
onal flight path and return up the screen.
Despite the title, about the only thing not
thrown at you is a pack of dopey Walt
Disney dogs.
The game is divided into zones. To
progress to the next one, where the craft
are faster, meaner and more numerous

than the last, you must first pass a pair of
weeping eyes. They drip bombs, not
tears, and must be shot (yuk!) in order to

you gam an extra life and 5000 points
before entering the next zone.
One of the game's best features is the

two-player option. In this, both players'
ships take to the skies simultaneously,
sharing the total fuel reserves. You cannot
shoot each other but can both pot away at
the enemy, competing for points. Great
fun, especially when the action really
gets wild.
Sound effects are adequate but not
terribly innovative (mostly simple bangs
and crashes) and there is no music, title
theme or otherwise.

progress to the next zone. If you fail the

As shoot-em-ups go, Plutos goes very

current stage is repeated; succeed, and

well. The simultaneous two-player option

Supplier: Infogrames, Mitre House,
Abbey Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1
2RQ.
Tel: 01-364 0123

know. What I am certain of is that this

rather stylish piece of software is the
bee's knees so far as pinball simulators
are concerned.

No marks though for the instructions
that come with the less than breathtaking

packaging (small and thinnish cardboard
sleeve carrying a dull picture). Although

they come in three languages (English,
French and German), the instructions are
terse almost to the point of indifference.
However, they do give you the basics
and fortunately the program itself is so

same on booting up but four others are
stored on the disc and can be called up
by entering the construction option.
Whether in play or design mode, the
pinball table is shown in the right half of
the screen while scores, options and so
on are shown at the left.

During play, mouse or keyboard oper
ation is restricted to launching the ball,
operating the flippers and shaking the
table. When you rattle the table, the
whole screen judders, but no tilt warning
ever results - great fun! The shake
sensitivity can be set on a scale from one
to five - the highest setting makes the
table susceptible to the slightest move

pings, boings, trills and tuneful bursts add
Some things can be customised to your
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Sound

7

Graphics.
Playability
Value for money

8
9
9

Overall

8

Up to four participants can play up to
nine games always with five balls per
player. The default table is always the

to the veracity of the simulation.

The program allows you to use mouse

Douglas Wooller

driven.

The ball bounces smoothly and realis
tically around the table while various

or keyboard, the latter being reconfigur-

won't be disappointed.

able to suit individual preferences.
Menus and sub-menus for playing or
designing pinball tables are all icon

ment so don't even breathe at this level.

easy to operate that one quickly forgives
the lack of printed information.
A neat title screen is followed by the
game options display. Wait for about 20
seconds and the program will launch into
what is probably the most comprehen
sive demo ever seen in a piece of home
computer software - it's a joy to watch. I
recommend that you let the demo run
before doing anything else in the game.
You can escape from the demo (or a
game) at any time by pressing Escape.

mould with fast but velvet-smooth action

and crisp, colourful graphics. Buy it - you

Super present for
the pinball fan

Program: Macadam Bumper
Price: £24.95

WHY this pinball simulation and con
struction program has been given a title
that sounds more like a piece of motor
way building equipment I honestly don't

is particularly exciting and guaranteed to
get the adrenalin coursing (not to mention
giving you both a sore throat from
shouting advice at your partner above the
crescendo of explosions!).
Plutos is a fun game in the classic

own taste - changing the slope, tilt, elas
ticity, speed, determining every facet of
scoring, bonuses, free balls and other
special conditions and combinations. The
whole thing is extremely flexible and
simplicity itself to adjust.
The construction options allow you to
adapt an existing table or create your
own from scratch. Any design can be

and restores it at a second.
An obstacle mode with similar features

lets you paint in features which, unlike the
paintbox option, will obstruct the ball (a
trowel pointer replaces the pencil of the
paintbox mode). You can switch between
modes at will.

Last, but absolutely essential to your

pinball table is the host of different bum
pers, flippers, spinners, targets, discs,
cups and assorted gizmos which you can
add to your table. Simply point at the
desired object and drag it to its destined
position. If later you don't like where
you've put it, push it somewhere else.
To sum up, Macadam Bumper offers
everything a pinball fan could wish for:
First rate sound, colour, graphics and
animation and matchless user friend

liness. Play is realistic and fun, while the
design options provide almost unlimited
entertainment. Macadam Bumper gets

my vote as the pinball simulation to buy.
Wizard!

Bob Chappell

saved and later loaded back. The table

can be painted using a 16 colour paintbox
(a zoom facility makes fine artwork a
snip), complete with pixel and block fill
and erase, and an Oops feature which
removes the last action with one press

Sound

Graphics
Playability
Value for money
Overall

8

9
10
9
9
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Blazing the colourful trail
Program: Trailblazer
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Gremlin Graphics, Alpha House,
10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS.
Tel: 0742 753423

BY the tortuous dribbles of Maradonna,
here's a game that makes all other ballcontrol programs look positively child's
play.
Trailblazer is not exactly about football,

though a black and white panelled
sphere is the undoubted star of the game.
All you have to do is drive this ball along
a multicoloured track within a given time
limit.

Simple it may sound, but in practice it
is devilishly and addictively difficult. The
reason becomes apparent as soon as you
start to play - the track is made up of
differently coloured squares and the ball
reacts in a certain way depending on the
colour of the square it is touching.
For example, white squares make the
ball jump while green squares slow it
down to a snail's pace. Yellow squares
speed it up, purple ones throw it into
reverse gear and blue squares turn your
controls the wrong way round, so you
have to steer left to go right.
Now all this wouldn't be so bad if it
wasn't for one other factor - the trail is

littered with gaps for the ball to fall
through, some of them long and wide.
The representation on-screen gives a
realistic impression of a trail suspended
in space, stretching away from you into
the distance. The scenery surrounding it
includes a ringed planet, volcano and
rocky ridges, reinforcing the feeling of
being on another world.
The game commences with a smart

title screen and a quick burst of digitised
speech (the word Trailblazer repeated

before getting to play the next) or to play
any three of them.
The third option is for a two-player
game, letting you play against an oppo
nent through the 10 set trails.
The game screen is divided horizon
tally. In the single player games, the top

half is used for displaying the action and
the bottom for the logo (an animated,
blazing rendition of the game's name).
In the two-player game, each half is
used to show the current position of each
player's football. Unlike some other ver
sions of this game, you cannot interact - a
pity as it tends to restrict the fun that can
be had.

And to make sure that the gameplay

Trailblazer is huge fun - a simple but
maddeningly addictive game, just the
thing to liven up your reflexes and bring a
zing back into your gameplaymg.
Douglas Wooller

Sound

8

Graphics.
Playability
Value for money

9
9
8

Overall

9

Program: Prohibition
Supplier: Infogrames, Mitre House, Abbey
Road, Enfield. Middlesex EN1 2RQ.
Tel: 01-364 0123

AVOIDING the strong temptation to
subject the reader to the dubious joys of a
review written with a strong New York
accent, I nevertheless found the idea of a

30s-style American gangster game pro
grammed in France absolutely rivetting!
French company Infografnes have
taken the theme of the Prohibition era in

scream. Strong stomachs are required
here.
The four-colour medium resolution

ference. Your mission: To kill all the

depiction of the downtown areas of New
York is excellent, really capturing the
atmosphere of the period. It would have

gangsters infesting the poor areas of New
York, rescue the hostages and restore

the characters appearing at windows and

America, and turned it into a scrolling,
fast-action, shootout game with a dif

peace and harmony to

the neigh

been nice to have had some animation of
on the roofs, but the tension and action

bourhood!

created by the game as you flip the

Using the mouse (or keyboard) to con
trol your pistol sight, you quickly scan the
windows of the tenement building. As

screen in all directions more than

behind your sights, flashing arrows

hit.

If the action gets too tough, you can

compensates for the lack.
This type of game does sometimes
bring out the dark side of one's character,

and I must admit to deriving a certain
perverse type of pleasure from shooting
the wrong targets. Shooting the odd moll
might not be the aim of the game, but how
many of you insisted on shooting the

benevolent Mothership in the original
Atari Star Raiders?

onto the screen for a limited period. But
this will only delay the proceedings, and
the best tactic is to keep on the move at

All in all a simple, fun game with great
graphics and sound, which just might be
the best gangster shoot out this side of
Lake Michigan not to mention the East

all times.

River!

hide behind the brick wall which flashes

away on and three optional ways of
playing them. Two of the options are for a
single player only and allow you to play
through the 10 courses in set order (but
you have to conquer each in the time limit

own trails.

Price: £19.95

appear to guide you to the nearest
gangster. But you have to be quick - he'll
shoot first if you don't. Different digitised
deathcries let you know if you've been

There are 10 different trails to blaze

Editor program included on the disc
enabling you to design and save your

Do you feel lucky?

they move vertically and horizontally

several times at different speeds). A
combined options and high-score screen
then appears, and very slick it is too.

has a reasonably long life, there is an

Since ethics play no part in the lives of
these nasty hitmen, they will attempt to
escape with a female hostage in tow.
Here, only very careful shooting will take
out the bad guy - if your bullets are not on
target, you'll hear a digitised female

Victor Laszlo

Sound

4

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

9
4
2

Overall

4
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514-516 Alum Rock Road, Alum Rock, Birmingham

Tel.: 021-328 3585

GFA DRAFT
CRD & Graph,cs

Program

nni

•'^

fluflIL08lE PROP

PE'R S0NAL

SOFTWARE EXPRESS

£99.95

RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEM

i

VOGLER

S%€i/%e69iyffl>egtt&*
Undoubtedly the most useful Desk
Accessory you will ever buy!

An exciting new range

of
for

professional

the

Ask for

£19.95

details

software

discerning

user.

JackFont

JackSpell
JackMake

Please

ask for

an

information sheet

Highjack
Shortcut

Dafiware

Express

COftPUTER SYSTEMS LI A!TED

MERKANT
The

2

3

<

I

I

I

BEST

Stock Control and Merchandising

program available for the ST
Ask for

AETERS
I

I

details

FIRST

CADD

FROA

GENERIC SOFTWARE

49.95

Dealer and Overseas Enquiries Welcome

514-516 Alum Rock Rood, ^9^ HOTLINE

Alum Rock, Birmingham 4££fe
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Integrated zooming
ZOOMRACKS seems a strange name
for a program. Having used it, how
ever, I couldn't think of a more descrip

ating and inserting cards to hold infor
mation and entering the information itself
is all accomplished from the menu

tive title.

screen.

The program is described by its UK
publishers, Microdeal, as "an integrated
productivity tool" - integrated because it
is part word processor, part database
manager, part adding machine and part

The database side of Zoomracks has all

personal organiser.
Data is held on index cards which in
turn are held in a rack. You can see the

first line of the card which reminds you of
its contents. When a card is selected, by
either mouse or cursor keys, you zoom in

Ken Hughes

to read its contents.

reviews a database
with a difference

Zoomracks can be used for many

home, office or recreational purposes. It
will cope easily with mailing lists, corre
spondence, project planning, reminder

files,

meeting notes and agendas,

appointments, invoicing information,

supplier and customer files, inventory
management, payroll and sales order

records, recipies, credit card and budget
records - and much more.

Once the program is running a screen
appears which is split into four separate
parts as shown in Figure I. The top line
shows the rack in use, and the next sec
tion shows the list and size of racks in the

disc directory.
The third area lists the commands

available, and as they are selected its
contents alter to reflect the different set of
options.
The fourth and final screen area is a

novel memory gauge which looks like the
sliding-bar petrol meter on a car

routine. If at any time you lose your bear
ings, pressing Escape then C cancels
what you were doing and takes you back
to the view of the rack you were working
in. Escape and M turns the menu back on
so that you can see what your options are.
Any data entered prior to pressing
Escape is not lost.
Creating a new rack to your own speci
fications is simple. An empty one is
selected from the disc directory at the top
of the screen. The Change/Add function
is
selected by either pressing
Alternate+C or by clicking the mouse
button with Change/Add highlighted in
the menu.

From this point you can build up your
rack as required. Changing its name, cre

the facilities you would expect. Fields are
independently definable and can hold 1
to 250 lines of 80 characters per line.
Search patterns can consist of up to 27
fields: So, from a simple name and
address mail file you could find anyone
called Bloggs, anyone called Bloggs who
lives in Manchester or anyone called
Bloggs who lives in Manchester in the
postal area M60.
Once the information has been entered

on the cards it is ready for working with.
It can be word processed by the built-in
text editor and prepared for printing.
Most of the usual word processor func

tions are available such as cut and paste,
find and replace, undo - very useful if you
unitentionally delete something - and
many others.
Text can be stored along with graphics
so that a document could be illustrated

with a Degas format diagram. Ascu files
from other word processors or other com
puters can be loaded into the text editor.
An extremely useful feature is the abil
ity to format macros, which act like a
small program or subroutine. Using a
macro an operation can be performed
with two key presses. Any number can
be defined and can be anything from a
mathematical expression to entering
"Yours sincerely," at the foot of a letter.
Once defined, a macro can be stored on D>

dashboard. As data is entered on to the

cards the needle moves from empty, (no
memory used), to full, (no memory
available).

The program makes full use of avail

able memory so 1040ST or expanded 520
owners will enjoy the benefit of the extra
memory. However a high or medium

resolution monitor is necessary as a TV
fed through a modulator does not display
a clear enough picture in medium resol
ution,

2.

UHTITLEA

A'.FIHELP
AiKEYHELP
filHflCDEHO
AiQCHECKS
AiODEHO
fi:QF0RHS
AiOIHVOICE
ABETTERS
AiOHAHES

13456
43BB8
18432
4B36
22528
8132
4036
6144
6144

The program, as supplied, comes with
a number of racks already filled in. There
are two help racks and a tutorial - an
on-line instruction rack. Working through
the tutorial gives a thorough grounding in
Zoomracks and the keys to use to initiate

,...1
,...1
,...1

a command or action.

One really nice feature is the escape
Program: Zoomracks II
Price: £120

Supplier: Microdeal Electronic Publishing,

Alt A-Always nenu

Tonal

Fi-Help He On/Off

Toggl

Alt C-Change/Add

Alt E-Extras Quit
Alt H-Hext/prior

Toggl
Toggl

Alt G-Goto nenu

Toggl

Alt H-Hath nenu

Alt 0-QutDUt
Toqql Alt Z~Zoor Henu
Use Control <— and —> Arrows to nove in nenu,

81 Henory: Enpty |

St. Austell, PL25 4YB

I

]g_.

.1.

Toggl I
Toggl I
Toggl I
Full

Figure I: The startup screen
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<3 disc for later recall.

For the busy user, or anyone who

i.AlMACDEH 2.A1QF0RHS 3.A:0LETTE 4.A:QCHECK 5,A:QIHvOI aHEMMB. A'.Disk

wants an instant database rather than

having to configure one from scratch,
Microdeal is distributing starter kits. At

Zoonracks has nana uses

IOff ice

the moment home and business kits are

available, and future projects include kits
for academic and school use, collectors,

and more business applications in the
form of accounting, sales and project
management.

There are 32 templates in the home
starter kit including appliance records to
keep a log of service and parts infor
mation, a catalogue for your library and

phone call records to keep track of what
was said in important telephone conver
sations. There is also a daily calendar to
accomodate appointments and things to

Recipes
Check Register

Tickler Lists

Hiscellanious notes and lists

business

starter

kit

has

30

templates ranging from a facility to
prepare meeting agendas, through
employee records, invoice printing and
payroll records to purchase orders,
shipping logs and suppliers list.
To run a starter pack Zoomracks is
loaded in the normal manner, then the
starter disc is selected. The contents of
the rack are read off the disc and dis

played on-screen. If you are using a
blank formatted disc to create your own

racks, the procedure is similar except

Christnas card lists

Shopping Lists

Keeping track of bills

Teachers, Students, Writers
ISalesnen
Organize research notes
Prospect tracking
Lesson planning
Sales order entry
Annotated bibliographies
Backorder reports
Test Bank
Expense reports
Student Grades £ Records
Appointments
And Much Huch nore.
I
ITo try;
I - Press F10 to continue
!
I Alt H-Hath nenu

do.

The

Hone

Hailing lists
Hail Herge, forn letters
Correspondence
Invoices, payables, other files
Project nanagenent, scheduling

Toggl

I + -Add registers
I / -divide by left

[

31

Backspace-Clear Result
- -subtract left re

L-Load register

1-3 -Ho, to register
* -Multiply registers
Store: See k C-Replace

Use Control <— and —> Arrows to nove in nenu,
Q.QQQ]_[
Henory:Enpty
I
!
^- .[

8.001

Figure II: Zoomrack's guickcard

that all racks will be empty when loaded.
Included in the program pack is a com
prehensive manual, a function key
template and a command card which lists
some of the more commonly used
command seguences.
I found Zoomracks to be a versatile

package and worth the few hours taken to
familiarise myself with the program. At
£120, however, it is by no means the

cheapest database on the market. If you
want a good, all-round, database pro
gram then Zoomracks II is well worth
looking at.

•

,ES BEHER SOFTWARE
221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor, Cannock,
Staffs WS11 2DD. Tel: (05435) 79099

GAMES

Right Simulator II
Typhoon

39.95

Trallblazer

22.95

Arena + Brataccas

29.95

18.95

G F L Football

22.95

Mercenary Compendium
Goldrunner

22.95
22.95

Mean 18 Golf

25.95

Metro Cross

22.95

Xevious
Silent Service

22.95

Barbarian

22.95

Terror pods

22.95

Boulderdash Construction
Deep Space

22.95

22.95

29.95

Sky Fox

22.95

GATO

27.00

Harrier Strike Mission

42.95

Stargllder
Little Computer People

22.95

Hacker II

27.95
22.95

Two on Two Basketball

29.95

22.95

Karate Kid II
Time Bandits

24.95

Major Motbn

17.95

International Katate

19.00

Championship Wrestling
Super Cycle

22.95

Leader Board

22.95

22.95

Electronic Pool

17.95

dBase II

109.00

Star Raiders
Gauntlet"

25.95

Accountant

139.95

25.95
22.95

Accountant +

185.95
89.95

12.95

Bookeeper
GFA Compiler

19.00

GFA Basic

55.95

19.00

Pro Sound Designer

55.95

A/kanoid

Last Ninja"
Bankok Nights"
Ninja Mission
Star Trek"

8.95

1st Word Plus

74.95

8.95

Pro Sprite Designer

37.00

19.00

ADVENTURES

Fleet St. Publisher

99.00

Superbase (Personal)

89.00

Guild of Thieves"

22.95

ACCESSORIES

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

24.95

ST to Scart Lead from

Hitchhikers Guide

24.95

ST to Midi from

The Pawn

22.95

STto Centronics printer from

Jewels of Darkness

17.95
17.95

Mono/Colour Monitor Switch

Mindshadow

22.95

Mouse Mat

Borrowed Time

22.95

Alternate Reality
Kings Quest II

22.95

Black Cauldron

27.95

Phantasie
Phantasie II

22.95

27.95

22.95

Shard of Spring "

22.95

Ring of TJIfin •

22.95
22.95

GRAPHICS

11.99

1.99
11.99
1.99

Blank discs from

Silicon Dream

Wizards Crown "

55.95

25.99

5.99

HARDWARE

520 STFM Inc Free International Karate

399.00

520 STFM + High res. Mono Monitor

499.00

520 STFM + Med res. Cobur Monitor
699.00
1040 STF
599.00
(All the above Include 5 FREEdemo discs)
520 STM + 500k Drive + Mono Monitor +
445.00
1st Word + Mouse + 10 Blank Disks

Ferguson TX MC05 T.V./Cobur Monitor
One Scart Lead)

209.00

Winter Games

22.95

Degas
Degas Elite
ColourSpace

Super Huey

17.95
22.95

Art Director
Rim Director

45.95

World Games

Joust

24.95

Animator

25.95

ST Karate

22.00

UT1UT1ES AND BUSINESS

Psion Chess 3D

22.95

Lattice C Compiler

89.95

25.95

Macro Assembler

45.95

MILES BETTER SOFTWARE

17.95

Pascal Compiler

79.95

ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS PHONE (05435 79099)

22.95

Fast Basic (+ stand alone disc)

79.00

TRADE ENQUIRES PHONE FOR DETAILS

Leader Board Tournament

Sundog
Strip Poker
, Shuttle II
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8.95

34.95

SMM 804 Printer

190.00

65.95

Epson LX86 Printer
" Phone for Availability

247.50

15.95
52.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST AND PACKAGING AND VAT
AT 15% ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
PHONE FOR LATEST RELEASES
PLEASE MAKE CHEOUES PAYABLE TO

wor
's

ssional language compilers

PRO PASCAL &
PRO FORTAN-77:

Hand-coded library
Produces compact and efficient
programs.

Mastercard, Visa, Diners & Amex

FOR ATARI STAND SINCLAIR QL

Ideal for

accepted. Prospero's compilers are also
available from good software dealers and

USE THE LANGUAGES THE
PROFESSIONALS USE:
PASCAL AND FORTRAN.
Pascal is excellent for education and for

longterm projects. Fortran gives you
access to hundreds of existing
programs - and uses established

programming skills!
ISO-PASCAL

Pro Pascal is validated to ISO 7185 /

ANSI 770X3.97 Class A (no errors) on
the Z80 processor under CP/M and the
8088 processor under PC-DOS. This

provides a guarantee that the compiler is
complete and works perfectly.
FORTRAN-77

Pro Fortran-77 is a full implementation
of ANSI Fortran-77 with no omissions

and many useful extensions. Validated

(no errors) on the 8086 processor under
MS-DOS.

It's easy to order!
Credit card holders phone 01-741 8531.

• software developers
• universities and colleges
• government and industry
• students of computing
• development of personal skills
• solving technical problems
• training institutions

16 digit accuracy
Single and double precision IEEE format
arithmetic gives 7 or 16 digit precision.
50,000 Lines Big
Compiles big programs >50,000 lines...
>5,000 identifiers ... Separate
compilation to build libraries and
massive program suites.

distributors worldwide.

Reviews & Info

Call 01-741 8531 or write in for a free

info pack with datasheets and magazine
reviews.

New: Pro Fortran-77 for MS-DOS is
now available.

Software distributors
Contact us for our Worldwide
Distribution Guide.

Compilers include
• compiler
• linker
• run-time libraries
• librarian

UK trade distributors:
PC; XiUn 0703-871211
Software Ltd 01-278 2377

• X-ref program
• sample programs
• 200+ page manual

QL: Strong Computer 0267-231246

First Software 02S6 463344
Atari: Silica Distribution 01-309 0300
Micro Anvika 01-636 2547

Call for worldwide distributor list.

Prospero Compilers Work!

GEM

No known bugs when we ship - so you

Full GEM AES and VDI bindings
supplied with Atari products.

don't have to program around the holes.
"Lazy I/O" for interactive use.

Good Housekeeping
All files closed on exit from procedure.

Pascal «-» Fortran

Interlinkable code means you can use the
best of both languages. Ask for details.

Mail order service
Send this coupon with cheque to Prospero

We Specialise

Software Ltd, 190 Castelnau, London SW13
9DH, England. Add 15% VAT in UK or £5
shipping outside UK.

At Prospero we specialise in writing
language compilers. We produce the best
possible compilers, conforming to the
appropriate standard, and give

Please supply (enter number required):
Pro Foitran-77 for Atari ST at £129
Pro Pascal for Atari ST at £129

programmers a secure base on which to

Also available:

build.

Pro Fortran-77 for Sinclair QL at £86.91
Pro Pascal for Sinclair QL at £86.91

Quote: "Pro Pascal is not only ISOvalidated, it is also a superb-quality and
very full software development tool".

Pro Fortran-77 for MS-DOS at £420.
Pro Pascal for MS-DOS at £320.
Pro Pascal for CP/M- 86 at £320.

Personal Computer World Nov 1985.

Prospero compilers:

Prospero compilers are used at more than

portable source code

10,000 sites around the world.

I enclose payment of £
Name
Address

I
Country

Prospero Software
^LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
190 CASTELNAU, LONDON SW13 9DH, ENGLAND TEL 01-741 8531 TELEX 8814396

Telephone No

I

In case of query call 01 -741 8531 or telex

8814396. Tick product name if you just
require information!
ASTU6/87

J
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LATTICE C 3.04

VERSION

Thepopular, industry standard Lattice Ccompiler is now even better! We have
introduced new features unique to Lattice Cdesigned to helpyou takefull
advantage oftheST's power. Thenew Lattice Cprovides all thefeatures you
needin a greatCcompiler package, and it iscompatible withLattice Con the
IBM-PC andother68000 micros. Thismeans easy to use, structured, powerful
and portable programming —onlywith Lattice C.

Version 3.04 now includes

"The Metacomco Lattice C compiler is excellent" STUser

• High performance Lattice Ccompiler • Complete
Kernighan andRitchie implementation plus exten
sions • Fullinterfaceto GEMDOS, BIOS and XBIOS
functions with documentation • Full access to

GEM's VDI, AES and Line Afunctions with docu
mentation • Full double precision floating point
arithmetic • Optimizations to produce fast, compact
code • Support for MC 68881 Maths Coprocessor

Lattice Cv3.04 only <£99.95

• Libraries ofover 320UNIX and utility functions
• Unique GEM shellcommand environment
• Revolutionary Link/Loader for fast development
• Symbolic Debugger andDisassembler
• Resource Construction Editor • Make utility
• Full GEM based screen editor with multiple windows
• Completely new 600 page usermanual with
examples andtutorials

UPGRADE TO NEW VERSION

£34.50

Existing users can obtain thelatest version. The upgrade includes completely new

manual andnew program diskettes. Upgrade orders must quoteregistration number
or include old programdiskettes.

£89.95 MCC ASSEMBLER

MCC PASCAL

£49.95

A powerful Pascal compiler that meets the exacting ISO 7185 standard Aprofessional quality macro assembler with many useful features for the
(level 0).Afast, single pass compiler, generating native code. Comprehen seriousprogrammer. StandardMotorola 68000 mnemonics. Macro expan
sive errorhandling. 32bitIEEE format floating point arithmetic andfull 32 sions. Over 160 explicit error messages. Fully formatted listings. Large
range ofdirectives. Includes thesource ofa simple debugger, Menu + and
bit integers. Includes Menu + and screen editor.
screen editor.

CAMBRIDGELISP

£m.%

BCPL

£99.95

Metacomco is proud to open up the world ofArtificial Intelligence to ST
owners. Cambridge Lisp isunique and perhaps themost powerful language
yet available for the ST, it isparticularly appropriate for work inrobotics,
symbolic algebra, natural language interfaces and for expert systems. Cam
bridge USP is a fully integrated development environment featuring
interpreter and compiler which includes full interface toGEM functions and
comes complete with Menu +, screen editor, anda free example expert

compiler contains not only standard BCPL language functions but also
many useful extensions. Includes GEM libraries, Menu + and screen editor.

system.

Metacomco MAKE is an intelligent batch program, an invaluable tool for
maintaining any computing project. MAKE guarantees source and object

ALL METACOMCO PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES FOR
THE ST HAVE THESE ADVANTAGES•* INTEGRATED RANGE OFLANGUAGES ONTHEST ANDOTHER 68000s Metacomco's range of languages

for theST provides an integrated andconsistent programming environment forST programmers. Program
modules written in different languages can be linked together. Metacomco's STlanguages arecompatible
with their languages for Amiga andQL. Make iteasyto porlyour programs bychoosing Metacomco.
•• GEMDOS LIBRARIES (Source code provided) All Metacomco languages come with a set ofGEMDOS
libraries, making it easy to program the graphics and the other features of theST. Full source code of
Metacomco's libraries forGEMDOS is provided, allowing programmers to modify them. Thesource codeis
well documented

• CHOICE OF LINKERS All Metacomco languages include a linker where appropriate. Metacomco program

BCPL isa popular yet fast and powerful language suitable for applications
including systems software, applications programs andgames. This BCPL

METACOMCO MAKE

£49.95

code integrity by automating theprocess ofcompiling, assembling and link
ing programs. Includes a screen editor. Based on the UNIX MAKE utility.

MENU*

£19.95

MENU + provides STusers with a friendly command shell tocontrol their

programs, using pull-down menus and themouse. Easy-to-use. Runs single
programs or batches, avoids repetitive command line entry. The user can
add his own tools, arguments and options. Runs any program - not just
Metacomco products.

modules can also be linked using the DigitalResearch linker

• FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT All Metacomco languages nowinclude MENU t, aneasy-to-use programming
environmentusing pull-downmenus and the mouse.

• SCREEN EDITOR Apowerful screen editor forpreparing programs is included with every language.
•- DETAILED MANUAL Every Metacomco language comes with itsown detailed manual.
Lattice is a trademark ofLATTICE INC. GEMDOS isa trademark ofDIGITAL RESEARCH INC. UNIX isa trademark of

AT i TBell Laboratories. Amiga isa trademark ofCommodore. Amiga Inc. QL isa trademark ofSinclair Research Ltd

PLEASE SEND ME FOR THE ATARIST:
LATTICE C
MCC ASSEMBLER
MCC PASCAL
CAMBRIDGE LISP
BCPL
MAKE
MENU +

MORE INFORMATION
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£ 99.95
£ 49.95
£ 89.95
£149.95
£ 99.95
£ 49.95
£ 19.95

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

nETROTTO

26 PORTLAND SQUARE, BRISTOL BS2 8RZ, UK.

TELEPHONE: BRISTOL (0272) 428781 TELEX: 444874

PHONE TODAY, ORPOSTTHIS COUPON TO: METACOMCO. 26 PORTLAND SQUARE, BRISTOL BS28RZ.

IENCLOSE ACHEQUE FOR £
NAME

OR DEBIT MY ACCESS/VISA NO: I I I II I II I II I I I I
CARD EXPIRY DATE

ADDRESS
COUNTRY

TELN0:

SIGNATURE
Prices Include VATand P&PUKmainland only. Please add £6.00 towards delivery outside UK. Allow up to 28 days tor delivery
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Fast Basic pattern
generator opens up
a whole new

graphics world
AUTOMATON is an interesting vari
ation on John Conway's math
ematical game of Life. It is essentially a
simple pattern generator, but one which
is capable of producing some superb
screen displays.
Like Life, these patterns are generated

by applying a few simple rules to a living
colony of micro organisms. The singlecelled creatures reproduce rapidly, and
each new generation brings forth a new
pattern.

Each cell is represented by a coloured

pixel on the screen and by assigning
each new generation of cell a new colour
it is possible to create some fantastic pat
terns. These represent the growth of the
colony from a single cell to a multi
cellular society.
The colony is started by "seeding" it
tern or a random spread. You'll see these

calculated by examining the previous
one. By tinkering with the rules you can
generate many different and interesting

options on the menu when the program is

patterns.

run.

The program is written in Fast Basic
and runs in low resolution mode so you'll

with a few cells which can be a set pat

Consider a single cell - a coloured

pixel on the screen. This can have up to
three neighbouring cells occupying the
three positions immediately above it as
shown in Figure I. Each cell can be one of
three types, indicated by its colour -1,2
or 3 (0 indicates no cell).
To discover the future of a particular

grow. When you've seen enough tap the
Enter key for the menu again.
Now try changing the rules by pressing
the keys 0 to 9 and to see the effect on the
colony again press S or R.
There are literally hundreds of patterns
to generate and it would take a very long
time if you were to view them all. Experi

need a colour monitor or TV.

When it is run you are presented with a
choice of either starting with a set seed
pattern or a random one. Press S for set or
R for random and the colony will start to

ment with the rules - there are some fas

cinating screen displays waiting to be
discovered.

O

Neighbours

cell we add the colour numbers of the

three cells immediately above it. The
colours range from 0 to 3 and there are
three cells producing a result in the
range 0 to 9.
Ten rules can be drawn up indicating
what effect the result has on the cell. For

instance, if the result is zero then a cell of

colour two may be born. If the result is
one the cell could mutate to colour three

and two might mean that the cell dies out

t

- colour zero and so on.

This process is repeated for all the

Cell

cells on the row and for each row on the

screen and the new generation is

Figure I: Each cell has three neighbours
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<
REM ******* Automaton *********

NEXT

LINECOL

REM *

MARKCOL rUP0INT(268,1) +P0INT(269 ,1)*POINT(0,D)
PLOT 269,0

LINE 0,0 TO 0,199
LINE 0,199 TO 319,199
LINE 319,199 TO 319,0

By

REM *
REM *

R Uaddi love

*

(c) Atari ST User
Fast Basic

*
*

UNTIL INKEYSo"
ENDPROC

REM ***************************

IF SCREENKODE>0 THEN PRINT'Low res ": END
PROC initialise
REPEAT

15

LINE 319,0 TO 0,0
GTXTEFFECTS Z100
GRAFMODE 2:GTXTC0L 15:GTXTSIZE 9

DEF PROCset.rules
PROCsmaU

GTXT 35,15/Single Cell Automaton"

TXTRECT 0,0,640,200

GTXTEFFECTS 1:GRAFM0DE 1:GTXTSIZE 25

INK 1

GTXT 50,188,"

END

PRINT TAB(9,6)"0-9 change rules"
PRINT TAB(9,8)"S=Set pattern"
PRINT TAB(9,10)"R=Random pattern"

PRINT TAB(7,21)"RULE: 0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9"

DEF PROCautomaton

PRINT TAB(9,12)"Once started ENTER ends"

MARKTVPE 1
ENDPROC

PROCsmall

REPEAT

DEF PROCprint.rules

IF K%=ASC("r">-48 THEN
FOR 12=0 TO RND(20)

PROCprint-rules

INK 8

PRINT TAB(12,23);

NEXT

KX=(GET OR 32)-48:BEEP
IF H>-1 AND H<10 THEN r!(K) =(r«(n) + 1)A»D 3
UNTIL K/J=ASC("r")-48 OR n=ASC("s")- 48
ENDPROC

NEXT

ELSE

DEF PROCinitialise

ENDPROC

MARKCOL 3:PL0T 135,0
MARKCOL 3:PL0T 100,0:PIOT 170,0

PALETTE
PALETTE
PALETTE
PALETTE
PALETTE
PALETTE

PROCset.rules
PROCautomaton
UNTIL FALSE

MARKCOL RND(2)+1

R7.=RND(100):PLOT 135-R%y0: PLOT 135 +RX,0

ENOIF

TXTRECT 25,22,270,136
UHILE INKEY$o"":WEND
REPEAT

0,0,0,0
2,1000,0,0
1,1000,1000,0
3,0,0,1000
6,0,500,0
15,1000,1000,1000

INK 10

FOR U-i TO 9

PRINT " ";rX(IX);

DATA 3,0,0,2,1,1,2,0,0,3
DEF PROCsmaU

LINETVPE 1: LINECOL 15

FOR 12=1 TO 268

TXTRECT 0,0,320,200:PAPER 6:CLS

MARKCOL rZ(POINT(IM,1) +POINT(n, 1)+P0INT(U + 1
PLOT n,0

PAPER 0

GRAFRECT 23,20,274,140:CLG 0
LINE 0,0 TO 273,0
LINE 273,0 TO 273,139
LINE 273,139 TO 0,139
LINE 0,139 TO 0,0
GRAFRECT 25,22,270,136:CLG 0

GRAFRECT 0,0,320,200

ENDPROC

TXTSCROLL 0,1

MARKCOL rZ(POINT(269,1)+POINT(0,1) +POINT(1,D)
PLOT 0,0

DIM r!i(9)
FOR H=0 TO 9:READ rUUkNEXT
HIDEMOUSE
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The 1st hire and purchase club exclusively for ST users

DIRECT AMERICAN IMPORTS FROM OUR U.S.A. BRANCH
PLUS

BULLETIN BOARD WITH PUBLIC DOMAIN DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE

Do you find the availability of ST Software limited?
Do your views oppose those of the reviewers?
Does the cost of ST Software limit your choice?
Ifyou can answer yes to any of the above questions - then

SEND £20 TO DREAM DISKS
This may prompt you to ask us a question - WHY?
The £20 serves as a registration and membership fee for the

Dream Disks Hire and Purchase Club. The registration fee
enables Dream Disks to keep its hire costs at a minimum - only
£1.50 (+ 50p post & packing) per disk for a 7 day hire period. It
also eliminates the need for deposits on hired disks. Therefore
for every disk hired you send Dream Disksa cheque for only
£2.00.

At the end of the 7 day period you have 2 options. You can
either purchase the disk at up to 20% off the R.R.P. also less the
£1.50 hire cost, or you can return the disk.
Ifyou return the coupon below we will forward a membership
application form and also a list of currently available software.
Do not include the registration fee with the return coupon.
Please allow 28 days for return of application form.

N.B. By returning the coupon you are under no obligation to
join the Dream Disks Hire and Purchase Club.
I

I

Name

| Address
—Postcode _

I Return to: 37 Brook Court, Brook Valley, Maybash,

33.0RMSKIRK ROAD
PRESTON

MAILORDER
BULLETIN BOARD

(0772) 27236- 10'OOam - 6:00pm
(0772) 27236- 6:00pm - 9:Q0arr

LANCASHIRE

PR1 20P

TEL:(0772) 21474
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VISA & ACCESS WELCOME

[_ S£ut|pnr^pton_SOJ_6SR_

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY THE REGISTRATION FEE ENTITLES
YOU TO YOUR FIRST DISK HIRE FREE!

Chess

goes on
Email
SCHOOLBOY Michael

Hen-

nigan has emerged trium
phant at the end of the first
major chess tournament
conducted

via

electronic

mail.

Michael, aged 16, from
City of London School beat
Aaron Summerscales, 17, of
Elliot School, Richmond, in
the final of the British Chess

Federation under-18 quick
play
individual
cham
pionships.
The last three rounds of

the tournament, which
attracted 560 entrants, were

staged on the MicroLink
system and shown move by
move on national television.

MicroLink provided indi
vidual electronic mailboxes

for each competitor and
linked them to Ceefax on

BBC Television. Every move

in each game was shown as

Typesetting on the line
ONLINE typesetting is
coming into its own as an

company, owned by hus

firm is going international

band and wife team David

via MicroLink.

alternative to traditional

and

methods, and MicroLink is

provides a service via elec

playing its part in this
booming growth area of
commercial printing.
Many small businesses

tronic mail with a choice

Europe, where MicroLink
has many subscribers, and

of 150 different typefaces.

the USA.

which

require

profes

sional-quality

printed

material but can't afford
the cost in time and

money of manual typeset
ting are turning to firms
like Wordstream for help.
This Bournmouth-based

Jackie

Furlonger,

Wordstream is online 24

hours a day, seven days a
week, offering next day
results at only a tenth of
the

cost

of

traditional

message "Help!".
"I felt echoes of Tony

Hancock
getting
the
Mayday emergency call in

customer, and now the

David said later. "But it

between opponents as
MicroLink express mail
messages, at the same time

registering at Ceefax and
with the match arbiter.

It was a major test of
MicroLink's speed and
efficiency the eight
competitors in the quarter
finals came from places as
far apart as Edinburgh,
Cardiff, Belfast and London.

sure how to go about it.
"I was pleased to put
him on the right track, but
a little disappointed it
wasn't as dramatic a situ

ation as I imagined it was

Messages get a
bright new look
FIVE new designs have

14 different card designs to

been

meet a wide variety of

created

colourful

for

the

Telemessage

primary

greetings card series
which is available through

headmaster John

MicroLink and covers a

Tonkin, who organised the
wards: "It was a great
success. Technically, the

variety of special events
including births, weddings
and coming of age.
Among them is a repro

MicroLink system was abso

duction of Renoir's famous

lutely spot on.

boating scene The Seine at
Asnieres. It replaces the
longest serving Telemess
age card - a pastoral scene

tournament,

TRADE
LINK
DESPITE the difficulties
caused
because some
manufacturers refuse to

trade with South Africa,

micro users in that country
have

to

soldier

on

regardless.
One of them, computer
consultant Steve Craw

Moves were transmitted

school

of

be downloaded automatic

help from someone who
wanted to send an urgent
Telemessage and wasn't

it happened.

Lincolnshire

enable the contents

Wordstream's mailbox to

ferred directly on to type
setting equipment for pro
cessing.

has chalked up its 1,000th

proved to be a request for

mail another subscriber
broke in with the terse

developed

MicroLink technology will

its launch, Wordstream

his famous radio sketch",

a role in a drama when he

are

ally every 15 minutes of
the day or night and trans

enthusiast

logged on to his mailbox
ght.
.vas reading his

Specially

targets

typesetting.
Eighteen months after

Dave Oborne thought he
had found himself playing

MICROLINK

Primary

said

after

"MicroLink and Ceefax

provided a fitting stage for
our junior players to
demonstrate why they are
second only to the Russian
youngsters in the world of
chess these days".

of butterflies and flowers
that has been a favourite
since 1981.

Telemessage now has

needs

like

business

ford, has joined MicroLink
in order to improve his
links with

hardware and

software

suppliers

in

Britain.

"When you have the

situation where leading
firms
with

have cut their ties
South Africa for

political reasons it is
essential to explore other
avenues of supply", he

announcements, birthdays,
anniversaries, get-wellsoon messages and con

says.

dolences.

the most economical and
efficient methods of con

Only 13 are available to
the public, however - the
other card is exclusive to
The Queen who uses it to

send her personal greet
ings to people celebrating
their 100th birthday or
diamond weddings.
It costs as little as £2.20

to send a Telemessage
greeting card via MicroLink.

"MicroLink

telex

and

electronic mail services are

tact between people like
myself and UK suppliers.
"Current circumstances

would otherwise make it

impossible to obtain new
or replacement hardware
and software which those

in favour of the boycott
should remember are just
as essential to the oppo
nents of apartheid".

YOUR chance to join MicroLink —turn to Page 10

-4M$

MEGAPAC
\] 520 STFM SYSTEM BY A.S.&T. [/
The new 520 STFM from ATARI has been an instant hit since its

announcement. The design has gained from experience with earlier
ST and STM machines and the result is a practical and superblyengineered computer that will easily find its place in your home as
well as in your business.

MIDI INTERFACE:
The 520 STFM has 3 programmable sound voices and a Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) to allow direct connection to a
wide range of musical organs and synthesizers such as the Casio
CZ230S.

MEMORY:
The basic 520 STFM has 1 92K bytes of ROM, an optional 128K bytes
of plug-in ROM cartridges and 512K of RAM. The MEGAPAC 520
STFM has bigger memory — a full ONE MEGABYTE of RAM, like the

MOUSE:
The 520 STFM has its own dedicated mouse as part of its standard

Jh.ATARI'

720K
DOUBLE SIDEI
SECOND DRIVE

hardware.

1040 STF.

PERIPHERAL CONNECTORS:

DISC DRIVES:
The basic 520 STFM has a built-in single-sided disc drive. The
MEGAPAC 520-STFM comes with two drives, one internal and one

external. The latter is double-sided, offering twice the capacity

(720K) of the built-in drive (360K). Your disc bill can be cut by almost
half when compared with that of basic 520 STFM users.

The 520 STFM can be easily expanded by plugging in 'add-ons'
through its ports. They will accept printer (Centronics port), Modem
(RS232 port), musical instruments (Midi port), sensors (joystick port)
and fast intelligent devices such as network, Winchesters, laser
printer etc (SCSI port).

BUILT-IN SOFTWARE IN ROM:

PROCESSOR:
The Central Processor unit (CPU) is a Motorola 16/32 bit 680O0chip,
running at a clock speed of 8 MHz. It is further enhanced by Atari's
own custom ICs providing a Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel
for fast data transfer wit hot her peripherals such as the ATARI SH204
Winchester drive or the Atari Laser printer (available soon) and a real

The 520 STFM has 192K bytes of permanent software in ROM. This
comprises GEMDOS, the disc operating software which is now
becoming the dominating standard for 16 bit computers, and GEM,
the Graphic Environment which uses pictures and drawing instead
of cryptic messages to communicate with the user and the electronic
Mouse in place of the keyboard to enter the user's commands.

time clock.

SOFTWARE ON 5 DISCS:

DISPLAY:
The 520 STFM can display 40 or 80 column text on any domestic TV or
colour monitor such as the Philips CM8533 or the dedicated ATARI
SM1 25 high resolution monochrome monitor. Graphic is 600 x400
pixels on the SM1 25, 600x200 pixels in4coloursor320><200 pixels
in 1 6 colours on a colour monitor or TV. The colour palette contains

512 possible colours. Some ATARI software indeed uses the
exceptional display hardware to produce stunning graphics with up
to 256 colours at once.

The MEGAPAC 520 STFM comes with 5 discs, containing an
impressive collection of software by any standard:
Disc number 1: contains the BASIC language.
Disc number 2: contains LOGO, + DOODLE + MEGAROIDS,

and STWRITER a WORDPROCESSOR program.
Disc number 3: contains Neochrome, a painting program and demo
pictures.
Disc number4: contains CPM utilities.
Disc number 5: contains the CP/M emulator.

FULL ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

ALSO AVAILABLI

SYSTEM BUILDERS...
EZEEEnSESS

PRINTERS:

/ S20 STM computer keyboard, external PSU, 512KRAM.
5 s/wdiscs

£259.00

2 520 STFM computer keyboard, internal PSU, internal single
sidedI360K) disc drive. 512K RAM, 5 s/w discs
3 520 STFM with monochrome (SM125) monitor
4 520 STFM+ computer keyboard as above but with

£371.00
£464.00

1 MB RAM

£439.00

5 520STFM+ with monochrome (SMI25) monitor
6 MEGAPAC520STFM
7 MEGAPAC 520 STFM with monochrome monitor

£533.00
£539.00
£633.00

8 1040 STF computer keyboard, internal PSU. internal
double-sided I720K) disc drive. 1 MB RAM. 5 s/w discs ..£556.00
9

1040 STF with monochrome monitor

£649.00

10 MEGAPAC 1040STF(twin double sided drives)

£655.00

11

£749.00

MEGAPAC 1040 STF with monochrome monitor

ATARISMM804 printer, 80 cps
£199.00
2 STAR NL-10 compatible printer. 120 cps in draft mode
and30 cps in near letter quality (NL Q). All control codes
are EPSONFX compatible
£269.00
3 STAR NX-15 compatible printer. I20cpswide
carriage
£385.00
4 AmstradDMP-4000, 15" carriage, draft quality speed:
200 cps, NLQ speed: 50 cps. Friction and tractor feed. Will produce

superbscreen dumps. Special offer
5 JUKI 5510 printer. 180 cps in draft, 40? cps in near
letter quality
6 MP165 compatible printer. 165 cps in draft mode.
40 cps in near letter quality. Exceptional value
7 JUKI 6100 daisy wheel printer. 20 cps
8 Black ribbon for all dot matrix printers from
9 Different faces Daisy Wheels from
10 Fanfoldpaper 11"x9.5", 60 gsm. 2000
11 Fanfoldpaperl1"*9.5", 100gsm,2000

isri,

"

£329.00
£219,00
£285.00
£5.00
£15.00
£14.00
£30.00

SM125 12"

MONO

MONITOR

BOX OF 10 DISCS:

1 SMI25-12" high resolution(600 *400)B/W
monochrome

£359.00

£""[
1
L_J ;

£135.00

2 SC 1224-12" medium resolution (600 x 200) colour
monitor

£372.00

3 Philips CM8533-14" medium resolution colour
monitor

£299.00

4 NEC Multisync-14" colour monitor, can replace SMI25
and SCI 224 to display hi-res monochrome and colour .... £699.00

CABLES:
RGB video leads for Sony or Grundig TV with Euro
£15.00
£15.00
£15.00
£15 00

DISC DRIVES:
1 SF354 single sided disc drive with PSU, 360K
£139.50
2 SF314 double-sided disc drive withPSU. 720K
£185.50
3 A.S.ST. WOOC double sided disc drive for STF or STFM.
uses ST's PSU

£99.00

4 Stand-alone PSU for the above if required (eg 520 ST) ....£25.00
5 Twin 1000C with PSU for 520 ST
6 A.S.&T. 1000F-5'/,". double-sided disc drive. 720K,

£199.00

BABT APPROVED MODEMS:
2

WS40O0

£172.44

WS3000

£569.25

3 Fastcom terminal software, supports also Prestel

£49.95

4 BBS Version 2.0 for Bulletin Boards

£49.95

alternative choice to SF314 or A.S.&T 1000C but with

40/80 track switch for IBM PC and compatible discs
7 Stand-a/one PSU for the above if required
8 SH 204 - 20 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)
9 SH204 - 40 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)

£124.00
£25.00
£640.00
£1.149.00

MIDI INSTRUMENTS:
1 Casio CZ230S

2 Easy Track Midi software

£295.00

£59.95

SC1224 12"

MED

RES COLOUR

TV OUTPUT

M'fiTf^^^Sla STFM

\6 EXTRA RAM CHIPS<•/} ///£//f
TWO MANUALS
•••^-c:

GREAT VALUE — ONLY FROM A.S.&T.

DISCS

A.S.&T. has been the leader in memory and disc drives for the ST computers, right from the

beginning. We are also ATARI main dealers, an ATARI approved service centre and the largest
ATARI agent in Essex. Count on ustoprovideyou with proper guarantee, support and service for

t«vtvr

your ST system, on every level.
A.S.&T. MEGAPAC 520STFM is quite simply very good value for money.

We add all the goodies to an already superb computer before you have it. This cuts costs. Iffor
example, more RAM is to be added later to the 520 STFM, extra steps will have to be taken such

C.VAT
CE IS RIGHT!

as check-in and check-out and the work will be carried out on a one-off basis. It willthereforecost
more.

Buying an A.S.&T. MEGAPAC instead of a basic 520 STFM means that you will have a complete
system with everything added right from the beginning. After all, why should you make do with
half the memory and put up with swapping discs with just one disc drive?

OUR PRICE PROMISE:
Some of our competitors promise you a price-match. All that means is overcharging you in the
first place. The A.S.&T. MEGAPAC offers such outstanding value that we do not have to promise
— and all the phone calls and frustration are cut out straight away.

:ROM SELECTED DEALERS

EHHCa

®

AATARI
Power Without the Price

All prices quoted (except on books) include VAT
at 1 5%. We accept payment by cheques, bank
drafts, bank or giro transfer, postal orders,
registered cash and credit cards (Access and
Visa). All payments should be made out to
A.S.&T. LTD. Only cheques require 7 days
clearance. We accept ordersfrom Government
and Educational Authorities. All prices do not
include postage or shipping charges.

TM

SEEEE

POSTAGE:

VIP Professional £194.35 rex(/£228.85 Gem

Accountants3/^
ST Accounts

General Ledger Synsoft

£1 99.95 Sage software
£172.50

£59.95

DBMAN

£11 3.85

PC Board Designer

£199.95

PCIntercomm
PRO Fortran 77

£124.00
£148.35

Megamix C

£1 57.55

Module 1/
Trimbase

f 99.95
f 89.95

Degas Elite
Typesetter Elite

£79.95
£34.95

Thunder

£39.95

K-Word

£49.95

K-Graphll
K-Spreadll

£49.95
£79.95

K-Ram
Brataccas

£29.95
£34.95

CAD 3D

£49.95

ColoorSpace

f19.95
£24.95
£34.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95

Leaderboard

Little Computer People
The Pawn
Psion Chess
SilentService

The Concise Prog. Ref. Guide

£15.95

The C Programming Language

£22.95

Abacus series No 1 to 11, from

£12.95

1 Small items up to 1 kilo sent by
recorded post
2 Metal case, books etc up to 5 kilos
sent by parcelpost
3 Disk drives, modems & midi inst

£2.00
£3.00
£5.00

4 Computers, printers & monitors,
2/3 day

£7.00

5 as 4 but express courier delivery

£9.00

PHONE ORDERS:

(0702)510151
MEGAST2
Around £929.00

Star Glider

£24.95

Sundog

£29.95

Terrestrial Encounter
Time Bandit

£14.95
£29.95

MEGAST4

WinterGames

£24.95

World Games
Karate KidII

£24.95
£24.95

Art Directors

f49.95

Around £1199
LASER PRINTER SLM 804

Film Directors
Make It Move

£59.95
f39.95

Ring for latest prices and availability.

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

UNIT 33/33 RUTHERFORD CLOSE
PROGRESS ROAD .
EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS9 5LQ

520 STM —SYSTEM A:

Megamax C
for ALL

Atari ST's
DIRECT FROM THE UK'S SOLE
DISTRIBUTOR

512K Atari 520 STM computer. Atari SF 354 disc drive,
high resolution Atari SM 125 monochrome monitor and
a free mouse plus FREE SIX software discs, including
First Word wordprocessor!

520 STM — SYSTEM A2:
With TWIN SF354 at only
Plinth optional at only

£499.99
£15.00

520 STM — SYSTEM A-PLUS:
We increase the RAM of the SYSTEM A to the full One

Megabyte directly from our factory. Only

£499.99

You save £20.00

THE MEGAMAX C is probably the best C
development system available for the ATARI
520 ST. Already voted as the best C system for
the APPLE Macintosh, the new ATARI package
is even better, packed with even more features
and now available at a very realistic price tageof
just £737 (ex VAT).

• This package is a
system, not just the
IN/OUT library. Take
example. MEGAMAX

complete development
compiler and common
the Graphical Shell for
fully supports all GEM

routines (AES, VDI and DOS).
•

Full

Resource

Construction

routines

(MENUS, DIALOGUE BOXES and ICONS).
• Increases speed of correcting, altering and re
running programs by up to SIX times compared
to other C development systems.
• AS&T will provide full support to all their
REGISTERED customers and dealers (includ
ing PRESTEL mailbox for queries and replies).
• Library source code Listings available.

520 STM — SYSTEM B: £599.99

• Subject to sufficient support there will be a
newsletter and additional library routine source
disc service.

MEGAMAX C development system including
400 + page manual plus system and utility discs.
£157.55inc. VAT
LIBRARY Source discs.
£20.00INC. VAT

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

We increase the RAM of the SYSTEM A to the full One

Megabyte and instead of the SF354, we supply you with
an FD600 (pictured above), twin double-sided drives,
quadruple the storage capacity of the SYSTEM A.

UNIT 32/33 RUTHERFORD CLOSE
PROGRESS ROAD, EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS95LQ

c,mmi

Look after
-

_

•

_

PERSONAL Money Manager (PMM)
from Microdeal is a versatile finance

management program enabling you to
keep track of your financial transactions.
All functions are accessed using the
mouse and pull-down menus. It uses
standard double entry book-keeping
techniques which means that more than
one bank account or combination of bank

and building society accounts can be
accommodated along with petty cash.
A maximum of 999 different nominal

heads can be specified and these are
split into asset and expense accounts.
Asset accounts are further split into types
- cheque, cash, savings and charge.
Expense types are income and expense.
People new to book-keeping may be
confused by the fact that positive amounts
held in the asset section are listed as
debits. An account which receives a

value is debited - it owes you. This
explains why a positive bank balance is

modified so don't worry about making a
mistake. Accounts can be stepped

Ken Hughes reviews a
financial package
aimed at the home user

shown as a debit - the bank account owes

all 999 nominals have been used you can
add new account names after deleting

you.

Likewise a positive amount in an
expense account is shown as a credit
The value has been given by the account,
be it income in the form of wages or
expenditure in the form of a new car.
In PMM you don't have to worry
whether to make the entry a debit or a
credit. Providing you have set your nom
inate up as the correct account type, the
program will make the necessary calcu
lations.

The steps involved in computerising
your financial records follow a logical
progression: First you have to set up your
accounts and assign a name to the various
nominals. This is done by selecting
Account Maintenance from the pull-down
menu. Names such as Car expenses or
Salary can be used and should give a
description of what that particular

through using Next or Back, or a specific
account can be found by using Locate. An
account that is no longer required can be
deleted so that in the unlikely event that

puterised system. For a new account the

the old ones.

balance will be £0.00. The second box in
the balance area holds debit or credit.

The second step, once the accounts
have been defined, is to enter data into
them. The account number which you
allocated when setting up the nominal is
entered into the first box, shown in Figure
II. The program looks up the account

Finally you are given the opportunity to
enter a monthly budget. If you have
£100.00 per month allocated for car
expenses you will be informed when the
reports are generated, if you have over
spent,
All

information

entered

can

be

name and type and displays them on the
screen. If this is not the account you want,
pressing the Undo key will reset the >

Account Maintenance

Description
Mortgage, Property Rates and Insurance

Account Hunber

Balance

Account Type

account will be used to store.

mED Emm

H

You then determine the type of
account. The box where this is entered

will only allow a valid account type to be
entered. Pressing Help at this point will
scroll through the types such as Cash or
Income.
The balance can be entered if this

account has been running under a
manual system or on a different comProgram: Personal Money Manager
Price: £29.95

JAH Budget

FEB Budget

HAR Budget

APR Budget

HAY Budget

JUH Budget

JUL Budget

AUO Budget

SEP Budget

OCT Budget

HOUBudget

DEC Budget

Knsert)

HHMZ5M

N(odify)

St Austell, PL25 4YB

H(ext)

B(ack)

D(elete)

Q(uit)

Selection: |

Supplier: Microdeal Electronic Publishing,

Enter the account nunber to find: 6

Tel: 0726 68020

Figure 1: Setting up a nominal account
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REVIEW

O screen. The second account involved,

such as Bank or Petty Cash accounts, is

then selected in the same way. Complete
the transaction details by entering the

Transaction Data Entn

cheque number (if applicable), date of
transaction and the details of amount

involved and a description of the trans

Fron Account

Description

HI

action.

Again, if an error has been made you
have the opportunity to change the entry.

To Account

Extreme care must be taken here

Hli]

because each data entry affects two

Description

BAHK ACCOUHT

Cheque Ho

accounts. If you want your accounts to

Honth

EM

mm

balance, which is a highly desirable state
of affairs, any corrections made in one

rifei

CAR EXPENSES

Da

Year

r

IS

Description
SILENCER SYSTEM

account must be reflected in the other.

Automatic postings can be made by
first setting up a postings file. Let's say
that you regularly distribute your salary
cheque between your bank current
account, a building society savings
account and your wife's housekeeping

Anount

HUSH

HES3H

O(uit)
Selection:

L

account.

Figure II: Entering data

A file is produced showing the amount
of income and the way it is to be dis
tributed between the other accounts,
When the auto file is executed, all the

files, an alert box appears on the screen

individual accounts,

and gives you the chance to save.

postings required will be made without
any further intervention.

PMM is eminently suitable for home

The next logical step is to extract the
data entered. In the Reports window you
are given the options of printing an

After all the postings have been made
you can save the data and switch off. At

any time in the future, the data can be

annual budget report, the expense
ledger, a summary of the accounts,

recalled and printed out. If you attempt to
quit the program without saving the data

and the opportunity to print details of

finance control and at £29.95 is reason

ably priced. Small businesses may be
able to use it, but if you require invoicing
and statement generation, or need to
keep detailed VAT records you will have
to look elsewhere - and be prepared to
pay more for the software.
•

details of the current month's transactions

Atari 400, 800, 600XL, 800XL, 130XL, 520ST, 1040ST (callers welcome) 8 Bit Software.
All latest software stocked, ring for details
ST SOFTWARE

Are an

27.95

Typhoon

18.S0

Deep Space

32.50

Phantasie II

22.50

ST Karate

23.95

10th Frame

22.50

Space Station

24.95

Liberator

12.95

Hitchn Hiker Guide

27.95

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality

22.95

B.B.S. bulletin Board System

29.00

HV Battery Back Up Clock 39.95
InternalFitting Includes Software
Can be removed withoutdoing any
damage to your machine

Haba Digitizer

279.95

Casio CZ2305
Centronics GLP II NLQ Printer

279.95

RX 80 Compatible
Pro Draw Graphic tab

155.00
343.00

Dealer for

ST HARDWARE

24.95

Leather Goddesses of Phobos

S.D.I.

42.50

Tass Times

23.95

Gato

29.95

27.50

Championship Wrestling
Super Cycle

All Packs include 16 Discs, 6 of

Blank Disks 3.5 SS/DD

17.50 for 10

24.75

Maps &Legends
TriviaChallenge

18.95

them indude software.

Blank Disks 3.5 DS/DD

Basketball 2 on 2

22.50 for 10

24.95

22.95

Mitsubishi 3,5 DS/DD

28,50 for 10

Maxell 3.5 DS/DD

28,50 for 10

27.50

Strike Force Harrier
Karate Kid II

24.95

23.95

Protector

18.95

World Games

23.95

Superhuey
Many more available

37.50

Donald Duck

22.95

That Boxing

19.75

Harrier SIrike Mission

42.50

Shanghai

22.95

The Animator

27.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
video Library Program

19.95

for film hire

ktake It Move

39.95

Available shortly P.O.A.

Mercenary

23.95

27.95

Pinball Factory
Starglider
A Mind Forever Voyaging

27.95
22.50
32.50

K- Resource

37.95

Degas Elite

75.00

47.50

Chess

24.00

Sundog

29.95

FastComm

45.95

Printmaster

35.00

1st Word Plus

75.00

ArtGallery

25.00

Hard Drive Back up

23.95

Time Bandits

27.50

Fast Basic

84.95

Cards
Leader Board

23.50

K-Word

47.50

Winter Games

24.99

Degas

37.50

Painrworks

34.99

Trimbase

84.95

Mean 16

42.50

D.B.CaJc

47.95

Colours pace

27.95

18.95

D.B.Man

89.00

Silent Service

21.95

Thunder

37.50

Word (or Word

35.50

VIP Full Version

179.00

Hacker II

42.50

VIP Gem Version

205.00

1040STF Keyboard only
(inc mouse}
520STTM Including built in half
Meg drive and Hi-Res b/w monitor
520STFM Including built in half

+16 discs

memory

Atari SF 314 1Meg Drive
Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (single)
Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (twin)
A.ST. 10001 meg Drive
Cumana Single 1meg Drive
Cumana Twin 1meg Drive

HOMEVIEWBBs
499.00
399.00

299.00

(01-692 7767)300/3001200/1200

BBS Enquiries only
8 bit none parity 1 stop bit.
10pm-10am

A.S.T. 5.25 Drive

399.00

379.00
189.00
149.00

Prices Include VAT and FREE

239.00

P&P on most items • Overseas

99.00
159.00

269.00
124.00

Philips 8533 mecVres col
monitor

20 meg Hard/Disk

285.00
650,00

20 Meg Hard Disk
Turbo (coming soon)

2

cheques/P.O.'s payable to:-

3

Homeview

4

296 Brockley Road, Brockley London
SE4 2RA

orders welcome

CALL FOR BEST PRICES.
CREDrT CARD
24 Hour Answer Service

HOTLINE 01-691 0207 RING
HOMEVIEW NOW
296 BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY,
LONDON SE4 2RA

Name

Please send orders and make
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advice regardless ofwherepurchased Phoneorderssendsame
day- open7 days a week: Mon. Tibs, Wed. FriandSat Opentil!
8.00pmThurstil 6.30pm. Sun11am-3pm

+16 discs plus iMeg
Atari Med-Res.Colour Monitor

I would like to order:-

—

699.00
599.00

Enquiries welcome call inorphone wrth anyproblems lorfriendry

520STM+ Includes mouse

1

5-

799.00

520STM Including mouse
147.00

K-Switch

monitor and printer

Meg drive

Dealer Enquiries Welcome
MegamaxC
K-Spread

19.95

1040STF Including Hi-Res tvw
1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w
monitor

Int. Karate

Joust

AST PRODUCTS

Address

Tel No.

FEATURE

I

Many
happy
tax and
VAT
returns
IF you're one of those people who think
that double entry book-keeping means
keeping two sets of ledgers, one for the
tax man and one for your bank manager,
then read on.

Every business needs to keep accurate
and up-to-date accounts. Other organis
ations such as hobbyist clubs and so on,
where money is received from members

Ken Hughes looks at
the advantages of
computerised
bookkeeping

and at the end of the transaction the bank

balance is adjusted depending on
whether it was a receipt from a sale or a
payment to a supplier. This is adequate if
you are only using one bank account to
hold all your money and have very little
credit sales.

or other sources, must be able to account

to the membership for their finances.
The reasons for keeping accounts are
not only legal ones. Although the income

tems, others double entry. In the former
you enter the amount spent or received

saved by the avoidance of paying too
high a tax bill can often be greater than

Suppose that you have two or three
bank accounts and that a lot of your busi
ness is done on credit where an invoice is

tax inspector, Vatman and shareholders

But remember: While tax avoidance is

all like to see a nice set of well-kept
accounts at the end of the trading year, a
clear ledger system can be an invaluable
aid to management decision making.
By using a computer to record our daily
transactions, a profit and loss account which an accountant would produce at
great expense each year end - can now
be printed by the press of a button at any
time during the year. This enables you to
see the state of your business affairs and
whether you are trading at a profit or a

legal and to be encouraged wherever
possible, tax evasion is illegal and could
lead to criminal charges being brought it was the taxman who got Al Capone, not

raised and sent out. Then, perhaps a
month later, you get paid.
To ensure that cash is posted to the
correct bank account and that any unpaid
sales invoices are posted to a trade debt
ors section, double entry book-keeping is

the FBI,

recommended.

Clubs usually have to present audited
accounts to the membership at least once

With a double entry system each entry
must be accompanied by a correspon
ding entry in another part of the ledger.

loss.

the easier the treasurer makes the task

credit

An added benefit is that your accoun
tant's fees will be a lot less if you give him
a well-kept ledger rather than a whole
pile of sales and purchase invoices

recorded under a trade debtors heading
until such time as the bill was paid.
I didn't make a mistake in the para
graph above when I said that the bank

stuffed into a shoe box.

the happier the auditor will be.
Computer-based accounts programs
range from little more than cheque book
balancers to full blown double entry
accounts systems with separate sales,

People often ask "Do I need an
accountant?", and always the answer is "It
depends!". A company limited by share
or guarantee, whether private or public,
must submit an audited copy of its

purchase and nominal ledgers. Of course,
the price paid will reflect the facilities
available. The function of sales and pur
chase ledgers is quite obvious; they
record the sales or the purchases made

accounts to the shareholders and to the

Registrar of Companies. Only qualified
people are acceptable as auditors and
this is usually taken to mean Chartered or

during the accounting period.
But what is a nominal ledger? All nom
inal means is named, so a nominal ledger
is a system where each page or section is

Certified Accountants.

allocated a head and that head refers to

your accountant's fees.

a year. This would be done at an annual
general meeting. An auditor can be any
club member or other individual who the

members have elected. As this is nor

mally an honorary office - that is, unpaid -

the Inland Revenue require is that they
show a fair and accurate picture of the
year's trading. Provided that you have
taken care of your accounts ledger, it can

the name of the section. You may have a
nominal head for petrol and oil, another
one for wages and salaries, yet another
for power and light and so on. Some com
puterised accounts programs will allow
you many thousands of different nominal

be cost-effective to have an accountant

heads.

A sole trader or partnership does not
need to submit audited accounts. All that

check them over for you. The amount

Some programs are single entry sys

So an invoice would be credited to the

sales part of the ledger and if it has been
paid, a second entry would be made debit
ing the bank account nominal. If it were a
sale

the

amount

would

be

account nominal would be debited with
the amount received. This is one of the

major problems of double entry book
keeping - which account is debited and
which credited. The easy way to remem
ber is that the account giving the value is
credited and the account receiving the
value is debited.

In our example above the bank has
received the value, therefore it owes us -

hence it is debited. When the money is
paid out of the bank at a later date the
bank account nominal will be credited

with the amount paid out. The bank will
have repaid its debt.
In addition to recording sales and pur
chase transactions in a ledger, we also
record money that is only temporarily in
our custody. This type of item includes t>
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FEATURE

< money due for VAT or tax and national
insurance contributions deducted from

employees' salaries.

There are two types of VAT record,
input tax and output tax. Output tax is that
which is paid to you as a result of a sale
having been made. You calculate the
amount which you required for the item
sold or service provided and then add 15
per cent for VAT.
Input tax is that which you have paid for
goods bought or services received. This
is usually shown as a separate item on a
purchase invoice, or receipt, but is
sometimes included in the total cost. To

extract the amount of VAT that has been

paid, multiply the total by 3 and divide
the result by 23. (This is for a VAT rate of
15%). The amount of money which you
owe in VAT is determined by subtracting
the amount paid in input tax from the
amount received in output tax.
Some accounts programs will allow you
to use the same nominal head for both

input and output VAT. Using this method,
reading the account balance will show
you exactly how much you owe the
Vatman at that particular moment. If you
have bought a particularly expensive

•

f

item for your business you may find that
the Vatman owes you money.
With your employees' income tax
deductions and National Insurance Con

tributions (NIC), the situation is slightly
different. You pay the money out in the
form of wages. Then you have to deduct
part of what you have paid out, hold on to
it for up to a month and then send it off to
the Inland Revenue collection office in

Cumbernauld, Scotland, The payment
sent has to be accompanied by a slip of
paper which shows how much is tax and
how much is NIC,

Further complications occur in the form
of Statutory Sick Pay (SSP) and recently,
Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP). If you
have made payments under either of
these schemes, you deduct the amount
which you have paid from the amount you
are sending to the collection centre. At
the end of the tax year - April 4th of each
year - you must show in your tax returns
what payments of SSP and SMP have

worth while to buy such a program. In this
case there are statutory records which
must be kept and which will allow you or
a tax inspector to determine the amounts
paid and received. It can be advan

tageous to configure your nominal ledger
so that the amounts involved are readily
available.

If you have been in business for any
length of time the contents of your manual
system will have to be loaded into the
data files held on computer. There is usu
ally a facility to post opening balances.
Even your personal finances at home will
benefit from a computerised cash man
agement system.

Items such as direct debits or standing
orders which are deducted from your
bank account at regular intervals can be
automatically processed. No more for
getting that the mortgage has just been
paid by direct debit when you work out
your bank balance.

been made.

I hope that this article has given you the
confidence to use an accounts package. If

If you have a payroll program for your
computer, this will all have been taken
care of. If you only have one or two
employees you may feel that it is not

you have an experienced book-keeper
on your staff, he will have no problems in
converting from a manual system to a
computerised one.
Q
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DESIGNERS LIMITED

ST

J III
ST

RECREATIONAL
ARKANOID

12.75

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

44.95

Alternate Reality

18

BARBARIAN

21.95

21.95

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
COLOURSPACE
DEEP SPACE
ELECTRONIC POOL
FOOTBALL GFL
GOLDRUNNER
INTERNATIONAL KARATE
KARATE KID II
KARATE MASTER

21.95

PSION CHESS
ROADRACE 2000
SHANGHAI
SILENT SERVICE
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER
SUPER HUEY

Arena
Basket Ball 2 on 2

25
20

Balance of Power

31

Championship Wrestling
Flight Simulator II

21

Art Director
Art Studio

40

CAD 3D

39

Gold Runner

21

Hitch Hiker's Guide

24

Degas
Degas Elite

59

Joust
Karate Kid II

25
18

SIMULATION/STRATEGY

16.95
29.95
16.95

21.95

21.95
26.95
21.95
21.95
16.95

21.95
16.95

BUSINESS/UTIUTY/LANGUAGES

21.95

ALTERNATIVE

10.95

ART DIRECTOR

10.95

BACK PACK
CAD 3-D
CASHLINK ST ACCOUNTS

LIBERATOR
MACADAM BUMPER

21.95

METRO CROSS

21.95

MOUSETRAP

12.75

NINJA MISSION
PLUTOS
SKYFOX

GAMES

DEGAS ELITE
DIRECT FILE TRANSFER

25

Little Computer People
Major Motion

28

Publishing Partner
LANGUAGES

47.50

Mercenary

17
21
20

Cambridge Lisp

Lattice C

Red Alert

13
20
17

Shanghai

21

64.95

FAST ST BASIC
FIRST WORD PLUS

99.95

Pinball Factory
Plutos
Psion Chess

Shuttle II

21

Skyfox

21
20

Stent Service

34
60
49
99
34

Rim Director
fleet Street Publisher

20

44.95

41
21

Easy Draw

leather Goddess of Phobos

299.95

165
61

GRAPHICS

leaderboard

21.95

8.95

VIP Professional
Zoomracks 2

26.95
44.95

26.95
79.95
69.95

12.75

Business Cor*.

Pro-Sprite Designer

139
128
76

Fast Bask;
GfA Basic

49

76
137
85

Megamax C
Modula2
MS DOS Emulator
MUSIC
Ez Track ST
Musk: Studio

63
52
25

STARGLIDER

21.95

FLEET STREET PUBLISHER

Slicon Dreams

17

SUPER CYCLE

21.95

GST C

49.95

Stargikder

20

Pro-Sound Designer

50

TERRORPODS

21.95

K-GRAPH II

44.95

Startrek

17

26.95

26.95

Strike Force Harrier

20

The Pawn

TRAILBLAZER
TYPHOON
WANDERER 3D
WINTER GAMES
WORLD GAMES

21.95

K-SPREAD II

69.95

TriviaChallenge

16.95
21.95

K-SWITCH
MAPS & LEGENDS

21.95

MICRO TIME CLOCK CARD

26.95
26.95
34.95

Winter Games
World Games
BUSINESS
Haba Writer II

20
15
20
20

Treesoft 8 Track
COMMUNICATIONS
Fastcom

61

TIME BANDIT

K-RAM

21.95

MUSIC STUDIO

29.95

CashHnk ST Accounts

295

520STFM Colour Monitor

Chlpsoft STAccounts

146

1040STF

RHYTHM
SUPERBASE

21.95
89.95

ADVENTURE

THUNDER

34.95

ALTERNATE REALITY
BAKER STREET DETECTIVE
BALLY HOO
FANTASTIC FOUR
HACKER II
HOLLYWOOD HI JINX
JEWELS OF DARKNESS
MERCENARY ST

21.95

TRIMBASE

79.95

14.95

VIP PROFESSIONAL

MOONMIST

26.95

OXFORD

THE PAWN

21.95

XEVIOUS

21.95

SPIDERMAN

199.95

26.95

26.95

PSION
ORGANISER II XP
ORGANISER II CM

16.95
21.95

16.95
26.95

16.95

Large seteclkjn o

First Word +

85

1040STT Mono Monitor

367
459
644
540
630

K-Graph II

43
43
43

1040STF Colour Monrtor

820

Monochrome SM125 hi-res
Colour SC 1224 med-res

139
368

65

K-Comm II

KSpread
K-Swttch

26

20 Meg Hard Disc SH204

644

Laserbase

86

MP165 160/35cpsB0col

243

Super Base Personal

87

Atari SMMB04 80cps 80col

184

SS/DD Discs Box ot 10

15

97.50

*********** SPECIAL OFFER *************

FINANCE PAK

26.95

Sixfree software discs with each processor ordered PLUScomplimentary

MATHS PAK

26.95

SPELLING CHECKER PAK

DATAPAKS from

26.95
11.95

SUNARO SOFTWARE (US)
PO BOX 78,MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK10 3PF (established 1984)

copy of our monthly P.D. software disc

Telephone (0602) 861312 or send a S.A.E. for latest price list
Prices include VATand First Class Postage

E5

8 bit software available

Send Cheque/PCs to:
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26
165

WS4OO0 + cable
HARDWARE
520STFM
520STFM Mono Monitor

13500

NEW TITLES AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY ON RELEASE TELEPHONE (0625) 25228

•^^
CA_J

43

Mini Comm

E3

Courier Service on Hardware £10 extra

Ardon House, Meadow Grove,

Meadow Lane, Nottingham, NG2 3HF

E3

ST ENTERTAINMENT
FROM

5DI
Astunning Cinemaware
production from Master Designer
software and Mindscape.

FORCE DJ

Space combat and flight
simulation, combined with

romance, intrigueand heart
stopping action.

Strike Force
Harrier
StrikeForce Harrierputs you
in the cockpit for the most
realistic flight and combat
simulation yet inone of
Britain's most exciting
fighter planes.

Balance of PouuerGeopoliticsinthe
nuclearage

Art Director

"The best strategygame outon

piece of software" STUser

the ST".

The unique double-screen
facility allows you to create
pictures in the top panel' and

Popular Computing Weekly
Balance of Power puts you in
the Russian or American

hot-seatto maintain your
country's interests without
triggeringa nuclear war.

"Art Director is a brilliant

add further graphics and text
from the selection of fonts

supplied below to produce a
standard A4 piece of artwork.
STOP PRESS...
COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER COMING SOON!

Sato

Film Director

TheUS chart-topping, awardwinning simulation of a World

Film Director allows you to

War II submarine combat

create and assemble on screen

operation - out now on the

every element ofan animated
sequence-characters

Atari ST.

background, scenery,
soundtrack-then show the

finished production from disk
or video-tape.

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS OR IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY,
DIRECT FROM US USING THE COUPON BELOW Phone for latest prices 01 -377 4644
I would like to order: -

Ienclose cheque/P.O. No.
. payable to Mirrorsoft Ltd.

DART DIRECTOR

£49.45

• FILM DIRECTOR

£59.95

Please debt my Access/Visa/American Express

• S.D.I

£39.95

A/CNo.

•

£29.95

BALANCE OF POWER

QGATO

£29.95

• STRIKE FORCE HARRIER

£24.95

Name.

for

Address.

Postcode.

. Tel No:

Date

Mirrorsoft Ltd, Freepost, (BS 4382), Paulton
Signed.

Bristol BS18 5BR

PROGRAMMING

OTHELLO
OTHELLO couldn't be simpler - it's
a two player game with only one
rule. This makes it easy to learn, but it
is very hard to play well, for the state
of the board can change dramatically
after only one move.
This is in fact how Othello got its
name. It was invented in England some
time during the 19th century and was
then forgotten until it was rediscovered
in 1971 by Goro Hasegawa from Japan.
His father, who was a Shakespeare
scholar, remarked on how there was a
similarity between the sudden
reversals of situation in Shakespeare's
play and the game.
As with chess and draughts, Othello
is played on an eight by eight
checkered board and each player has a
set of counters. These are double sided,

ers left on the board. The winner is the
one with the most counters of their own
colour.

As the object of Othello is to end up
with the greatest number of counters, it
can be very tempting to try to turn over
as many of your opponent's pieces as
possible right from the start.
However, this can be dangerous,
because during the opening and middle
game the more counters you have and
the less your opponent has, the more
options are left open to your opponent.
The state of the board can change
completely during the last 10 or so
moves and some squares have a higher
strategic value, while others can be
very dangerous.

J

white on one side and red on the other

Roland Waddilove

colour.

50/50

chance of going first.
The ST's strategy is determined by
FNbest_niove. All the possible moves
the micro can make are stored in the

arrays sx%(), sy%() and the number of
your counters each move will turn over
is stored in stackQ. The number of
moves is stored in s so, the arrays run
from 1 to s.

If you change this function you'll
alter the micro's intelligence. One of
the possible strategies is to choose a
random move from all the possibilities.
This would make the ST an ideal oppo
occasional brilliant move but, also the
odd blunder with most neither particu
larly good nor bad.

^

At the start of the game each player

toss of the coin so there's a

nent for novices as it would make the

resurrects a long-lost
favourite game

with each player having a different

game is over. The program recognises
most end games, but you can also aban
don a match by pressing Escape when
it is your turn.
The order of play is determined by a

Alternatively, you could use the

places two counters at the centre of the
board. They now take it in turn to place

The strongest positions are the
corners because, once gained the

brute force method which simply

a counter of their own colour face up
on an empty square.

counter there cannot be turned over.

chooses the move which turns over

So, corners can become a solid base

The single rule is that each time a

from which to launch an attack. The

' counter is placed on the board it must

sides are also very strong as counters

most counters. This is good for the end
game but not for opening moves.
A third method would be to give

sandwich one or more of the opponent's

placed there can only be turned over

counters between itself and another of

from one direction.

the player's counters. All the oppo
nent's sandwiched counters are turned

over and become the player's own.

each square on the board a weighting the higher the number the better the
position.

This micro version is written in Com

puter Concepts' Fast Basic and you pit
your wits against the power of the ST. It

The best strategy is to use a combin
ation of all of these methods - a random

opening move with weighting for the
middle game and brute force at the

Figure I shows the board at the start
of the game and it is white to play. The
squares with crosses show where

is an excellent opponent and a strong

player. There's no waiting around
while it thinks up its next move - it

end.

white can place his next counter.

reacts instantly.
The game is entirely mouse con
trolled. To place a counter on the board

It currently looks to see if it can play
in either of the comers or along the
edges. If it can there's 80 per cent

simply point to a square and press the
left mouse button, (click slowly as the
mouse reading routine takes around
half a second to register). You won't be
allowed to make an illegal move - the
ST will simply ignore you.
If you can't go you must indicate this
by pointing to a position off the board
and clicking the mouse button.
If neither you nor the ST can go the

chance that it will do so. Otherwise it

Figure II shows the board after white
has played, "red" has replied and it's
white to go again. The crosses show
the possible squares.
A player must always turn over at
least one of his opponent's counters. If

this is not possible the move is for
feited.

The game continues until either all
the pieces have been played and the
board is full, neither player can move,
or one or the other player has no count

will choose the move which turns over
most counters.

Othello is a fascinating game and the
ST is a challenging opponent. You'll
have hour after hour of fun trying to
master it and once you do, you can

always make it harder by tinkering
with its strategy. It's a game designed
to last.

VARIABLES

PROCEDURES
human

computer

display
best move
board

Your move.
The ST's move.

Draw the board.

b%()
sx%(),sy%()
stack%()

Calculate the ST's best. move.
Print the board.

The board.
All the moves the ST can make.
The number of counters the ST can turn
over.

s

human

atari

The number of moves the ST can make.
Your score.

The ST's score.
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
More iXMSIVi specialoffers

- plus even 8I0G(R swings
for Atari ST User subscribers!
Starglider is "simply the best arcade game seen on any 68000
based machine" (Popular Computing Weekly).
It's the first ever game to feature stunning, fully animated
vector graphics - and the first to include high-quality
digitised sound ... even messages from the ship's computer
throughout your hair-raising flight are in digitised speech!
Thrill to low-level flying, exhilarating defence and attack
manoeuvres - it's all here, and much, much more!

The package Includes a 64-page novel that sets
the scene - and gives you vital Information to
help you succeed In your quest!

How-the COMPUTE

Mercenary Compendium
Here's all you need to get the last ounce of fun and
excitement out of one of the most talked-about games of

1986. This is what this package contains:
Escape from Targ. A unique combination of flight
simulation, adventure and arcade action, PLUS high speed
3D vector graphics! You crash-land on planet Targ's Central
City and you have but one aim - to escape!
Targ Survival Kit. For help when you need it most.
Includes maps of Central City and its subterranean
complexes. And a novelette, "Interlude on Targ", with
more hints and tips.

The Second City. Thought you'd got away? Then load in
this extra data set and think again! No hints or clues this time
- you're on your own!

Format

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Starglider

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£30.95

£9

Mercenary Compendium

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£29.95

£10

Special
Suitable for

Product

Atari ST
Needs TOS
on rom

Atari ST
Needs TOS
on r o m

Colour monitor

version only

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PACE 89

GAME

I

<
10 REM ***************************
20 REM *

Othello

30 REM *
40

1U
'

REM

l\LH

*

By R Waddi love
(c)
\ l* /

50 REM *

Atari
I Q 1 1

ST
User
JI
UjCI

n

Fast

FJasi c

*

*
*
"

*

60 REM *Don't enter line numbers!*
70 REM ***************************

This program is written in

Fast Basic

and the line numbers are

unnecess-

ary. They are there simply to make the
listing easier to read and there is no
need to type them in.

80 ON ERROR GOTO here

s only!":END
100 PROCinitialise
110 PROCboard

740 REPEAT

750 MOUSE XX,TX,BX/KX

120 PROCsetup
130 PROCdisplay

760
770
780
790
800

1

140 REPEAT
150 IF first THEN PROChuman ELSE PROCc

omputer

160 PROCdisplay
170 IF first THEN PROCcomputer ELSE PR

1

810 DEF PROCcouputer

180 PROCdisplay

1

850 IF FNtry<XX,YX)>0 THEN s=s+ 1:stack
(s)=flips:sx%<s)=X%:sy%(s)=Y%
860 NEXT

870 NEXT
880 IF s=0 THEN cmove=FALSE:ENDPROC
890 IF s>1 THEN s=FNbestjoi/e

250 IF FNanother THEN END
260
270
280
290
300

•

RUN
DEF FNanother
WHILE INKEY$o"":WEND
INK 1

310 PRINT TAB(26,20)"Another game?"
320 K%=GET OR 32
330 =(KX=ASC("n"))
340
350 DEF PROChuman

360 ok=FALSE
370 REPEAT

380 PROCsquare
390 PROCcheck
400 UNTIL ok
410 BEEP
420 ENDPROC
430
440 DEF PROCcheck
450 ok=FALSE:hmove=TRUE
460 IF X%<1 OR X%>8 OR VM OR Y/!>8 TH
EN ok=TRUE:hmove=FALSE:ENDPROC

470 IF bX(XX,Y%) THEN ENDPROC
480 FOR dxX=-1 TO 1

490 FOR dy%=-1 TO 1

500 IF bX(X%+dxZyY%+dyX)=2 THEN PROCfl
ip(X%+dx%,Y%+dy%3

'

940 FOR dy%=-1 TO 1
950 IF b%(X!i+dxr.,Y%+dy%) =1
ipem(XX+dxX,Y7. +dy7.)
960 NEXT
970 NEXT
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030

ENDPROC

NEXT
IF best>0 AND RND(5)> 1 THEN =best
best=1
FOR i=2 TO s
IF stackCi)>stack(bes t) THEN best

i

1100 NEXT
1110 =best

1120

620 XX=XX-dxX:YX=YX-dy%
630 REPEAT

640 bXCXX,YX)=2
650 XX=X%-dxX:Y%=YX-dyX
660 UNTIL b%(XX,YX)<>128
670 ENDPROC
680

1530 DEF PROCdisplay
1540 hunian =0:atari=0
1550 FOR X7. =1 TO 8
1560 FOR Y%=1 TO 8

IF bX(XX,YX)=64 THEN b7.(X7.,Y7) =2
IF bX(XX,YX)=128 THEN bX(XX,Y7)=1
IF b%(XX/Y%)>0 THEN PROCcounterCbX
(X7.,Y7.),X7-1,Y7.-1)
1600 IF bX(XX,YX)=1 THEN human=human+1
1610 IF bXCX%,Y%) =2 THEN atari =atari +1
1570
1580
1590

NEXT

1140 REPEAT

b%(XX,YX)=64
XX=X%+dxX:Y%=Y%+dyX
UNTIL bXCXX,YX)<>1
IF b%CXX,Y%)=2 THEN ENDPROC
XX=XX-dxX:YX=YX-dy%

INK 3

PRINT TAB(32,10);atari;" "
PRINT TAB(32,17);human;" "

1680
1690 DEF PROCsetup
1700 FOR H =i TO 9
1710 FOR YZ=0 TO 9
1720 bXCXX,Y%)=0

1260 DEF FNtry(X7.,Y7.)
1270 IF bXCXX,YXi THEN =FALSE
1280 fLips=0
TO 1

690 DEF PROCsquare

1320 NEXT
1330 NEXT

700 SHOHMOUSE
710 REPEAT

1350

720 HOUSE XX,YX,BX,KX

1360 DEF FNHne(X%,Y%)

730 UNTIL NOT B7.

1370 N%=0

1340 =f lips

THEN

1810
1820
1830
1840
1850

CLS
TXTSIZE 8: INK 1

PRINT TAB(20,1)"OTHELLO"
TXTSIZE 4:INK 10

PRINT TABC37,5) Atari ST User"

1860

TXTSIZE 6:INK

1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

PRINT TAB(30,8)"Atari"
PRINT TAB(30,15)"Human"

1950

1240 ENDPROC
1250

1300 FOR dy%=-1 TO 1
1310 IF b%(X%+dxX,Y%+dyX)= 1
flips+FNline(XX+dx%,YX+dyX)

1780 ENDPROC
1790
1800 DEF PROCboard

12

F7. =0

4

1230 UNTIL b%(X%,YX)<>64

1290 FOR dx%=-1

NEXT

FOR X7. =0 TO 7*25 STEP 25
F%=FX EOR 1
1920 FOR Y7. =0 TO 7*25 STEP 25
1930 F%= F% EOR 1
1940 IF F7. THEN FILLCOL 15 ELSE FILLCOL

1130 DEF PROCf Lipem<X%,Y%)

1210 b%CXX,Y%)=1
1220 X%=XX-dx%:y%=Y%-dy%

IF b%<X%,Y%>=1 THEN ok=TRUE:ENDPRO

1510 ENDPROC
1520

1750 b7.(4,4) =1:b7.(5,5) =1
1760 bi!(5,4)=2:b7.(4,5) =2
1770 first=RND(2)-1

DEF FNbestjove
best=0
FOR i=1 TO s

1040 IF sx%< i) =1 OR sy%(i )=1 OR sxX(i)=
8 OR syXCi)=8 THEN best=i
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

THE

1730 NEXT
1740 NEXT

BEEP

570 REPEAT

c

THEN 3R0CU

=U

1480 CIRCLE XZ*25+12,YZ*25+12,10
1490 FILLCOL a
1500 CIRCLE X7.*25 +12,Y7.*25 +12,9

1670 ENDPROC

1200 REPEAT

b%(XX,YX)=1Z8
X%=X%+dx%:YX=Y%+dyX
UNTIL bX(XX,YX)<>2

DEF PR0Ccounter(C7.,X/i,Y7.)

930 FOR dx%=-1 TO 1

560 DEF PROCfLip<X%,Y%>
580
590
600
610

,

=0

900 XX=sxXCs):YX=sy%(s)
910 b!5<XX,YX)=2
920 PROCcounter(0,X7.-1,Y7.- 1)

540 ENDPROC
550

530 IF ok THEN b%(X%,YX)=1

UNTIL bX(X%,YX><>1
IF bX(XX,YX)=2 THEN =N7.

1620
1630
1640
1650
1660

1150
1160
1170
1180
1190

510 NEXT
520 NEXT

i

UNTIL (82 AND 1)
X%=1+CXX DIV- 25):Y%=1+(yx on 25)
HIDEMOUSE
ENDPROC

820 s=0:cmove=TRUE
830 FOR X7. =1 TO 8
840 FOR U=1 TO 8

OChuman

190 UNTIL atari+human=64 OR atari =0 OR
human=0 OR cmove+hmove=0
200 IF FNanother THEN END
210 RUN
220
230 here:
240 IF ERR<>4 THEN LASTERROR

1410
1420
1430
1440
1450

1460 IF P0INT(XX*25 +12,YX*25 +12)
N ENDPROC
1470 FILLCOL 0

90 IF SCREENMODEO0 THEN PRINT'Lou re

\

1380 REPEAT
1390 N%=NX+1
1400 X%=X%+dxX:Y%=Y%+dy%

flips

1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080

RECT X7.,Y7.,X7, +25,Y7. +25
NEXT

NEXT

LINECOL 1:LINEWIDTH 2

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

0,0 TO 319,0
319,0 TO 319,199
319,199 TO 0,199
0,199 TO 0,0
8*25,0 TO 8*25-1,199

ENDPROC

DEF PROCinitialise
SH0WM0USE:HIDEM0USE

PALETTE 0,0,0,0

2090 PALETTE 1,1000,1000,1000
2100 DIM b7.(9,9),stack(64),sx/!(64),sy/U
64)

2110 TXTRECT 0,0,320,200
2120 GRAFRECT 0,0,320,200
2130 ENDPROC
•
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GAMES

PO Box 97 WHITSTABLE, Kent CT5 1TJ
Tel: 0227 266289
PE RSONAL VISITS WELCOME - PLEASE ASK FOR DIRECTIONS
B.I.T.S. - Business Information & Technical Services - has extensive "hands on"

experienceofthe ATARI ST range and itssupporting software. Although the retail
aspect is Important- we offera genuine price-match policyon software over £25. and
will haggle over bundled software + hardware deals to suit your requirements - our
main thrust forthe future is insupport of ST, Mega ST and PC applications,
partkxilarty the following:
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
IMAGE CAPTURE

GRAPHICS* DESIGN
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

We are keen to recruit additionalfreelance specialists in these areas. So ifyou feel
you have particularskillsusing specificitems of AtariST software (notgamesl) let us
know. We are in the process of setting up a training, demonstration and software
support facility and would liketo hear from Interested individualsand parties NOW.
Also contact us ifyou are interested in details of the latest ST products in these and
other fields-this register of users' interests will then be supported both by our

THAI BOXING
SILENT SERVICE

16.95
16.95

LEADERBOARD
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2

16.95
44.95

SKY FOX
CHAMP. WRESTLING
STARGLIDER

21.95
21.95
21.95

SUPER CYCLE

16.95

ART DIRECTOR
MUSIC STUDIO
BALLYHOO
CARDS
MARBLE MADNESS
SUND0G
WORLD GAMES
HACKER 2
LITTLE C0MP.PE0PLE
SUPER HUEY
SPIDER MAN
BRIDGE
THE CITY

44.95
34.95
29.95
19.95
34.95
29.95
39.95
24.95
24.95
39.95
19.95
29.95
19.99

WANDERER

24.95

10TH. FRAME
HARR.STRK.MISSION

22.50
42.50

MERCENARY COMPEND
INTERNATION.KARATE
JEWELS OF DARKNESS
KARATE KID 2
DEEP SPACE
FLIP SIDE
LANDS OF HAVOC

20.00
16.00

TIME BANDIT

MAJOR MOTION
WISHBRINGER
WITNESS
ZORK1
Z0RK2
ZORK3
THE PAWN
MUSIC STUDIO
FILM DIRECTOR
PINBALL FACTORY
S/FORCE HARRIER
MEAN 18
JOUST
SHANGHAI
SPACE STATION
BASKET BALL
LIBERATOR
GATO
TYPHOON
PHANTASIE 2
JUMP JET

PROFESSIONAL
APPLICATIONS
45.00

mailings and tho6e by producers of the relevant software and hardware so we can

45.00
73.00

provideYOUwitha complete Information and product service, (including Public

45.00

Domain software sources).
All prices Crrp but price match promise on all In-stock items

18.00
55.00

DOS SHELL
M-COPY
M-DISK
MI-TERM

THE UTILITIES
LISP
3.5" STORAGE BOX

29.95

TELEPHONE FOR A QUOTE AND BUNDLED OFFERS

29.95

VAT-INCLUSIVE

EX-VAT

19.95

SYSTEMS

If the title you

Mega ST 2 + SM125 Mono System + Software
Mega ST 4 + SM125 Mono System + Software
Mega ST D.T.P. Systems, Colour. Atari P.C.
1040ST-F + SM125 mono system + software
1040ST-F + SCt224 colour system + software
520ST-FM + SM125 mono system + software

£999

£869

£1299

£1130

want is not

shown phone

for availability
and price (24hr answer service).

£ phone
£699

£609

£899

£782

£499

£435

520ST-FM + (1/2 meg upgrade to 1 meg RAM)

£599

£521

520ST-M + 125 + SF354 + Software

£450

£391

KEYBOARDS
1040ST-F keyboard unit + mouse + software

£599

With UHF modulator ADD ...

TEL: (0734) 774942

^" cheques
made

Payable

£521

£50

£44

520ST-FM keyboard unit + mouse + software

£399

£348

520ST-FM+(1/2 meg upgrade to 1 meg RAM)

£499

£435

520ST-M Keyboard unit + software

£260

£226

520ST-M+(1/2 meg upgrade to 1 meg RAM)

£360

£313

DISK UNITS
SF354 half megabyte drive
SF314 megabyte drive
Cumana 1 megabyte drive (integral power)
Cumana twin 1 meg drives (integral power)
Cumana dual 3.575.25" (integral power)
Cumana 5.25" IBM format (Integral power)
Cumana twin 5.25" (integral power)
SH204 twenty megabyte hard disk (SH205 - £ phone)
Triangle ST 20 meg Turbo hard disk
Triangle Single 1 Megabyte drive (int. power)
Triangle Double twin 1 meg drive (int. power)
Replacement 354/314 power supply

ISM FREEPOST 1 RUSSLEY GREEN,
WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE RG11 1BR.

II

£149
£199
£150

£269

£340
£195
£359

£699
£689

£150
£240
£58

MONITORS

n

SM 125 12" hi-res t&s mono monitor

£149

£130

SC1224 12" med-res colour monitor

£399

£348

Philips CM8533 - murtistandard med-res
Monitor cable (ST-DIN, ST-SCARTS, etc)

£315

£274

£20

£17

£199

£173

PRINTERS
Atari MM804 80cps 80 col.
Atari SLM 804 Laser

£ phone

QMS Kiss laser printer + lead + cartridge
Fullselection of printers available
Printer cable (Centronics parallel)

£ phone

£2288

£1990

£17

£20

Mouse

£25

Memorex/3M - ss/dd 3.5" box of 10

Memorex/3M - dd/dd 3.5" box of 10

£22

£50

£43

£173

£150

£20

£17

£9

£8

£30

£26

£35

Disk storage box (kxkable, 40 disks)
McEmulator - ST to Mac (2 Mac chips required)

£16
£148

£ phone

FrameGrabber, Sam, Pal Gen Lock

£ phone

CRP-CRP D DigitizerTablet (A4 Electro Static)
Triangle ProOraw graphics tablet
Puck for Tablets

£30

£18
£170

IBM emulator cartridge / software
ST RealTlzer- real-time video digitizer
Pro Digitizer - 128 grey scales

Filled from cover to
cover with:

' /

mGalvanising

' *H> .

Games

m Tantalising

ANCILLARY
TOS ROMs (set of six)
Minor Miracles WS4000 modem (other modems also)
RS232 cable (modem/printer)
Dust covers - disk, keyboard, monitor - each

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
MONITOR MAGAZINE
IS JUST WHAT i s ^
YOU NEED! <m~

£199

£173

£499

£434

£401

£349

£344

£299

£69

£60

Tutorials

mMind-boggling
Machine Code

mLotsa Listings
• Topical Tips
• Realistic Reviews

m 16-Bit and 8-Bit Coverage
Send a cheque/P.O. for £4-00, made payable to the 'U.K.
Atari Computer Owners Club', for your four issues subscription
now. Or send £1 -30p (which includes P&P) for a sample copy, to
see what the magazine offers.

Don't delay do it today!!

Please enquire about other hardware, other computers, and special hardware +

software packages and promotionswhere greater savings may be possble. Please
telephone for the price of the latest hardware - and our offers on this.

THE U.K. ATARI COMPUTER OWNERS CLUB

ACCESS & VISA ORDERS WELCOMED.

Post/Carriage Free for pre-paid orders
Prices correct May 1987. Please check with us for any anticipated chanoesi
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E&OE

P.O. Box 3, Ravleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR
Independent User Group

REVIEW

Lively animation
FOR many, animation is the next logical
step after mastering the Neochrome,
Degas and Art Director types of graphic
packages. Unfortunately, after witnessing
brilliant computer animation in numerous

Elliot Stein samples
the delights of Aegis
Animator and is inspired

commercials and in films like Tron, ST

owners have become resigned to what
they consider their computer's limitations
to be. After all, how can the inexpensive
ST hope to compete with professional
industrial computers costing thousands of
pounds more?

Until recently animation packages
were as close to professional animation as
the very early Pong game machines were
to Starglider and Time Bandit.

Then Film Director was released by
Mirrorsoft at the end of last year. With this
competent and thoughtfully-designed
program you could create images using a
graphics package and set them in motion
across any backdrop. You could even

demos can compete with this realistic
sequence.

Aegis Animator produces three differ
ent types of animation: Colour cycling, eel
and metamorphic, which also makes
simple 3D modelling possible.
Cel animation is the method used in
Film Director as well as in traditional
animation for film and television.

For example, to draw the dinosaur
running across the screen, the image had
to be drawn several times, each time with

will first appear in the animation
sequence. From now on, every time the
object/eel is moved by the cursor, it will
appear as movement in the animation
sequence.

This is a far simpler process than that
employed in Film Director, in which you
have to go to a menu to record the frame
each time you moved the cel. For long
scenes with many moving objects, Film
Director's method could take days.
With Aegis Animator, you can also
have masks - these are similar to eels, but

use only one colour. Any background
colour captured inside the frame will
become transparent, unlike a cel where
the background within its frame blends
in.

themselves in the demo scene: A brilli

sequences.

antly detailed dinosaur runs across a
skillfully-drawn landscape. Behind the
dinosaur, a helicopter descends from the

with precision, entire sequences and

top of the screen, lands on the grass, then

dramatic interactions.

takes off and flies out of view,

Aegis Animator allows you to animate
frame by frame in this manner, with a

Aegis Animator, like Degas Elite, Art
Director, and Neochrome, allows you to
cycle 16 colours to give the impression of
movement. Combining it with the other
types of animation in this package, you
can create brilliant backgrounds. Imag
ine a scene taking place with characters
and objects moving in front of the colourcycled waterfall from the public domain
graphic demo.
The metamorphic option uses a con
cept called tweening, short for inbetweenmg. Position an object, decide
where you want it to be on the screen at
the end of a sequence and what it will
then look like - and Aegis Animator will

demo that I've seen for the ST. Not even

user-friendliness that

do the rest.

the infamous Flying Bird or Shiny Bubbles
Product: Aegis Animator

doesn't offer. To begin, you merely
choose the Storage option from the pull
down menu labelled Menu, select Cel,

Price: £79.95

then Load,

add sound effects and music, and transfer
the final product to video tape.
Now
comes
Aegis
Animator,

slight changes m the various moving
body parts and in screen position. The
illusion of movement occurs when these

previously only available for the Amiga.
The possibilities it offers first reveal

separate frames are projected rapidly
one after another. This sequence can be
placed on top of a background in con
junction with other similarly animated

This is the most impressive graphic

Supplier: Silica Distribution, 1-4 The Mews,
Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent DAM 4DX.
Tel: 01-309 1111

Editing three ofthe eels

When scripted and choreographed
films can be created with characters and

Film Director

The cel (the object to be animated) will
appear on the screen, highlighted by a
frame. Using the cursor, place it where it

BE •••••""

You create an object by selecting
Make from the menu bar:

You can

produce

outlined

either

filled

or

polygons, circles,, .stars, blocks, or any
other shaped object in addition to lines orf>

"
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REVIEW;

<1 line segments.
It is at this stage that you decide what
the object will look like and where it will
be at the end of the sequence. Using the
Move menu you can move the object
sideways, into the screen, out of the
screen, rotate it, make it larger or smal
ler, move it along a path, change its
colour, make it into a filled or outlined
object, or change its shape.
To view the sequence call up the Time
menu, then sit back and watch. The

tween will begin with the original object
and will end with the variation that you
designed. Aegis Animator will change
the shape of the object and mould it into
the finished design, creating the illusion

ZsmshedSlminaiUtsalory

of motion.

gram are innumerable. For writers and
film makers it's a brilliant and timesaving
means to storyboard an entire screen
play: For computer graphics and ani

together to create entire sequences.
Using the timing functions you can add

Imagine a large circle changing into a
small square, or a star zooming from the
top of the screen and moving toward you

dissolves and fades to make your produc
tion really sparkle.
As if this weren't enough, when an
animation sequence is saved to disc it is

till it fills the entire screen before

exploding into fragments of triangles.
Instead of selecting Play Tween, you
may choose Play All which will play more
than one tween, allowing several objects
to move at once. Moving the cursor to

mation artists it's an invaluable tool. For

businessmen it's a means to breathtaking
demonstrations - and for everyone it's
rewarding fun.
Aegis Animator is the best animation
program I've seen so far for the ST. I

saved as an Ascii text file. This means that

a script can be edited by most word
processors, allowing an even more
precise control of animation by changing
the numbers of the exact pixel locations
and length of each tween.
The practical applications of this pro-

Play Loop will make the tween repeat
itself.

You then proceed to The Storyboard,
where you can cut tweens or splice them

eagerly look forward to the package
which will overshadow it - but I think that

I'll have a long time to wait.

•

SUPERTEC COMPUTER OFFERS
Software for the ATARI ST
Deadline
The Pawn
Red Alert
Winter Games
Golf

£22.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£29.95

QBall

£19.95
£19.95

Warzone
ST Protector
A Mind Forever

£119.95

Voyaging

£44.95
£89.95

Bridge

£29.95

T-R-l-M

Time Bandit

£29.95

Sundog

£29.95

Major Motion
Deep Space

£19.95
£34.95

ST Accounts
H&D Base
Datacomm
dBman

Star Glider

£24.95

Music Studio

ST Karate

£19.95

£150.00

Degas
Easy Draw
£24.95 Colourspace

Temple of Apshai

Trilogy
Strike Force Harrier
World Games
Karate Kid II

£24.95
£24.95
£24.95

Trivia Challenge

£19.95

PRINTERS. .

Cashlink Accounts
KComm
V.I.P. Lite
Fastcom

£99.95
£44.95
£113.85
£29.95
£39.95
£149.95
£19.95
£295.00
£49.95

£99.95

£49.95

ATARI
MANY ST SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK-CALL FOR DETAILS

Systems tailored to your needs'
ST GAMES
E.G.STAR GLIDER

Including:

DEEP SPACE-ARENA
SUNDOG-THE PAWN
HACKER-SILENT SERVICE
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

KUMA-HABA-ATARI-PHIL0N
CASHLINK-SOFTWARE PUNCH

PLUS MANY MORE

Call for details and prices

PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS

Including: EPSON • BROTHER • MANNESMANN TALLY
STOP PRESS!
Call for details of NEW Mannesmann MT910
LASER PRINTER
PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
MON — FRI

9 a.m. — 5 p.m.

BULLETIN BOARD
300 BAUD

CHIPS0FT (ST ACCOUNTS)
BATTERIES INCLUDED

TRIANGLE D/D DRIVES FOR ST

1MB (SINGLE)

£148.35 2MB (TWIN)

DISKS
51/4 " SS/DD (Pack of 10) £7.50

0268 293639 (24 HOURS)

ST SOFTWARE

3V2" ds/dd

£2.50 ea.

31/2"sd/dd

£1.95 ea.

MODEMS

£240.35

by Miracle Technology

WS2000

£125.00

WS4000
Auto-dial/Auto-answer

£195.00

SUPERTEC LTD. cornwallis house, Howards chase, basildon, essex ssi4 3bbTei (0268) 282308
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LTD

mtCR^sntPS
Telephone: 051-630 3013 (Enquiries)
520 ST UTIUTIES

LittleComputer People

£29.95
£27.99
£19.95

Shanghai
ARIOLASOFT

Degas
Degas Elite

£32.95
£55.95
£24.99
£19.95

Print Master

Skyfox
DATASOFT

Alternate Reality

£19.99

EPYX

Super Cycle

£15.99
£19.99

World Games
HABA

£11.95

F15 Strike Eagle
Spitfire 40

£7.95
£7.95

A.C.E.

£7.50

Mercenary
Football Manager

£7.95
£5.95

Silicon Dreams

£11.95
£7.95

Arcade Classics

* All new Releases Stocked*
ATARI 520 ST
ACTIVISION
Borrowed Time
Basketball
Hacker
Hacker 2

Hollywood Hijinx

Habawriter
Habadex

£47.95
£39.95
£31.95
£59.95
£32.95

Habamerge
Habaview

Habaspell
INFOGRAMES

Expert Systems
Devpac ST

£39.95
£79.95

Lattice C Compiler
Lisp

£79.95
£119.95

£39.95
....

£15.95
£71.95

£19.99

£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£15.99
£19.99

War Zone/ Fireblast
FIREBIRD
Jewels of Darkness
Star Glider

INFOCOM
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£19.99
£23.99

£31.95

MICRODEAL

£54.95

Electronic Pool
Lands of Havoc

£15.99
£15.99

£47.95

Major Motion

£15.99

Mud Pies

£15.99
£19.99

£11.95

520STM Comprising Gem desktop basic &
desk utilitysoftware +10 free disks

Hitch Hikers Guide
Leather Goddess of Phobos
Planetfall
Mindshadow
Moon Mist

Trinity
Wishbringer

£27.95
£23.99
£23.99

Zorkl
INFOGRAMES
Eden Blues

£19.99

McAdam Bumper

£19.99

Turbo G.T
LLAMASOFT

£12.99

Colour Space

£15.99

Pinball Factory

S.D.I.
MIRRORSOFT

Strike Force Harrier

£19.95

MICRODEAL
Cards

£15.99
£15.99
£24.99

Flip Side
NOVAGEN

£23.95
£27.95
£27.95

RAINBIRD
Jewels of Darkness
Pawn
Silicon Dreams
ROBTEK

£15.99
£19.99
£15.99

Compendium

£19.99

RIO PROM
Wanderer

£19.99

SOLAR
Terrestial/Encounter
TYNESOFT
Liberator
Plutos
Time Blast
U.S GOLD

£11.99

£10.50
£11.95
£7.95

Apshai Trilogy
Championship Wrestling
Fantasy 2

£19.99

Leaderboard
Leaderboard Tournament
Phantasie 2
Q-Ball
Quest Probe

£19.99
£19.99
£22.99
£15.99
£15.99
£19.99
£15.99
£19.99

Rogue
Sujper Huey
Winter Games

520 STM Computer & Mouse

KA03.5"DSDD

SF 354 Disc Drive
SM 125 Mono Monitor

Branded - Lifetimeguarantee

£239.95

£14.95

£19.99

£19.99
£15.99

Typhoon

£17.95

£31.95
£31.95
£36.95

King's Guest II

Deep Space

GREMLIN
Trailblazer

£19.99
£19.99

PSYGNOSIS
Arena
Brattacus

The Utilities
MIRRORSOFT
Art Director
Film Director

Crusade in Europe

Crusade in Europe
F 15 Strike Eagle
Hellcat Ace (French or German)

£19.99
£31.95
£19.99

£15.95

ATARI XL/XE

Silent Service

£15.99

Twin Pack (S-Spool/M-C isk)

Kissed Debugger
M-Copy

MICROPROSE

£19.99

M-Disk
Mi-Term

Desktop Calendar
DOS Shell

£8.50

ATARI 520 ST

Mercenary

£15.99
£19.99

Ballyhoo

Direct File Transfer

Ninja

PSION
Chess

£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£27.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£15.99
£24.99
£24.99
£39.95
£10.50
£23.95

Disk Help

£15.99

MASTERTRONIC

Black Cauldron

£15.99
£11.95

Protector/Space Station
Pro Sprite

BCPL

Trivia Challenge

Time Bandits

Strip Poker
Tee Up
EIDERSOFT
Karate

METACOMCO

Macro Assembler +
Menu
Menu Plus
Pascal
MICRODEAL
Alternative
Animator
Bulletin Board
Clock Card
Corner Man

International Karate
Tass Times In
ANCO

£63.95

HISOFT

L45 4QN
051-691 2008

•

Decision in Desert

Paintworks

Wallasey, Merseyside

M

051-691 2008 (Phone Orders)
ACTIVISION

37 Seaview Road

£19.99
£19.99

£19.95 for 10

First World Software Package
520STFM Inc. 500K Disk Built
in and a mouse controller for Gem

£369.95

Normal Retail Price £559.85
Our Price £439.95

KA03.5-SSDD

Branded - Lifetime guarantee

20 Megabyte Hard Disc Drive

£16.95 for 10

E639.95
520STFM Inc. Hi-Res Monochrome

Monitor(SM-125)

80 Column Dot Matrix Printer (inc lead)

AXIOM 5.25"DiscsDSDD

£459.95

£189.95

£8.99 for 10

Send SAE for full lists
MAIL ORDER

Cheques/P.O. payable to:
MICROSNIPS LTD
ntonv w dtn itoo tcctptod wtth:

POSTAGE AND PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

Items under £10 add £1
Items under £50 add£2

Fullprice shown will cover
carriage and free tax

Items under £100 add £5

Items over £ 100 add£11
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REVIEWS

Battle of the Basics:
GFA versus LDW
own instruction ALERT. This lets you

I N the November 1986 issue of Atari ST

User, Andre Willey reviewed Com
puter Concepts' Fast ST Basic cartridge.

At that time it was the only real alternative
to the fairly dreadful Atari Basic which is
supplied with all STs. Now there are two

easily set up and use Gem's alert boxes to
keep the user of your programs informed

Warwick Thompson
looks at alternatives
to Atari Basic

about what is happening. These were
explained in the Gem tutorial in the April
1987 issue of Atari ST User.

new contenders for the title of all round

You can create your own menus using

best ST Basic - GFA Basic, an interpreter
like Atari Basic, and LDW Basic, a
compiler.
GFA Basic from Glentop Publishing is a
high speed structured Basic inter

the MENU FIELD, MENU KILL and
MENU OFF commands. The MENU N,X

preter, and is supplied with a detailed
300 page manual. The manual is printed
on red anti-photocopy paper, but the disc
is unprotected and can be backed up
freely.
The manual gives clear explanations of

Labels for procedures and GOTOs

command even lets you change the con
dition of menu items, perhaps to deselect

must be on individual lines and even IF

THEN lines must be split, with the THEN
occupying a line of its own.

or tick them.

The ON MENU instruction lets your
programs jump to a certain procedure

There are a lot of new commands in

GFA Basic not found in Atari Basic. They

whenever a menu selection is made. You

deal with windows, file manipulation,
alert boxes, menus, sprites and the

you set the contents of a window's title
and information lines. File manipulation

can easily find out which option has been
selected and your program can act
accordingly.
Sprites are designed in GFA Basic in
the same way as new shapes for the
mouse pointer. They can then be placed
on the screen in any position using the

inconvenience. One criticism I do have

commands include access to Gem's file

SPRITE instruction.

though is that the manual has no index.
The program comes with a full screen
mouse-supporting editor. At the top of the

selector dialog, random access files and

mouse.

each of GFA Basic's commands. There is

The window commands include the

the occasional language hiccup where
the translation from the manual's original
German shows through, but this is a minor

easy to use Infow and Titlew which let

The mouse is supported with one

different directories.

command - use this to find out where the
mouse is on the screen and the state of its

Alert boxes are supported with their

screen the 20 shifted and unshifted func

tion key definitions are displayed.
These are the most common com

mands such as Load, Save, Run and New

Desk

Defaults

Options

Exec

Help

and they can be accessed by pressing
the equivalent function key or by clicking
the mouse once on the word on-screen.

The editor will only run satisfactorily in
medium and high resolution although you
can load it in low resolution.

GFA Basic is highly structured,
allowing the use of procedures and local
variables, but not line numbers. One
quirk is that you are only allowed to use

COMPILATION COMPLETED
CLICK I EXIT to GEMDOS

one program statement on one line of
program, which can be rather restrictive.

NEXT conpilation
LOOK UP errors

Conpilation options:
Product: LDW Basic
Price: £59

Supplier: Logical Design Works, 45 Quai

Run-tine options:
Chosen file:

EXIT

C:\LDM_BASI.C\BEHCH1.BR

Wilson, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland.

Product: GFA Basic
Price: £59.95

Supplier: Glentop Press, Standfast House,
Bath Place, High Street Barnet, Herts.

C0HPILIH6 ...

Tel: 01-441 4130

Figure II: The basic shell of LDW Basic
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NEXT

LOOK UP

i REVIEW

I

two buttons.

Sound commands are provided in the
form of rather simple SOUND and WAVE
statements. SOUND gives you control over

1

0.15

0.91

0.11

voice, volume and the octave and dur

2

0.58

3.08

0.40

0.12

ation of any particular note, while WAVE
lets you set the overall waveform for the
note. It also lets you mix the three avail

3
4

1.31

5.98

0.49

1.46

7.60

1.03
1.02

5

1.51

8.81

1.10

able voices.

2.59

14.90

2.87

0.51
1.17

LDW Basic, from Logical Design

6
7

4.13

21.75

2.97

1.89

Works, is a fully fledged compiler which

8

2.74

11.44

1.10

2.95

can turn any program written in Atari
Basic into a stand-alone clickable pro
gram written entirely in machine code.
As you can see from Figure I, such pro
grams run many times faster than their
ordinary Basic counterparts.
LDW Basic can compile any program
which you have written in Atari Basic. In

Average

1.808

9.31

1.325

0.965

0.12

0.47

Figure I: Benchmarks

points not properly covered in the Atari

can use the Ascn portion of 1st Word, the

manual, which should be useful to even

normal

those who don't want to compile their

MicroEmacs Ascn editor supplied with
the package.

Atari

Basic

editor

or

the

addition it has some commands, such as
those to handle times and dates, which

programs. It also includes a detailed
explanation of the compiler's workings

MicroEmacs is a straightforward 80

are not part of Atari Basic but can be used
in programs which you intend to compile
using LDW.

and the different methods involved in its

column editor which operates in medium
or high resolution and which is also
supplied with the software developers'
package from Atari. It is powerful, but
easy to learn and every user of the ST
should have a copy at hand when editing

writing which should interest the more

Some of the commands in LDW, such

technically minded programmer.
One section of the manual includes tips

as INKEY$, have been debugged -

on how to write better and faster Basic

unlike their Atari counterparts - and also

programs. For example, the use of
integers where possible is recom

have added features. For example,
INKEY$ can now read keys which are not
on the main keyboard such as the func
tion and cursor keys.
There is only one command - the
Merge portion of the CHAIN command which has been left out because the cre

mended since this speeds up calcu

LDW couldn't be much easier. Simply tell

The manual also explains in detail how
to link the object code produced by the
program with object code produced by
an assembler or C compiler.

the batch processing program the name
of your Basic program to be compiled

You have the choice, when running

compiled language.
I found some problems associated with

programs compiled in LDW, of running it
with Atari Basic's normal output window

Atari Basic's PRINT statement. Often text

or with a full size window,
The first method means that the screen

Basic, but simply points the user to the

can be used in much the same way as it is
when you use Atari Basic on its own. The
second lets you use the entire screen. By
using the methods described in the
manual you can design your own window
system to best suit your program.
Also, if you don't use windows in your
programs at all, all screen processing
happens twice as fast, since the ST
doesn't have to worry about what will or
won't be displayed in any particular

Atari

window.

Basic

Source

Book

which

is

supplied with the language.
The LDW manual does explain various

Compiling a finished program using

lations.

ators of LDW felt that it has no use in a

which appears in the correct position
when a program is run in Atari Basic will
be incorrectly placed when the program
has been compiled using LDW, but I am
sure that this problem can be solved with
some experimentation.
The 190 page manual supplied with
LDW Basic gives full details on how to
compile programs which even the raw
beginner should be able to follow. It does
not include a full explanation of Atari

Ascii text.

You certainly have a lot of choice when
it comes to editing LDW programs. You

and it loads the various sections of the

compiler from disc.
After two passes of the compiler, your
program is automatically linked with the
relevant library files and a clickable pro
gram is created.
Alternatively you can use the Gem
shell program provided to run the
compiler, but then you have to run the
linker separately. This program is around
7k minimum due to the size of the

libraries, but this shouldn't make any dif
ference to most programmers.
The compilation and linking process
takes a few minutes so you are not likely
to compile Atari Basic programs until
they are completed and debugged.
Although GFA Basic and LDW Basic
are two very different products, they
come under the general heading of ST
Basics which inevitably leads to
comparisons. As you can see from Figure
I, LDW Basic is faster than GFA, but not

Print "start"
For K=l To 1BBB
Next K

by any great margin. GFA Basic is very
different to program in than Atari Basic,
especially since it only allows one pro
gram statement per line.

If you are discouraged by Atari Basic
and want to give something else a try, I
recommend you give GFA Basic a serious
look and compare it closely with Fast
Basic from Computer Concepts.
If you are quite happy with Atari Basic,
but want more speed, then I heartily rec

*

D>int "end"

ommend LDW Basic as the ideal solution.

Figure III:
The GFA
Basic
Editor

Don't be put off by the fact that the
European distributor is in Switzerland LDW Basic should be available from your
local dealer.

•
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Back-Pack

Clock and alarms

A cartridge-based pack
of general purpose

Analogue/digital clock
showing time and date. Two
time zones, four separate
repeatable alarm settings,

utilities for every ST

owner. When plugged
into the cartridge port of
any ST, all Back-Pack

eta

facilities are available

Diary
whilst using GEM
compatible applications A comprehensive diary
and, because it resides in allowing categorised
entries on any day of the
ROM, it occupies no
Typewriter
year. Simple controls make
valuable RAM space.
it easy to move forward or A simple utility allowing
backward one day, month, direct output to a printer at
Scientific calculator

any time.

or year.

More comprehensive than

Printer Buffer

most real calculators - this
offers all the usual features

Uses memory to 'queue'
output for the printer,

such as Sin, Cos, Tan, Log,

leaving the computer ready

ji, XAY, X^Y, 1/X, a memory

to use, whilst Back-Pack

store, etc. However, it also

feeds the printer when it is
ready.

has programmer's features
such as operation in Hex,
Binary and Octal, plus
logical operations. The

Address book
A computerised database

result can easily be

of names, addresses and

transferred into the current

telephone numbers,
allowing fast 'search'
facilities to locate any

application.
Price: £49.00
incl.

y
CARTRIDGE

Note pad
Thirty selectable pages of
any information can be
stored in the note pad, with
cursor controlled editing

Ramdisc

%

Uses an area of memory, of
specified size, to act as an
extremely fast disc drive. A
startup disc is easily
configured to copy any list

rr^m

and the ability to transfer

CARTRIDGE

current application or

of files into the Ramdisc

accessory in use.

automatically.

information back to the

•

entry.

i
Linked to the memory editor

are many other useful
features, including: Copy
memory block, Print block,
Save block, Fill block,

ST Doctor
This is a new desk

Search for any character or
string of characters,
Memory map - showing a
pie chart of memory usage.

accessory, providing a
host of useful

Disc editor

programmer's utilities

Similar to the memory

for examining and
editor described above, this
changing memory or disc allows any disc sector or
contents directly.
complete file to be loaded
Because all the features
into free memory and
are desk accessories,

examined/edited. Other

they are available within

related features include:

the current application

Fast disc formatting, File
recovery. Print file

Key recorder and
editor

This unique facility allows
up to ten sequences of
(assuming that it
key-presses to be stored
correctly handles GEM
contents, Save a file, Join
and assigned individually to
accessories), e.g. Fast
files, Search disc or file for a specified keys. For
BASIC or First Word™
specified string. Show free
example, common command
disc space, delete file, Show sequences can be typed
file size, move to and
once and stored, one per
examine any specified track function key. When
and sector.
required, pressing the
Memory editor
function key will 're-play'
This is a complete scrolling
the stored sequence. Any
window-based memory
sequence can be later
editor, allowing any area of
Price: £19.55 incl.
edited, deleted, replaced,
ST memory to be displayed
saved to disc, re-loaded
from disc, etc.

in ASCII, Hex, Decimal,

Binary or disassembly
listing. Any area of
user-accessible RAM can

also be edited, allowing

entry in the current mode
(except disassembly).

<e

Computer Concepts

Supplied with fully
illustrated instruction
manual.

Access/ Barclaycard

^wekome6"

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX, England. Tel: (0442) 63937

z«Tl
THE
ATARI
(all models)

FEATURE

I

How to
use our

latest

handy
guide
THIS month's free MiniCard is the first

of two cards which will provide you
with a comprehensive list of the argu
ments necessary to access Gem's Virtual

All

Gem

Vdi

functions

have

the

following format:
Inputs are POKEd into the system vari
ables and outputs are PEEKed. So to tell

Device Interface (VDI) from within ST
Basic. The list is not complete - that
would require a whole issue of Atari ST

VDI that you want to use the bar primitive
routine, you would POKE 11 into
CONTRL, POKE 2 into CONTRL + 2 to
show that there are two points in the
PTSIN array and so on. A Basic
subroutine to draw a bar on the screen

Input parameters

would look something like this:

User - but it does contain the most useful

and interesting routines.

CONTRL

VDI routines to open and close workst

CONTRL+2

Number of coordinates

CONTRL+6

in the PTSIN array.
Length of integer array

1000 POKE CONTRL, 11
1010 POKE CONTRL+2,2
1020 POKE CONTRL+6,0
1030 POKE CONTRL+10,1
1040 POKE CONTRL+12,2

- INTIN.

1050 POKE PTSIN,0

Primitive ID number.
Device handle.

1060 POKE PTSIN+2,4
1070 POKE PTSIN+4,25
1080 POKE PTSIN+6,19
1090 VDISYS(0)

ations, load fonts, draw lines and fill areas.

They are accessed by poking Gem's
workspace with any parameters required
and executing a VDSYS(O) command.
Because the Atari ST relocates the vari

ous areas of memory to make best use of
available space, memory maps cannot be
produced from which specific addresses

CONTRL+10
CONTRL+12
CONTRL+14

Opcode

dependent

information.
INTIN

Array of integer input

PTSIN

Array of input point

the function we want to call. Associated

coordinate data.

with the opcode in graphics functions

parameters.

can be obtained.

However, the Gem environment does
give us a way to access these routines

Opcode number for
the function.

This month we show how to use the

In line 1000 we input the opcode (11) of

from Basic even though the memory

such as this is the primitive ID (1) in line

addresses may vary, depending on what

software and hardware you're using.
The entry point into the VDI is a
subroutine which takes five arguments.
These are stored in the form of arrays and
system reserved variable names. The

1030. A routine to draw a circle for

Output parameters
CONTRL+4

Number of coordinates

CONTRL+8

in PTSOUT array.
Length of integer array

arrays are:

CONTROL
INTIN
PTSIN
INTOUT
PTSOUT

- INTOUT.

Control array.
Input parameters.
Input point coordinates.
Output parameters.
Output point coordinates.

CONTRL+12

Device handle.

CONTRL+14

Opcode

dependent

information.
INTOUT

Array of integer output
parameters.

PTSOUT

Array of output point
coordinate data.

1

instance, would have the same opcode
but would have a primitive ID of 4.
Lines 1050 to 1080 are the x, y xi and
yl coordinates respectively where x is

the left hand location of the bar, y is the
location of the top edge, xl the right hand
edge and yl the bottom edge.
The routine is called by line 1090. The
number inside the brackets forms a

dummy argument and its value is ir
relevant.

• Next month you'll find a list of VDI
routines to draw arcs, circles, pie seg
ments, print justified text and much more. •
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Resource constructor
LAST month we looked at the basic struc
ture of the resource tree data structure

and how to construct a simple tree within
a program. For more complex tasks it is
far easier to use a resource constructor
set - RCS for short.
There are a number of RCSs available

Ray Jackson considers
how to tackle more

complex tasks in part III
of his Gem guide

depending on which language you use
for programming. There is one from

Digital Research, but it comes only as
part of the developer's toolkit, which is a
rather expensive way to buy an RCS.
If you use Megamax C you will find the

from the keyboard by holding down Con
trol and typing a.b.c or d to give the four

RCS included in the package. Modula-2

characters wide and the slider 2. This is

Software's Modula-2 toolkit (available at
extra cost) also includes the Megamax

convenient, as the program is only going
to allow 10 positions of the slider.
All the RCSs provide a feature called
SNAP which aligns an object to character
positions, and you can use this to make

RCS in a modified form.

For anybody else the best option is
probably K-Resource from Kuma. This
RCS, sold as a separate product, is
compatible with a whole range of lan
guages.

The language compatibility lies not in
the resource file itself, which is language
independent, but in the symbol file that
defines the object numbers of all objects
used in your program.
For C programs this is in the form of a
set of #define statements and for Pascal
or Modula-2 a set of constant declar
ations,

different arrows.

As I have drawn it, the long bar is 20

composition easier.
Below the slider is an object of type
FBOXTEXT, used to indicate the current

position of the slider. It is set up as an
editable field so that when you run the

program you can type in a new value to
update the slider.
To understand how this editable text
field works we should examine the TEDINFO data structure that defines it. Four

object types use the TEDINFO structure
directly. They are G *TEXT (21), G_

structure although some are not used.
The first six words are paired to form
three addresses known as tejptext, te_
ptmplt and tejovalid.
All three are pointers to Gem format
strings, with a zero byte as a terminator.
The way in which they are used is
rather complex at first sight. The template
(tejotmplf) provides the prompt string
and markers for any editable character
positions.
Editable characters are marked by an
underscore character. So in our example
the template string will be "Position: _".
The other two strings have only one
character for every underscore in the
template. In this case they will both be
only one character long as we have only
defined one changeable character. The
tejotext pointer indicates the string to
be output This is preset in the example to
zero.

This string is the one we will write to to
change the output. It will change if you
type in a new value in the dialog box
when you run the program.
The third string is the validity string,
tejDvalid, used to decide what sort of
characters to accept from the keyboard
when you try to edit the text in the dialog

box. Again there is one underscore for

If you want to use an RCS with Fast

BOXTEXT (22), G^FTEXT (29) and G_

Basic the easiest to use is the Pascal or
Modula-2 form which can be edited

FBOXTEXT (30).
For all of them the ob_spec field is an

easily to become legal Fast Basic assign

address and it points to the TEDINFO
data block for the object. The fields of the

can use a 9,

TEDINFO data block are listed in Table I,
There are 14 words in a TEDINFO

The remaining fields in the TEDINFO
structure are fairly straightforward -

ments.

An additional problem with resource
files and Fast Basic is that Computer Con
cepts chose not to include the AES
resource library calls as Fast Basic key
words. To bypass this problem we'll need
to use a few lines of 68000 assembly code.
You can see this in Program I.
Two new procedures are needed in
addition to those provided. These are
rsrcjoad which reads in the. RSC file and
stores it in memory, and rsrcjgaddr
which finds the starting address in
memory of a particular tree. Having done

n__i.

rj:j.

c:i-

n_A:

Ut'-,r.

LUll

Tilt

upnuni
un

this we can use a number of Fast Basic
facilities to deal with the structures
loaded.

The dialog box I created with the RCS
(Figure I) consists of a number of
components starting with the outer box
which forms the root object.

This is automatically generated by the
RCS and all you need to do to it is resize it
to fit neatly around the contents when you
have laid them out.

The slider bar arrangement is made up
of four objects, the long one with the fill
pattern, a small box inside it to form the
slider, and two BOXCHAR's with the
arrows.

The arrow characters can be accessed
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Figure 1: Dialogue box

ii

HiimiuiimuiiUB

each character m the template.
A range of characters can be used in
the validity string. In this case we only
wish to allow digits to be entered, so we

i PROGRAMMING

tejont selects the character size for the

Desk

text. Only two values are legal for this
field, 3 is used to indicate normal charac
ters and 5 small characters like those

BUT

used in the Gem desktop icons.
The tejust field defines the text justifi
cation. This specifies how to input the text

STRI

when it is smaller than the available

JEDlT

or it can be left (0) or right (1) justified.
The te_co!our and tejhickness fields

field if it were not a pointer.
Finally tejxtlen and tejmplen are the
lengths of the text and template strings
including the terminating zeros. Thus in

TEXT

Iboxt

If you are using an RCS a knowledge of

OUTLINED j j DISABLED
RADIO BUTH

CROSSED

Shade

Border color

Style

|o|b|i|2|3|»i Hi

nn§@fi

MBUI2I3M ffi
PTHPLT>Position: ~L

the detailed structure of the TEDINFO

PVALID>
PTEXT>

structure is not absolutely necessary,
although the relationship between the
three text strings is important.

keyboard.
Four objects need some of the flags set.

MIFifli rSHflDOHED j | TOUCHEXIT

Text color

our' example the txtteh will be 2 and the
tmplen will be 12.

define the interaction with mouse and

ISELECTABLE | [""CHECKED | •frWiHHa

|o|0|l|2|3M "

thickness which would be in the objspec

layout of the dialog box has been
completed. This consists of providing
symbolic names for each of the elements,
and setting the necessary object flags to

Options

Bkqround color

are the normal colour word and border

There is a certain amount of additional

File

EDIT

space. It can be centred with a value of 2

work in the RCS when the graphical

Edit

I

1
0

Figure II: The final setup for POSITION
under the Megamax C RCS

Program III shows the output from the
Modula-2 version of the Megamax RCS,
and Program IV shows the C version,
C provides a facility called # include

resource files from Basic, the built in

assembler provides a very simple sol
ution to the problem. Many of the Gem
functions required to manipulate the

which reads in an external source file

resource tree once it has been loaded

These include the two arrow buttons,

when the compiler encounters it, We can

and located in memory are provided in

LARROW and RARROW, and the "done"

use this to read in the RSLOAD.H file in its

Fast Basic,

button, named DONE. All three have

C form.

their SELECTABLE and EXIT flags set.
The SELECTABLE flag indicates that

For Fast Basic use it is necessary to
read the file into the program at the
beginning by using the Insert Program
option on the Fast Basic File menu. You
must then remove the first line (CONST)

There is a third function implemented
in assembly code in Program I. This is the
form_do function. Although Fast Basicprovides a call to this through the
DOFORM keyword, it omits to return the
number of the object causing the exit

and the semicolons from the end of each

from the form. The function FNform_do

line.

fixes this problem.

the object is sensitive to mouse clicks and
will invert when clicked on. Clicking on
them when the program runs will also set
the SELECTED bit in the objstate field.
The EXIT flag is set to indicate that

when the object is activated by the
mouse, the form manager will return to
the main program.
There is no way for objects with no
flags set to stop the form from continuing.

The FBOXTEXT object, named POS
ITION, has its DEFAULT, EDITABLE and
EXIT flags set. It is not selectable, so it
will not cause an exit if it is clicked on.

However as it has the DEFAULT flag set it
will exit when the Return key is pressed.
The EDITABLE flag indicates that you
can use the keyboard to edit the text, in
fact only the single digit, The POSITION
object also needs its three strings to be
set up.

The final setup for POSITION under the
Megamax RCS is shown in Figure II. The
Megamax RCS pads out the unused parts
of the valid and text strings with tildes (").
This is only for display, and the strings
stored will contain only one character.
Because we only want to allow digits to
be entered we can put a 9 in the valid
string.

Names given to the individual objects
are output by the RCS in a file suitable for
use with the appropriate language. None
of the RCSs produce output specifically
for use with Basic, but the output in Pascal
or Modula-2 form can easily be edited
into a suitable format.

I prefer lower case for my Fast Basic

If you have not dabbled with 68000

variables, so I have also changed the

assembly code the procedure PROCassemble may appear cryptic. This really
does not matter, as it is not necessary to
see its operation in order to understand

case of the whole block by selecting it
and using the Control+C editor function.
This also avoids any clashes with Fast
Basic keywords which are all upper case.
In this example I named the dialog box
tree dialog which is also a keyword. This

causes no problem when it is lower case.
The Fast Basic program is in Program I
and the C version program in Program II.
The C program was compiled with the
Megamax compiler but should work with
other C compilers with little or no modifi
cation.

Both programs perform the same func
tions. The resource file is loaded and the

dialog box is centred on the screen and
drawn. The form allows the number and

the slider position to be altered by
clicking on the left and right arrows, or by
typing a digit from the keyboard followed
by the Return key.
Either method will cause the digit to be
updated and the slider to move to its new
position,
Resource files are one of the more

sophisticated features of Gem, and Com
puter Concepts have opted not to include
the necessary calls as Fast Basic key
words.

Although this prevents the direct use of

how the Gem calls are used.

If you are interested in assembly pro
gramming you may find the code useful
as an example, and it can be extended
easily to provide other Gem calls.
For now, just remember that you must

call PROCassemble before calling any of
the functions that use the code in it.

FNrsrcJoad will load the resource file

(.RSC) into memory. In order to use any of
the resource trees loaded, it is necessary
to get the address in memory at which

they start, This is done by FNrsrc_gaddr.
The first parameter is zero which
indicates that it is a tree that we are look

ing for. This parameter can be one of a
number of values including one for an
object. Normally the alternative values
are of little use as there may be more than
one object with the required index
number, each in a different tree.
For the purposes of this-program we
need to access the TEDINFO structure of

the object POSITION. This will allow us to
both examine and set the digit character
displayed in the dialog box.
If you refer back to the definition of the r>
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However Lattice C does not do this so if

tejDtmplt
tejovalid

Meaning
Pointer to text string
Pointer to template string
Pointer to validity string

you have been using Lattice you may
have had some problems with our earlier
examples.

6

te font

Character font

address of the string (numchaf), we can
let the C compiler calculate all of the

Word

Name

0/1

tejDtext

2/3
4/5

When we

7

tejunkl

Unused

8

tejust

Text justification

9

te color

Colour word (as in ob_spec)

10

tejunk2

Unused

11

te thickness

12

te txtlen

13

tejmplen

Border thickness (as in ob^spec)
Lenqth of text string (including 0)
Length of template (including 0)

come to calculate the

arithmetic to index into the tree to the

correct element and to the ob_spec field
in it.

We can also ask it to go directly

Table I:

through the pointer it finds to the TEDI
NFO structure and get the tejjtext value

TEDINFO
block
structure

from it. The addition of the (TEDINFO *)
before the dialtree reference is necess

< object data, you will find that there are 12
words, or 24 bytes in each object.

exit, will have left its object inverted on

ary because ob..spec can be many differ

the

ent things.

To find the TEDINFO for an object we
must examine its ob_spec field, which

CHANGEOBJECT immediately to clear
the state back to 0, and redraw the box.

how to interpret this particular instance,

will point to the TEDINFO block. The
ob_spec field is in words 6 and 7, so it
starts 12 bytes after the start of the
object's data. That is how the calculation
is made up to find tedmfoaddr%.

At the end of the loop we may have a
new value in pos&, so we need to
recalculate the position of the slider and

as a pointer to a TEDINFO.
The remainder of the program closely

redraw it.

becomes necessary to access the digit
string we can use two standard C func

The address found in the ob_spec field

points to the te_ptext pointer of the TED
INFO block, which is the address of the
character we are interested in.

The other part of the object tree that
needs to be modified is the ob_x of the
slider, which is word 8 of the object data,

and needs 16 bytes to be added.

screen.

To

undo

this we

call

The C program in Program II performs
in exactly the same way. However it is
simpler to implement, as C allows the
definition of special data types called

This "type forcing" tells the compiler

follows the Fast Basic one. When it

tions, sprintf and sscanf.
These are similar to the printf and scanf

structures, and it also understands how

output and input functions. Instead of
printing to the screen or reading from the

pointers work.
The structure OBJECT is defined in the

keyboard they operate on memory,
which is just what we need in this

file OBDEFS.H which is included at the

example.

The dialog box we have controlled in

beginning of the program.
other useful Gem constants. The program

these examples is fairly simple and we
have only modified two parameters

need the width of the slidebar. This is

uses some of the functions in the Gem

within it. However this illustrates the

slidebar's word 10, hence a 20 byte ad
dition to slidebar's object start.

VDI library. This requires the definition of
the five arrays contrl, intin, intout, ptsin
and ptsout. They must be global so that

techniques that can be built upon to
create more complex forms.

In order to divide the slidebar into 10

The file GEMDEFS.H defines some

steps for the slider to move through, we

The main loop of the program waits for
the form manager to return with an object
number. This will be one of the four

the linker can find them so they are dec
lared at the outer level.

One limitation we have imposed so far
is to rely on the operations available in
form_do. While this is a fairly powerful
function and performs a lot of work for us,

objects that allow exit from the form. The

Before performing any graphics oper

"done" button will signal the termination
of the loop.
The variable pos& keeps track of the
current position numerically. When an

ations on the screen, it is necessary to

open a virtual workstation with the VDI
call v_opnvwk. This is opened on the
physical workstation opened by the Gem

arrow button is clicked we increment or

desktop.

decrement pos& as appropriate. It is then

First we need the handle - just an
identifying number - of the current

dragging the slider itself. You may also
have noticed that many programs use
forms that are captive, with everything

workstation. This is obtained with a call

else disabled until the form exits.

limited to ensure it doesn't go over nine
or below zero (negative).

Putting the new digit in the form is
simple, as we have the address of the
string in charaddr% and Fast Basic will let
us refer to the string at that address if we

it also limits what can happen,
For instance we might also want the
slidebar we have created to move by a
click in the grey area or by the mouse

from the AES graphics library graf_

However some programs provide forms

handle.

that allow other operations to continue,

The input parameters to vjopnvwk will
also include a word array (workjn)

such as menu selections.

In order to increase the flexibility of
forms, we need to do more of the work in

put it in curly brackets followed by a $.

which should be initialised as in the list

Similarly, jf the exit was caused by the
"position" object that means the Return
key was pressed and we need to read the

ing. We will look at the detailed contents
of these arrays in a future article.
Some compilers set up a workstation as

the program. We also need to be able to
respond to one of a number of possible

character out of the string and turn it back

part of their initialisation, including the

into a number.

Megamax C compiler. In this case omit
ting the vjopnvwkvriU not be a problem.

• Such operations are made possible by
the event library functions, which we will
investigate next month.

Whichever operation caused the form

events at any time.

rarrow = 4

Program I

slider = 3
done = 5

\ Program I

position = 6

\ Computer Concepts Fast Basic demonstration of
\ dialog box usage with Resource Constructor Set data

\ Assemble code routines
PROCassemble

\ Resource file constants from Modula-2 version
\ of

RSLOAD.H converted to lower case.

dialog = 0
larrow = 1
slidebar = 2

\ Load resource file
IF FNrsreload("a:\rsload.rsc")
PRINT "Resource load failed"

= 0 THEN

STOP
ENDIF

t>
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floppy Disk:Drives
AATARI ST ™ vfAMIGA
bThese superb new 1MB Disk Drives use the very

'latest CMOS Technology from N.E.C., have a neat
built in PSU and are colour matched and design co
ordinated with the Atari STseries of computers* Each
unit comes complete with matching Gem Disk Utility
Software and a FREE ARCADE GAME!
' Triangle ST Floppy drives incorporate the very latest NEC units to ensure

STComparability. Each unit has 1 year full guarantee, ful! instructions
and a system diskette.

Nowavailable for Commodore Amiga
and Sinclair QL.

1 x 1MB RRP £129

_
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20Mb ST M>o Drive
AATARI ST ™^»flM/G4 May 87
r\This very fast 20MB Hard Disk Drive is mounted in

L/a stylish co-ordinating unit that sits under the ST's
monitor. Ifs modular design means that optional

cards and other devices can be added to the basic

unit after purchase. Every turbo drive comes
complete with matching GEM "formatting and

partitioning software, as well as a disk caching utility
that can improve the speed performance of the drive
by up to 50%.

'Triangle Turbo Drives are NOT restricted to 40 folders.

20MB (Only available from Eidersoft Direct)

£599

RAM-Cache Card 256K (Opt. 1MB)

20MB Plus Built-in 1MB Floppy Disk

£759

SCSI Port + Software (added to hard disk utilities)

(Includes flash bak back-up software)

£99

£79.95

(for tape streamers, networks etc)

40MB (Sub 40ms)

£899

Flash-Bak Backup Software

£39.95
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT
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ProDrmv graphics TMet
AATARI ST™ C= ^/AMIGA
p^Pro-Draw is a professional 9 x 6" high resolution

L^-graphics tablet for the Atari ST and Commodore
Amiga. Pro-Draw is compatible with most ST/Amiga
graphics software and the ST Version has been
specially interfaced to Mirrorsoft Art and Film Director

(available from Eidersoft). Pro-Draw can also be used

->'

with IBM™ EGA utilities, with suitable software. Each

unit comes complete with PSU, software and stylus. A
cross hair puck (£59.95), and A3 tablet are available
as optional extras.

ATARI £299

AMIGA £313
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

Triangle professional hardware is available now from selected dealers (contact us for a list) in the UK or direct from Eidersoft at the
address below. If you would like full technical information, don't forget to ask for our product data sheets or PD Demo Disk with
FREE GAME and Impressive Demo's (please send £1.95 or diskette and SAE).
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SOFTWARE LTD.

Eidersoft Software Ltd, The Office, Hall Farm, N Ockendon, Upminster, Essex RM14 3QH
Order Hotline 0708 856468
TM GEM is the TM of Digital Research Corp. ATARI ST is the TM of Atari Corp. AMIGA is the TM of Commodore Business Machines.
IBM is the TM of International Business Machines.

PROGRAMMING

\ get base address of object tree "dialog"
IF FNrsrc_gaddr(0,dialog,resaddr/O = 0 THEN
PRINT "Resource get address failed"
STOP

\ Harn GEM we want to use the screen area

RESERVESCREEN x8,y8,w&,h8
\ draw the dialog box
DRAWOBJECT resaddrX,0,99,0,0,640,400

ENDIF

\ In order to manipulate the text in the dialog box
\ we must first find the address of its TEDINFO block

\ initialise numeric value of slider position
posS = 0

\ and then extract the string address from the first
\ element of that. There are 24 bytes per object and
\ the ob_spec field is 12 bytes into the object data

\ exi t when "DONE" box clicked
WHILE button8 <> done

\ Each time round the loop, get the number of the object

tedinfoaddrX = !(resaddr% + (24 * position) + 12)
charaddrZ = !tedi nfoaddr%

\ To position the slider we must find the width of the
\ slide bar, and divide it by 10. We also need to
\ know where to update the x position of the slider
\ within the slide bar

\ that caused the form to exit and update the counter
\ as necessary
buttons = FNfo rm_do(resaddr%,position)
CHANGEOBJECT resaddr!i,buttonS,0,1,0,0,640,400
IF buttonS = rarrow THEN

posS = posS + 1
IF posS > 9 THEN
posS = 9

sLidexaddr% = resaddr% + (24 * slider) * 16
barwaddrZ = resaddr/i + (24 * slidebar) + 20

ENDIF

slidestepS = {barwaddrHS / 10

Ccharaddrm = STR$(pos8)
ENDIF

\ centre the dialog box co-ordinates
CENTRE resaddrX

IF buttonS = larrow THEN

\ extract new position and dimensions

posS = posS - 1
IF posS < 0 THEN posS = 0

x8 = <resaddr%+16>&

ENDIF

y8 = Cresaddr%+18>8

fcharaddrW = STRSCposS)

wX = {resaddr%+20>S
hS = {resaddr7. +22>S

ENDIF

\ preset loop exit condition to dummy value
buttons = -1

IF buttonS = position THEN
posS = VALUcharaddrTO)

Lightwave

w-cim

DESCRIPTION

MCL-002

is a Fully Independent National User Group for all
users of Atari STcomputers —

QUALITY TESTED CABLES & ACCESSORIES

MCL-063

STMonitorCable 13 PinDinPlugto Open-End
520ST to Centronics Printer

25 Way DPlugto36 Way CentronicsPlug
MCL-091

520ST to Centronics Printer

LENGTH
2M

PRICE
7.25

2M
RIBBON

12.95

2M

12.95

25 Way DPlugto 36Way CentronicsPlug

Members benefits include:

MCL-277

MCL-430

• A Monthly Newsletter packed with reviews, articles,
hints and tips, helpline, programming hints, and more.
• Bi-Monthly Disk Magazine containing the best and
latest Public Domain Software; many with source

MCL-450

ST Disc Extension Lead

19 Way D Plugto 19 Way DSocket
STFloppy Disc DriveCable
14 PinDinPlugto 14 PinDinPlug
STto Disc Drive-Shugart Interface
14 PinDin Plug to 34 Way IDC Socket where

1M

14.99

2M

17.45

2M

32.45

Drive to be connected is used as Drive B
MVDU-076

520ST to Philips 8533 Monitor

MVDLM20

ST to Colour Monitor

MVDU-139

520STM/1040STtoScartTV

MVDU-145

ST to Microvitec 1459A Monitor

2M

9.99

2M

6.45

2M

10.99

2M

9.25

13 PinDin Plug to Scort Plug

codes.

• Vast range of Public Domain and Shareware
Software; on quality media for between £3 and £3.50
per disk.
• Local User Groups; contacts and support.

13Pin Din Plug to2x Phono Plugs
13 Pin Din Plug to Scort Plug

13 PinDinPLugto 7 PinDinPlug+ 5 PinDin
Plug - 520STM& 1040STFONLY

• Special Interest Groupings; including: C, Pascal,
Comms, and Adventure SIGs.
• Members discounts and special offers.

MVDU-200

25.99

ST to both Colour & Mono Monitors

13 Pin Din Plug to 2 x 13 Pin Din
Sockets - Switched Unit allows
simultaneous connection

Membership and 12 months Newsletter subscription is just £5.00;
for further details, including the PD Software catalogue and a
FREE copy of our current Newsletter (24+ pages), please write

MVDU-211

PRS-109

ST to NEC Multisync Monitor
9 Way D Plug to 13 Pin Din Plug via
Switch-Box (Colour/Mono Display)
520ST to Modem/RS232 Cable

23.75

2M

12.65

2M

11.95

25 Way DPlugto 25 Way D Socket (9Lines)

to:
PRS-144

25 Way D Plug to 25 Way D Socket

w-en
PO Box 20, HERTFORD, SGI3 8NN
(stamp appreciated)

We will also commission Shareware for

public domain distribution; interested
programmers please contact us ASAP

ST to APPLE MAC LaserWriter

DUST COVERS
LWD-003

520ST Keyboard

LWD-005

SMI 24 Monitor
1029 Printer

LWD-026

1040ST/520STFKeyboard

LWD-035
LWD-057

SMM 801/804 Printer

LWD-067

SCI 224 Monitor

7.35
—

—

—

—

—

7.95

7.95
7.95
8.95

This is just a small selection from our range.

Ask your local dealer or phone for more details.
All prices include VAT. Please send cheques/P.O.'s and include £1.00 post and packaging to:

LIGHTWAVE LEISURE LTD., P.O.BOX 23, WALLASEY, MERSEYSIDE L441EWor

Phone (05 1) 639 5050 and order via ACCESS.
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PROGRAMMING

ENDIF

OPT

"L-" \ turn off listing

ORG

code

\ finally reposition the slider and update the display
rload

{slidexaddrHS = slidestepS * posS
DRAWOBJECT resaddrX,0,99,0,0,640,400
WEND

LEA addrin(PC),A0
MOVE.L f.trsrcJi le$(PC),A1 \ address of string
MOVE.L A1,(A0)
LEA contrl(PC),A0
MOVE.W #110,(A0) \rscr_load

Release the screen memory for GEM to update
Note - this will not repair the "OUTPUT" window
as we are not responding to the update request.
Use GRAB and PUT if you want to repair it.
REESCREEN xS,y8,w8,h8

CLR.W

2(A0) \size of INTIN - 0

HOVE.W
MOVE.W

#1,4(A0) \size of INTOUT
#1,6(A0) \size of ADDRIN

CLR.W

8(A0) \size of ADDROUT- 0

BSR

aes

RTS
ND

Functions and Procedures

There are three functions which perform the GEM
rsrc_load, rsrc.gaddr, and form_do operations.
These are necessary because the built in Fast Basic
statements do not include the first two, and the

built in DIALOG function does not return the exit object
All three functions call 68000 assembly language
subroutines which are assembled by PROCassemble.
It is not essential to understand the operation

gaddr
LEA intin(PC),A0
MOVE.W «irsrctype8(PC),(A0)
HOVE.W <rirsrc_index8(PC),2(A0)
LEA
contrl(PC),A0
MOVE.W #112,(A0) \RSRC_GADDR
MOVE.W #2,2(A0) \size of INTIN
MOVE.W #1,4(A0) \size of INTOUT
CLR.W

6(A0)

\size of ADDRIN-0

MOVE.W

#1,8(A0)

\size of ADDROUT

BSR

aes

RTS

of the assembler subroutines in order to use the

functions. However you must call PROCassemble once
before using any of the functions.

This is one of hundreds of

programs now available

FREE for downloading on
rsrc_load. Takes a GEM filename as its argument,

mkrolioh

returns the error status which will be 0 for an error

or a positive number for success
DEF FNrsrc_load(fi le$)

formdo
rsrc.fi le$ = fi le$
CALL rload
= fintouDS

LEA intin(PC),A0
MOVE.W i«form_first8(PC),(A0)
LEA addrin(PC),A0

MOVE.L Morm_addrKPC),(A0)
\ rsrc_gaddr. Takes the resource manager type (0 for a
\ tree) and the index (tree number). The third parameter
\ is the variable to put the address in. The function
\ returns a value of 0

LEA contrl(PC),A0
MOVE.W #50,(A0) \form_do
MOVE.W #1,2(A0) \size of
MOVE.W #1,4(A0) \size of
MOVE.W #1,6(A0) \size of
CLR.W

DEF FNrsrc_g3ddr(type&,index&,VAR addr%)
rsrc_type& - typeS

BSR

8(A0)

INTIN
INTOUT
ADDRIN

\size of ADDROUT- 0

aes

RTS

rsrcJndexS = indexS

CALL gaddr
addr'/. = {addroutK
= {intout)8

\ call GEM AES library
ae.s LEA aespb(PC),A0 \AES )arameter block
MOVE.L A0,D1
MOVE.W

#$C8,D0

TRAP #2

\ forncdo. This function is almost identical to the
\ Fast Basic built in DOFORM. The difference is that

\ this function returns the object number that caused
\ the exit from the dialog box

RTS

\ Data used by AES library
contr I

opcode

DEF FNform_do(addrX,firstS)
forncaddr/! = addr/!
form_f irstS = firsts

DS.W 1

sintin DS.W 1
sintout DS.W 1
saddrin DS.W 1
saddrout DS.W 1

CALL formdo

= (intout}8

global

DS.W 16

\ Assembly language procedure to perform GEM functions

intin
intout
addrin
addrout

DS.W 128
DS.W 128
DS.L 64
DS.L 64

aespb

DC.L contrI,globaI,intin,intout,addrin,addrout

\ not avai lable in Fast Basi c.

\ This procedure could be extended to include any
\ other AES ca IIs requi red.
DEF PROCassemble

RESERVE code,$1000
FOR pass = 1 TO 2

]

NEXT pass

[

OPT

pass

ENDPROC

t>
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<

numchar = (char *)(((TEDINF0 *)dialtree[POSITION].ob_spec)>te_ptext);

Program II

I* Program II

/* subdivide the slide bar width into 10 steps */

/* Example program to demonstrate the use of resource files */
/* and TEDINFO structure

*/

/* Uses a separately defined resource file RSLOAD.RSC

*/

#include "rsload.h"

/* object and tree numbers for RSLOAD.RSC */

#include <gemdefs.h>
/* Megamax GEM constants */
#include <obdefs.h>
/* Megamax resource constants and types */
/* #include <gemlib.h> */
/* Lattice GEM constants and types */

slider.step = dialtreetSLIDEBAR]. ob_wi dth/10;

/* Centre the dialog box co-ordinates and get their new values */
form_center(dialtree,8x,8y,8w,8h);
/* reserve screen area (so GEM knows to update it when we exit) */
form_dial(FMD_START,x,y,w,h,0,0,0,0);

/* draw the dialog box */
objc_draw(diattree,0,99,x,y,w,h);

/* Define VDI arrays --we are not going to refer to them in this */
/* program but they must be declared to use any VDI routines
*/
/* These are WORD arrays, for Lattice declare as short (not int) */
int contrir.12],
intinC128],
ptsin[128],
intout[128],
ptsout[128l;

/* preset button to a dummy value */
button = -1;
val = 0;
/* loop until the "DONE" box is clicked */
while (button 1= DONE) {
/* wait for the form to exi t */

button = form_do(dialtree,POSITION);

/*
main 0

take the appropriate action depending on exit object */

switch (button) {
case LARROW

: /* decrement number

*/

--val;
if (val<0)

OBJECT *dialtree;

/* pointer to the object tree */

char *numchar;

/* pointer to number character in form */

int val;
int slider_step;

/* current numeric value of form digit */
/* amount to step slider per digit increment */

int i;

/* loop counter */

val = 0;
sprintf(numchar,"M",val); /* put new value into string */
break;
:xase RARROW

: /* increment number */

++val;
if (val > 9)

val = 9;

/* The following declarations must be 16-bit words

sprintf (numchar,"7,i", val);
break;
case POSITION : /* update number from form */
sscanf(numchar,7d",8val); /* read current value from string */
break;

*/

/* For Lattice this requires them to be short instead of int */
int x,y,w,h;
/* form dimensions */

int button;

/* object activated to exit form */

int work„in[12];
int work„outC57];
int work;

/* Inputs to v_opnvwk */
/* Outputs from v„opnvwk */
/* Workstation handle */

}

objc_change(dialtree,button,0,x,y,w,h,0,0); /* unselect object */
dialtreefSLIDER] .ob_x = val * slider_step; /* position slider */
objc_draw(dialtree,0,99,x,y,w,h); /* update the display */

/* Tell AES we're here */

>

appLini t();

/* Get current VDI handle - the other outputs are not needed */
work = graf_handle(8i,8i,8i,8i);

/* release screen area for GEM to update */
form_dial(FMD_FINISr!,x,y,w,h,0,0,0,0);
/* close the virtual workstation */

/* Initialise the workstation input parameter area */
for (i=0;i<10;work_in[i++]=1);
work_i nC10] = 2;

v..c Isvwk(work);
/* Tell AES that we have finished */

appLexi t();

/* Open a virtual workstation on the screen */
v_opnvwk(worLin,8work,worLout);

}

Program III

/* Set the mouse cursor to a pointer */

graf_mouse(ARROW,0);
/* load the resource file, abort if it fails */
if (!rsrc_load("RSLOAD.RSC")) {

form_alert(1,"[2][Failed to loadlresource fileHok]");
exitd);
}

/* get the base address of the object tree into dialtree */

CONST

DIALOG
LARROW
SLIDEBAR
RARROW
SLIDER
DONE
POSITION

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
4
3
5
6

Program IV

/* abort if it fails */

if (lrsrc_gaddr(R-TREE,DIALOG,Sdialtree)) {
form-alert(1,"[2][Failed to get tree addressHok]");
exitd);
>

/*
/*
/*
/*

set numchar to the address of the number string in the form */
this is te-ptext in the TEDINFO for the G.FBOXTEXT object */
Note that the (TEDINFO *) type forces ob^spec to be a
*/
pointer to a TEDINFO, and the (char *) forces te^ptext

/* to be a pointer

to a string. These avoid compiler warnings */
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

INFO 8
QUIT 17
DODIALOG
LARROW 1
DIALOG 0
SLIDEBAR
SLIDER 3
DONE 5
RARROW 4
POSITION
MENUTREE

19

2

6
1

•

• LT OF THIS WORLD DEALS

EDlllPLlTEn:
fT bulif to e a r t h prices

DIGIDISKS AVAILABLE FOR ATARI COMPUTERS

Digidisk 1 ST
Digidisk 2 ST
Digidisk 1 & 2 ST
Digidisk 1 & 2 Eight Bit

ONLY 2.99 Inc P&P
ONLY 2.99 Inc P&P
ONLY4.99lncP&P
ONLY 2.99 Inc P&P

10 x 3.5" S/S disks. Still ONLY 14.95
Order now and we will fill 2 disks with

Public Domain software (FREE P+P)

1 Meg memory upgrade for520ST/STM7STFM
ONLY 79.991 nc P&P

If you're interested in all
things Atarian then you
certainly shouldn't miss
the great second birthday

Full 1 Meg upgrade Inc D/S drive
ONLY179.99lncP&P

Full range of hardware/software
at the best prices in the UK
520 STM ONLY

255.00

issue of Atari User. There's

520 STFM ONLY
520 STFM+ONLY

375.00

520 STFM+ Inc 1 Meg built in drive
1040 STF 1 Meg inc 1 Meg drive
1 Megabyte D/S disc drive

529.00

lots of up-to-the-minute
news and features, plus
some great competitions
for you to enter.

SMM804 Dot Matrixprinter

189.00

429.00
546.00
99.00

Also featured in the new

style bumper sized issue:

Digigram servicejustsend a pre recordedcasssette and a good quality b/w
photoand we will produceyourowndigigram forthat extraspecial message.
ONLY5.00 per disk state 1 or 112Meg Inc P+P

•

A super little utility - a pop up calculator for use
from your Basic programs - just like the ST!

•

Two exiting games, including a high-speed
spaceship game which is really addictive.

•

The second part of Len Golding's three part series
on making your Basic programs automatically
load when you switch on the computer.

Send cheques P.O. to:

CHARNWOOD COMPUTERS (Dept asu)
71 Gracedieu Road, Loughborough,
Leicestershire LE11 0QF.
Tel: 0509 239892/239965

•

Stephen Williamson provides a set of additional
routines for his Advanced Character Set Editor

featured last month. These allow loading and
saving of character data plus some other useful

1066

features.

&oftU)are

•

(Specialist in all Disc Software)

1st Class Software at 1st Class Prices
£

Star Raider
Star Glider

£

23.00
19.50

Winter Games
World Games

Basketball 2 on 2

19.50

Skyfox

19.50

Flight Sim II

40.00

International Karate

16,00

Hacker
Hacker II
Hitch Hikers Guide
Karate Kid II
Leaderboard

19.50
19.50
23.00
19.50
19.50

Championship Wrestling

19,50

Little Computer People
Pinball Factory

27.00
19.50

Silent Service
Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier
Balance of Power
Black Cauldron

19.50
16.00
19,50
28.00
23.00

Hollywood Hl-Jynx
S.D.I.
Gold Runner

19.50
19.50

10th Frame

19,50

Supercycle

19.50

Atari User.

The Pawn

19.50

Alternate Reality

19.50

Ultima II
Art Director
Film Director
CAD 3D

23.00
39.00
46.00
39.00

Degas Elite

56.00

24.00

Fleet St. Publisher
Brattaccus
Leaderboard Tournament

90.00
28.00
7.50

39.00
19,50

Typhoon
Wlshbrlnger

15.50
23.00

£345

Our full colour adventure map this issue is from
Planetfall, one of Infocom's all-time classic

adventures - plus all the usual hints and tips.
Also: Software reviews, mailbag, Five Liners,
utilities and a full index to the first two years of

Fast Basic

£72

All prices include 1st class postage (no hidden extras).
Orders despatched same day - (subject to availability).
24 Hour answer service available (7 days a week)

Please make cheques P.O's payable to:

1066 Software
3 Muirfield Rise,

Hastings
East Sussex TN38 0XL

Tel: (0424)438751

•

On sale at your newsagent on May 1, or why not
make sure you get every issue hot from the presses
by completing and returning the coupon below.
Please send me the next 12
issues of Atari User for £12.
Expiry date

Access/Mastercharge/Eurocard/BarclaycardA/isa

Card No.

STOP PRESS
520 STFM

•

Our gadgets series considers the Atari's lack of
analog joysticks, and constructs a device to allow
the machine to use a graphics mapper via two
analog potentiometers.

Ill

I I I

I II I

I I I I-

Cheque/PO made payable to Atari User
Name

SignedAddress.

Post to: Atari User, Europa House,
68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
Phoneorders: 061-480 0171
Telecom Gold: Mailbox No. 72.MAG001

Don't forget to include
your credit card number

Prestel: Key *89. Mailbox No. 614568383

and full address.

AST 6,
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Mr Universe 1987

ELCOME to Gallery, a
new regular feature in
Atari ST User. We would like

all budding or established
artists to send us their

pictures for publication in
this section.
To start the ball rolling we have enlisted the aid of one of Database

Software's top artists - David McLachlan - to create the amazing Dragon and
Devil on the front cover, and we've also collected some of the best public
domain pictures available. Next month you could see your masterpiece
hanging in our Gallery with your name proudly displayed below!
The rules are simple: The pictures must be your own work and not have

been published, or offered for publication elsewhere. A statement to this effect
should be included with your entry, as should a note giving us your permission
to publish your work.

Beware of infringing copyright with drawings of Bugs Bunny, The
Flintstones or others of a similar nature. Don't let the fact that you only have a

monochrome monitor put you off. Some very nice public domain drawings are
done in this mode - you may have even received some when you bought your
ST. And don't send in digitised pictures, they're too easy to produce. Pictures
which are original, interesting and entertaining will stand a better chance of
being published.

Please send all your entries on disc, single or double sided, in Degas or
Neochrome format. To ensure that your disc is returned, a stamped, self

addressed envelope should be enclosed - and don't forget to tell us your full
name. The address to send your artwork is:
Gallery,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,
Stockport, SK7 5NY.
' User June 1987
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Going for a stroll
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The Atari 520 ST gives you the power
to defeat deadly enemies, slaughter
monsters and outwit cruel captors.
|rgJ
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Gauntlet -

""

'

U.S. Gold. Enter a world of monsters, mazes,

mystery and combat in the ultimate role-playing fantasy game.

ATARI

Tai Pan - Ocean. Voyage to 19th Century Hong Kong for
action and excitement with pirates, smuggling and mutiny.

past the potholes, obstacles and forbidden zones to reach

Arkanoid - Imagine* The latest smash-hit coin-op game!
Are your reactions quick enough to handle 33 different play

the other side. And that's just the beginning!

screens?

Metrocross - U.S. Gold* It takes lightning reflexes to get

WflntrSirSrrf)-

I

enough to hold off the Zycroids. Your task is to command the

Flight Simulator II - Sublogic.Take the controls of a Cessna
182 or Learjet 25G. With high speed 3D graphics for take-offs,

Starcruiser - are you up to it?

landings and acrobatics, it's just like the real thing!

Star Raiders - Atari. Star Raiders are the only force strong

*Screenshots a

But it's not all fun and games.

ATARI

ATARI

1st Word Plus - G.S.T. Professional word processor featuring
U.K. spellings and integration of graphics including 1st Mail

Superbase Personal - Precision Software. All the features
of GEM combined with full relational database power. Easy to
set up, flexible, plus unique picture index facility

for full control of form letters etc

—
FLEET STREET NEWS

II
MNFORI

»/

ATARI

ATARI

Fleet Street Publisher-Mirrorsoft. The complete desk-top
publishing package Gives you page make-up combining text
and graphics for sophisticated, professional looking documents.

VIP GEM -

Silica Distribution. VIP Professional is an inte

grated spreadsheet, database, and graphics package, GEM
environment plus Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility

Mixing business with pleasure is no problem with an Atari 520 ST.
Not when you've got over 1,000 software titles to choose from.
You'll find all the latest games and a huge range of business titles
from the top business software houses. And the range is growing allthe time
You won't be short of power, either. The Atari 520 ST
is twice as powerful as most business micros.
So you'll be able to create spectacular colour
graphics. Even animate them to make your own films
If you're musically minded, you can compose and
play a full symphony.

Mk\

m

Or, for those who'd rather write programs than
music, the 520 ST supports over thirty
programming languages.

».' aJ

i'
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ATARI 520 st

In fact, whatever you're looking for in
a computer, you'll find it in the Atari 520 ST. M

riginal Arcade game

_
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WORKS HARD-PLAYS HARD

If you require any further information concerning software featured please write to: PO Box 555, Atari House. Railway Terrace. Slough. Berks SL2 5BZ

I

REVIEW!

THE ST's memory capacity and built-in
Midi sockets have prompted what
seems like a rush of Midi programs from
many quarters and we'll be looking at
some of these in future issues.

If music be -

Most have very professional features
and seem to be aimed at the professional
market judging from the price tags,

which are generally well over £200.
However, as if to prove that you don't

ments, which is very handy, but they can

Ian Waugh conducts a

need a second mortgage to make music

guided tour round

with the ST, two programs with more
down-to-earth prices have been
launched by Hybrid Arts and Microdeal.
Hybrid Arts is well-known for its
excellent range of professional Midi soft

a musical trio

ware, and it's nice to see the company
launch a program like EZ-Track, an
introductory program designed to take

you into the world of Midi with the
minimum of effort.

Microdeal will be well-known to ST

owners as suppliers of all sorts of com
puter goodies. It's venture into the world
of Midi with the launch of Super Conduc
tor is perhaps surprising but very
welcome nonetheless.

We'll start with EZ-Track,

which

certainly lives up to its name - 1 was
recording within minutes of booting the
program. Its operation simulates the
workings of a tape recorder, in this case

characters and tells you at a glance which

tracks are active. Following this a small 'c'
may appear which shows that the track
has been changed since the last save.
Next is the Midi channel number the
track is set to transmit on. Then a small p'

may appear to show that the track has
been protected and cannot be overwrit
ten without unprotecting it from the track
menu. Finally, you are told how much
memory the track has used.

time in beats and clocks. Each beat is

equal to a quarter note, and there are 96
clocks per beat.
From the control section you can set

the tempo, switch the metronome on and
off and transpose the piece. You can also
switch on the Midi Thru facility whereby
notes received at the computer's Midi In
socket will be mixed with notes played

by EZ-Track and passed to the Midi Out.

mation into a line but the display is quite

The editing facilities allow you to copy

clear. On the left is a pointer which
indicates the currently selected track, the

or mix tracks and time-correct them (a

track number, its name, which track is set

process technically known as quantis
ation). When you mix tracks, individual

to play or not during playback, when a

lines still keep their own channel assign

track has finished playing, and how many

Product: EZ-Track
Price: £59.95

Supplier: Hybrid Arts distributed by
Syndromic Music, 24-26 Avenue Mews,
London N10 3NP.
Tel: 01-444 9126

Product: Super Conductor
Price: £49.95

Supplier: Microdeal, PO Box 68. St. Austell
Cornwall PL25 4YB.
Tel: 0726 68020

Product: Introduction to Midi Programming
Price' £14.95 (book) £995 (accompanying
disc)

Supplier: Precision Software. 6 Park
Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey KT4
7JZ.
Tel: 01-330 7166
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but as there aren't many options you
shouldn't get terribly lost.

Recording is biased towards
and although step time is
(requiring you to increment
counter, play a note, and so on)

real time,
possible
the tape
I wouldn't

like to record more than a couple of bars
this way - and simple bars at that!
Ez-Track, however, is just that - easy. It

On now to Super Conductor. This takes
rather a different approach, one which is
ultimately more flexible but which
requires a correspondingly greater effort
to appreciate and use fully.
The basic recording unit in SC (as I'll
refer to Super Conductor from now on) is
the block. SC can store up to 10 separate
songs in memory, each with its own
screen, and each can contain up to 16
tracks constructed from up to 255 blocks.
Blocks can be inserted into any track at
any place. They can be copied, mixed,
appended, transferred to another song
and transposed.
Velocity as well as pitch can be trans
posed or the velocity can be fixed at a

and a counter which shows the elapsed

The track display shows the status of

sync. Unfortunately, the manual has very
little to say about Midi at all, which in such
a package is almost a criminal omission,

The controls are similar to those on a

The 20 tracks are listed down the left
side of the screen with the "controls" on

each track. It crams 10 items of infor

off to allow a drum machine to play in

defies all but the brain dead to make the

follow.

recording. If you want to keep your per
formance, you must specify which track
you want it to be saved to.

will be welcome, you can still do a lot
with the system as it stands.
The Midi menu lets you select output

Some of these indicators just give you
information, while others such as the
name and Midi channel, can be altered.

tape recorder - play/record, stop, pause

taken down and can be used in a

although greater access to the recording

mode and switch Midi clock data on and

notes are currently playing on the track.
This last indicator flashes any one of 10

a 20 track recorder, and all the recording
and editing procedures are very easy to

the right, The program is always in
record mode, so everything you play is

easily be overridden.
An enhancement disc is on the way
containing more editing functions, but

most of Midi sequencing simply and
quickly.

REVIEW

constant value. You can even split a block

to produce two or more from one. No
matter how many times a block is used in
a song, only one copy is stored in ram very memory-efficient.
Blocks can be quantised and filtered,
too. The filter operation can remove any

or all performance controls and patch
change commands. It can even remove
notes within a certain pitch range and
within certain velocity values,
In order to refer to note positions within

a song, SC uses a Bar/Beat/Click (BBC)
format. There are 96 clicks to a beat and

the number of beats per bar can be set
from one to 99, although you always get a
four beat count in.

One of SC's most powerful facilities is
the Edit Block option which displays
every Midi event on screen for editing

purposes. Each note is displayed in the
format - note name, Midi note number,
on-velocity BBC, off-velocity BBC.

Program changes,; aftertouch, pitchbend

and

so

on

can

be

inserted

anywhere in the block. Using this method

you can enter a sequence of notes - this is
the only way to enter notes in step time.
Like EZ-Track, it's fiddly and far from
an ideal method of step time entry,

although as editing facilities go it is quite
thorough.
The Midi functions include switching
the Midi clock on and off, active sensing

and song position and song number poin
ters. It will also send a system reset and a
tune request, More than that, it allows you

Other than that, my version of SC (1.3)
locked up when I tried to save a file to a
read-only disc (yes. silly I know but, it
shouldn't crash and there goes your
music!).

All in all, SC is a powerful, feature-

packed program at quite a remarkable
price; just the thing if you would like to
get down among Midi's bits and bytes
without spending an arm and a leg.
An even cheaper alternative to buying
a Midi program is to write your own. This
has several advantages in that you can
tailor-make the program to fit your
requirements exactly.

The hard part is learning the Midi
protocol and then designing and writing
the program. It takes a long time, which is
why many professional Midi packages
seem expensive.

To set you on this road, Abacus have
published a book (distributed by
Precision) called Atari ST Introduction to
Midi Programming by Len Dorfman and
Dennis Young. It is really a commentary
upon the Xlent program ST Music Box
written by the authors and it details many
of the modules used in that program.
I must get one comment off my chest -

The majority of the book is taken up
with program and module listings which
are all in C. An interpretive language like
Basic would be far too slow, except per
haps for a voice editor program.
The culmination of the book is a pro
gram called ST Music Box Auto-Player
which (yes, you guessed) automatically
plays through a number of pre
programmed tunes. Unfortunately that's
as far as it goes and there is no way to
input your own arrangements into the
program.

For that, you've got to buy Xlent's ST
Music Box program. (This appears to be
another inexpensive program and if it
becomes commercially available over
here we'll let you know how it performs.)
The programming modules, however,
show you how to handle various bits of
Midi data.

If you're serious about writing your own
Midi programs (in which case more
power to your elbow) and are conversant
with C, this book will get you going. It'll
take a stout heart and firm resolution but

there's no doubt it could be done. I'd be

from Swedish by a second-grade student.
Although "syntax reverse order of the

more inclined to spend another £25 to £35
and buy an off-the-shelf program. •
So there you have them, three inex
pensive ways into Midi the book for the
DIYer, EZ-Track if you want to plug in
and go, and Super Conductor if you want

day not quite is," I would have thought
the book stylistically syncratic enough for
any book editor worth his salt to render it

to load, save and transmit system-

exclusive messages, which can be edited

lost - it is American,: after all.

using any word processor.

On to the content. There are chapters
introducing Midi and the Midi language,
details of bits and bytes and Midi data
format. Coverage is not exhaustive but
provides a good introduction.
Although Len is a jazz guitarist, neither

written for an earlier version of SC. More

researched, it shows.

the book reads as if it had been translated

into more conventional English.
Still, it makes for interesting reading in
places and, to be fair, no sense has been

The manual is generally quite helpful
but there are empty spaces where the
diagrams should be. It could do with
tidying up and it appears to have been

authors were well-versed in Midi before

starting the book and, although it is well

to delve further into the intricacies of
Midi.

You don't need to be a musician in the

strictest sense of the word to get a lot of
pleasure from making music with your
Atari ST and a Midi keyboard.
There'll be more musical goodies next
month.

•

Midi information would not go amiss
either. However, I have been told that a

new manual is in production.

"A^

Introduction to MIDI Programming
Explore the infinite electronic

musical capabilities of theST

a

• you cxtncount on

Abacus

J
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PROGRAMMING

Working backwards,
going forwards
functions are totally separate from any

RECURSION is a fascinating topic
which has many different applica
tions yet. with the exception of the lan
guage Lisp is rarely seen incorporated in

explores the mysteries

REM Local Variables

programs.

of recursion

n=5

Perhaps this is because it can appear
quite confusing to the novice and many
programmers avoid it like the plague. It is
in fact, a powerful programming tech
nique that can produce some spectacular
results from very little code - as we'll see.
Recursion, as well as being a difficult
concept to grasp is also difficult to
explain: It is the process of calculating the
next term in a series from the preceding
one. For instance, 3! - the factorial of

Roland Waddilove

other variables of the same name.
For instance, in Fast Basic:

PRINT

n

PR0Ctest(6)
PRINT n
END

factorial is equal to:

DEF PROCtest(n)

2*FNfact(2-l)

PRINT

or:

n

ENDPROC

2*FNfact(l)

would result in 5, 6, 5 being output

and our equation becomes:

three - is:

3*2*FNfact(l)

3x2x1

What is FNfact(l)9 Now n is equal to 1 so
FNfact(l) equals 1 and our equation is:

showing that the value of n before and

after the procedure is 5, yet inside it is 6.
The value is stored in a safe place on
entry to the procedure and restored
afterwards.

Program I is an excellent graphic rep
resentation of recursion written in Fast

and 5! - factorial five - is:

3*2*1

10 REM Recursive Squares

5x4x3x2x1

20 REM By R.A Waddilove

As you can see from this example

In general terms it is:

30 REM (c) Atari ST User
40 FULLW 2: CLEARW 2

recursion relies on the fact that each time

the function is called n is given a new

(l)x(2)x... (n-l)x(n)

uses local variables -

The following function written in Com
puter Concepts' Fast Basic will calculate

50 GOTOXY 0,0

value and the old one is remembered. It
the variables

passed as parameters in procedures and

nt

60 mode%=PEEK(SYSTAB)

70 IF mode/.=4 THEN ? "Medium/High res
olution onLy":END
80 INPUT level of recursion (1-8)";r
ec/i

REM * Recursive Squares *
DEF FNfact(n)
resu Lt=1
FOR Loop=2 TO n
resutt =result* loop
NEXT
=result

This is the standard method - it sets result

REM * By

R.A.Waddilove *

REM * (c) Atari ST User *
REM **** Fast Basic ****
HIDEMOUSE

res=3-SCREENM0DE
IF res =3 THEN

END

GRAFRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT
TXTRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT

to 1 and multiplies it by every number up

CLS

to n.

INPUT'Ievel of recursion (1-7)";r

Is this the shortest method? The answer

is no. Using recursion the five line routine
can be cut down to one:

L%=200
FOR i=1 TO r
vx--vi.li

90 LeveL%=200/modeX
100 FOR i'M TO rec'/i
110 LeveU =LeveU/2
120 NEXT

130 DIM Lx%C50),Ly%C50),LsZC50)
140 sp7.=0
150 tx%=270:ty%=120/mode%:ts%=l00/mode
%:60SUB square
160 INPUT "Press RETURN.. .",k$
170 END
180 REM

--

190 square:
200 IF ts%<Leve L% THEN RETURN

210 Lx%(sp%3=xX:Ly%(sp%)=y%:Ls%(sp%)=s

to find the factorial of 3: In other words,

DEF PROCsquare(X%,Y%,S%)

%:sp%=sp%+1
220 x%=tx%:y%=ty%:s%=ts%
230 LINEF *7,,y%,*X,y'/As7.
240 LINEF x%,y% +s%,M+s%,y%*s%
250 LINEF x% +sX,yZ +s%/xX+sX,y5£
260 LINEF xUs7.,y7.,x7,,y7,
270 tx'/!=xUs7./4:ty/: =yUs,/{:ts% =sU2:G0S

we want to know what FNfact(3) is. The

IF S%<L% THEN ENDPROC

UB square

first time the function is called n is 3 and

line n,n to u,r/.H7.
LINE X%,Y% +S% TO X%+S%,Y%+S%
LINE X% +S%,Y% +S% TO X%+S%,Y%

UB square

LINE X%+S%,Y% TO X%,Y%

OSUB square

NEXT

DEF FNfact(n)

IF n>1 THEN =n*FNfact(n-1) ELSE =1

PROCsquare(290,150 DIV res,100 DIV res)
INPUT "Press RETURN.. .';k$
SHOWKOUSE
END

So, how does this work? Suppose we want

since this is greater than 1 its factorial is
equal to:
3*FNfact(3-l)
or:

3*FNfact(2)

PR0Csquare(X% +SX/4,Y% +S!!/S%/2)
PR0Csquare(X%+S%,Y%+S%/4,S%/2)
PR0Csquare(X/i-s;;/2,Y/! +S/'./4,S,/./2)
PR0Csquare(XX +S%/4/YX-sy./2,SX/2)
ENDPROC

280 tx%=x%+s%:tyX=y%+s%M:ts%=sZ/2:G0S

290 tx%=x%-s%/2:ty%=y%+s%/4:ts%=s%/2:G
300 tx%=x%+s%y4:ty%=y%-s%/2:ts%=s%/2:G
OSUB square

310 sp% =sp%-1:x7.= Lx7.Csp/i):y% =Ly%(sp%):
s%=Ls%(sp%)
320 RETURN

So, what is FNfact(2)? Well, n is now

equal to 2. it's greater than 1 so is the
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Program I

Program II

PROGRAMMING

Basic while Program II is the same pro
gram written in ST Basic. Unfortunately,

Desk

File

Run Edit

I

Debug

ST Basic doesn't have local variables and

Level of recursion (1-8)?

it is necessary to implement our own
stack structure, storing and restoring the

Press RETURN,,.I

1

values of variables on entry and exit from
the subroutine square.
Enter and run either program. You'll be
prompted for a number - the level of
recursion. Enter 1 and a large box will be
drawn on the screen, as shown in Figure
I. Reply with 2 and a small box will be
drawn on each side of the large box, as
shown in Figure II. Enter 3 and a tiny box
is drawn on each side of the small box on

each side of the large box, shown in
Figure III. And so on .. .
PROCsquare(X%,Y%,S%) is a general
procedure which draws a square at
X%,Y% with sides of length S%. It then
calls itself, drawing a square half the
original size, which calls itself, drawing a
square half this new size and so on...
Eventually the box will be too small to

0

Figure I: The first
level of recursion

IjgaR

riig

nun

mil

uejjug
•OUTPUT!

Level of recursion (1-B)?

Press RETURN...I

be drawn on the screen - the minimum

length of a line is one pixel. Try entering
7 to the prompt and see what happens.
Recursion is intriguing because of the
way complex patterns can be built up
from very short and compact listings. Pro
gram III is a good example. Written in
Fast Basic, it uses recursion to draw a

dragon or C curve.
Although difficult at first, recursion is a
powerful technique and one that is well
worth mastering. Don't leave the topic
here, try experimenting with your own

Figure II: The
second level
of recursion

routines.

Desk File Run Edit Debug

How about drawing a diamond on each
side of a

diamond on each side of a

Level of recursion (1-B)?

diamond on each side? I'll leave it to you
to work this one out.

,=^:,„,T.„ggj
0

3

Press RETURN,,,1

•

n

p

REM Dragon Curve
REM By M.Cook/R.Wadditove

1

1

REM Fast Basic
M%=3-SCREENH0DE

n

c

IF M7.=0 THEN PRINT "Hi/Medium res onty":END

1i

HIDEMOUSE

n
r

I 1

^]

i i

TXTRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT
GRAFRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT
CLS

INPUT'Enter size,order (try 2,12): "S7.,L7.
DX=0
X!i=300+50*S7:Y7. =100/M7,

The third
level of

PR0Ccurve(S7,,L7.)

u

Figure III:

recursion

~0

«\

Mo *

INPUT "Press RETURN...K$
SHOWMOUSE

Enter size,order

Ctry 2,12J:

4,12

Press RETURN...•

END

DEF PR0Ccurve(S7.,L7.)
IF L7.=0 THEN PR0Cdraw(S7.): ENDPROC

PR0Ccurve(S!!,L7.-1)
D7.= (D7 + 1) AND 3

PR0Ccurve(S7.,L7.-1)
D7.= (D7-1)

AND 3

ENDPROC

DEF PR0Cdraw(A7.)

IF
IF
IF
IF

D7. =0
D7. =1
U--1
D7 =3

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

ENDPROC

Program III

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

X7.,Y7.
X7.,Y7.
X7.,Y7.
XX,YX

TO
TO
TO
TO

X7.+AX,Y7.:X7.=XX +A7,
X%,Y% +A%:Y7=Y7. +A7

X7.-A7,,YX:X7. =X7,-A7.
X7.,YX-A7.: Y%=Y%- A%
Figure IV:
A Dragon oi
Ccurve
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Don't despair!
There is help
at hand - - HIS month's column is devoted to

providing you with a generous
helping of pertinent hints and tips on
the most popular (or do I mean trouble
some?) adventures for the ST.
Quite a few of you have been going
quietly barmy trying to figure out the
way into the Malibu mansion in
Infocom's Hollywood Hijinx. You have
my sympathy.
This puzzle, coming as it did near the
beginning of the game, might well have
caused many adventurers to have hung
up the old brass lantern and elvin
sword and called it a day.
Despair not - help is at hand. Since
this puzzle has baffled so many and
since it is right at the beginning of the
game, I propose to reveal the solution
in plain uncoded form. I don't think that
this will spoil your enjoyment, but if
you really don't want to see the answer
then you'd better skip the box on the
right.
G. Malham of York is playing Hitch
Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy and is
having a spot of bother - he can't see a
thing! He has just escaped from Earth
which is about to be destroyed to make
way for an intergalactic bypass and
now finds himself utterly in the dark

somewhere. Look later for five ways
to sense the way out of this problem
(there's a clue right there!).
Some other readers have been trying
to find a less obvious use for the Anti-

Bug Blatter Beast gun found aboard the

Heart of Gold. If this weapon has been
puzzling you, see the panel on the
opposite page for the full facts.
Now perhaps you can help me:
Robert Close and several other adven

turers are struggling through Kings

Quest II. Robert in particular believes
there's

a

mermaid

to

be

found

somewhere in the game (the packaging
shows one), but doesn't know where to
find her.

If any readers have played Kings
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Quest II, I would be grateful for any
tips so that I can pass them on in this
column.

Similarly, Mindshadow is perplexing
Jesper Henriksen from Denmark and

Paul Smith of Darwen, Lanes. Jesper
keeps getting his head blown off by the

be found in this month's Hints and Tips.
Not being one to ask one question
where 10 will do, Paul also wants a
map of the maze in Zork I and would
like some help with The Pawn. The

maze has 18 locations and isn't verydifficult to map - we must leave you

man in the hotel room and would like to

with

avoid this. Paul knows how to do this

where's the fun?

some

work to

do

otherwise

(perhaps you can tell me, Paul), but

As for the Pawn, I'm afraid I must

doesn't know what to do next. He thinks

keep you waiting until next month,
when I intend to provide a goodly
selection of hints and tips for this very

maybe he should board a boat called
Typhoon but isn't sure.
He also wonders about the little man

who passes out in the washroom.
Again, if anyone has the answers to
these problems (or, ideally, a full sol
ution), I'd like to hear from them.
Turning now to Zork I, Paul would
also love to know how to get the bar out
of the Loud Room, how to enter Hades
and what use the shaft in the coal mine

has. A tall order Paul, but succour can

popular adventure.
Mark Sarul of Barwell in Leices

tershire sent in a long and interesting
letter which included many tips on The
Pawn, for which I am grateful.
Mind you, one of the tips looked a
little suspect. He says that when you've
finished The Pawn, typing DEBUG will
enable you to wander around the
adventure without getting killed. This

Into the Malibu mansion
As some of you suspected, the revol
ving statue of the mailman in front
of the house is the key to the mys
tery. If you look at the verses on the
back of the photograph that came
with the package, you should notice
that the first line of each verse ends

with a film title, the last word of
which is a compass direction.
Eureka! I hear you cry (my own
exclamation was somewhat ruder).
You should now hotfoot it to the

statue, turn it first to the west then to
the east and finally to the north. You
will then hear a click to the north. If

you proceed to the previously
locked front door, you will now be
able to open it. Voila, you're in!
Just a friendly warning but I
thought you might like to know that

there are two ways of conquering
the enormous hedge maze. The hard
way is to plunge in and map it. You
can't chart it by dropping objects it's much too large for that - but you
can by looking at the distances trav
elled. I used graph paper and, boy,
is it a slog. The author reputedly
designed this maze by laying out
paperclips on the office floor.
The easy way (and one which
regrettably I didn't discover until
after I had solved it the tough way,
headstrong fool that I am), is to use
the map that you'll find during the
course of the game. No doubt you've
found one cryptic piece of paper
already - find another and apply a
little bit of adventurer's cunning and
you'll have your map of the maze.

ADVENTURES

Hints and tips
AKOO LRAE HLEE FLLE MS

HITCH HIKER'S GUIDE

KOOB KCAL BEHT DAER
ELDN ACEH TTHG ILLL

Strange gun causing mystification?
REVE OSTA HWES UONS ITIS

TO THE GALAXY

Darkness causing trouble?

AENO LATI EVAE L

PEVA HATI AWDN RECti EITA
EGNA HCYE HTES UACE BYLL

C

?DA?RACSN °1TP IRCS EDEH

KAEP SKAE PSUO YNEH WSNE

TNAT ROPM IYRE VERA SNOI
TCAE HTFO DEEP SDNA REDR

ZORK I

OEHT

Wondering about the shaft?
MOOR YTFA RDEH TOTS

Want the barfrom the Loud Room?

TFAH SEHT

PPAHTAHW

SESN ESEV IF EHTE CITO N

SABE HT

Barred from Hades?

MSIM EHTF OENO

ENIM EHTO TNIE CRUO STHG
ILAE KD.S TCEJ BORE WOLO TTIE

ELDN ACDN AKOO BLLE BEHT

DEEN UOY

SUNA CUOY

sounds too good to be true, not to

not trying to pull the sheepy stuff over

mention that it's also a little too similar

old Brillig's watery eyes, Mark?

to my recent April. Fool spoof (type
LIRPA LOOF for a full listing of any

Pawn: M. Ellor of Manchester has

omitted to tell you that the letters CO
needed to be typed at the end of each
cipher.

I will finish with one tip for The

So if you're having trouble with this,

found it impossible to use the hint
cipher printed in the book accom-.
panying the adventure.

Infocom adventure!) in our sister publi

cation, Atari User.
Perhaps I'm doing
you an injustice and I apologise in
advance if I am but are you sure you're

DAEL

YDNA HSIN IACH EHTN OTEK

OHCE DROW EHTE PYTY LPMI S

NOIT PIRC SEDE HTMO RFGNISSI

ETAI RPOR PPAS AETS ATDN

TGNIR

DNAS
EBEH

try typing those two letters at the end
of the complete cipher.

Until next month, keep puzzling

Some earlier versions of the book

UNBEATABLE
%IIVERBATIM

2

2

ROBTEK MOUSE PAD
£7.95

NX
OFFER

Life-timeguaranteed, double-sided, double density 135 TPI
verbatim discs for your machine.

Don't be put off by the low price! These discs are not recertified,
but top quality media direct from the warehouse at bulk rates.
Quantity
Price £

10
17.95

25
39.95

50
74.95

100
138.95

250
296.95

1) Right trackforyourmouse.

(Deduct 10% for single-sided discs.)

Absolutely no extras, price includes label sets plus first class/
Datapost to your door.

PHONE
24
HOUR

0903 776000

ACCESS/
VISA

OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66
EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX

2) Rubber mouse pad saves a lot of mouse wear
and tearevery time you use it.
3) Surface feature helps to keep your mouse
rollers clean and tracking smoothly.

4) Mouse padalso protects furniture finishes.
;

-^

=

^=

Unil 4,isleworth Business Complex,

TOCTO& SOFT Disc Value
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flRtl Systens

SSI
COMPUTER REPAIRS

A

Compui«r
Uuawua * boowua
btwcuauu

r

r

HARDWARE

ATAHI Mwya ST Coming soon,watcnthisspaos

£

ATARI 1040 STF + Built in Modulator
ATAHI 1040 STF ♦ SM1Z5 Mono Monitor

£549.95
£599 95

ATAHI 1040 STF * BuiK in Mooulatori SM12S Monitor

£614 95

ATAH I 1040 STF ,. SC1 <T24 Colour Monitor

f 649.95

ATARI 520 STFM

£34995

ATAHI520 STFM » SM125 Mono Monitor

£449.95

AIAHI 520 STFM + SC1Z24 Colour Monitor

£599.95
£619.95

THIANULfe Sing*. 1MBDisk Drive
THIANULfc Twin 1Mb Disk Drives

T229 95
£134.95
£229.95

(AIM ANA Twin 1Mb Disk Drives

ATAHI SM 125Mono Monitor (High Res)
ATAHI SC1224Colour Monitor (Medium Hes)

f129,95

£339 95

U.NTHONICS Laser Primer ♦ 256K RarrvST Leads
NtC P5 24 Pin Printer + ST Lead
NEC PS 24 Pin Printer * ST Lead

£1999.95
£1049.95

£549.95

MP 165 txxt Matrix Printer * ST Load
AMSTHAIJ UMP 2UU0 Printer» ST Lead

£219.95

£179.95
£169.95

THIANOLfc Giaprac Tablet

TRIANOLfcPucK(Mouse) tor above
Minor Mnauies WS2000 Modern * ST Lead
Minor Miracles WS4000 Modem + ST Load
Microdeal Battery ClocKCard

StarTreK

£15.95

Typnon

£27.95

Gold Runner

£45.95

Amanoid

Haba Merge

£12.95

£29.95
£79.95
£69.95

International karate

£15.95

Super Cycle
SKyFox
Temples of Apsnai

£19.50

karate kid II

£19.50

£69.95

£114.95
£69.95
£169.95

K-Data

£37.95

K-Word 2

E49.95
£59.95

K-Grapn2
Mx>mm2

Chipsott ST Accounts
CasnllriK S r AocouiltS
Thunder
BBSVao
Fastoom

Stnke Foroe Harrier

£19.50

Star Glider
Joust

£19.50

Arena/Brataocus

£29.50

ST karate

£15.95
£37.95
£19.50

£39.95

Metro Cross
Psion 3-D Chess
Leader Board

£19.50
£19.50

£36.95

Flight Simulator II

£37.95

Jet

£37.95

Rogue

£19.50

The Pawn
Universe II

£19.50

GFA Basic Compiler
LDW Basic Compiler

£47.95

MajorMotion

£54.95
E/4.95
£129.95
£74.95

MCC Macro Assemble

£37.95
£114.95

MCC Pascal Compiler
MCC BCPl Compiler
Pro Pascal Compiler
Pro Fortran 77

| Graphics &Music Software |
Cad-3D

£39.95

Degas blue
Colourspace

£54.95

Art Director

£39.95

Film Director

£74.95

Pro Spme Designer
Pro Sound l>esigner
Pro 24 (Midi Studio)

£44.95
£209.95

DX Android

£179.95
£114.95

CiSC Assembler

£29.95

k'SeKa (Asserrixy)

£39.95

Microdeal Replay
MicrodeaJ Ogidrum

Personal Pascal

£59.95

k-Minsuel

£23.50
£23.50
£23.50

MoonhMtt

£23.50

Pianettall
Seasiaiker

£23.50
£23 50

k-Hesouruo
k-Switeh

Cornerman

Star Cross
ZorK I
Zomll

£23.50

Caiander

£23.50

Sort Spool

£23.50

ZorK III

£23.50
£5.50

ST Toolbox
Punch Pad

For Hep boons aod

£19.50
£19.50

Back Pack
ST Doctor

Leather Goddesses

£29.95

Midcomrn International Ltd.

Unit F, Birch Industrial Estate,

Whittle Lane, Birch, Heywood,
Lancashire OLIO 2RB.

Telephone: 0706 625 166

k-Ham

Back Up (Hard Disk)

Mail Order_Department

Ed
O.
«

£39.95
£15.95
£23.50
£29.95
£23.50
£23.50
£15.95
£10.95
£23.50
£39.95
£19.50

Zl

your order to you within 14 days. Send SAE tor mail list.

o.

;

_i_

ATARI HARDWARE
520 STM (1/2 meg ram)
520 STM + {1 meg ram)
520 SThM (1/2 meg ram + 1/2 meg drive & mouse)
520 SThM -t- (1 meg ram f 1/2 meg drive &mouse)
1040 STF (1 meg ram + 1 meg drive &mouse)
520 SI l-M &SM l^b HI HtS MON' >MONITOR
1040 STI- & SM ^SHIHtS MONOMONIIUH
Sr-314 1/2 meg DISK L'KIVt (free oust cover)
SI-354 1meg DISK DHIVt (tree oust cover)

£249.95*
£349 95*
£379.95*
£479.95*
£559.95*
£479 g5.
£659.95*
£139.95
£184 95

..

SG125 12* HIGH HLS MONO MONITOR (free dust cover)

£13495

SOI 224 12" Mt DllIM HLb COLOUH MON. (freedust cover)

£379.95

*Comes witn b disK pack ot PublicDomain softwareincluding CPMemulator,5
blank disks arid dust covers for hardware all free!!!
DUST COVERS
520ST/S1M/SII-M, 1040STF

£395

SF3147354 UlSKIiRIVf-S

£2^95

SM124.SM125 CM36512 SC1224/I424 MONITORS

£4 50

Low Basic compiler - make your S I'Dasic programs stand alone andrun superfast from the
F. Sim.2 £44 95

Most other S f" commercial software list price less 10%
ST to Centronics Printer Lead
ST to HS232 Modem Lead

£10.95
£10.95

SheerDyte St Public domain library games, utilities, languages - all disks
only £3.95

BLANK DISKS AT LOWEST PRICES

All disks made by a top manufacturerto higheststandards, allcertified 100%
errorfree. 2 fori replacement on any faulty disc other than by mis-use.
BLANK 3 1/2" DISKS EVEN LOWER PRICES !!
135tpi

MF.1DD
MF.2DD

10

25

50

10 cased

£13.95
£16.95

£3195
£36.95

£59.95
£72.95

£14.95
£17.95

Fuji/JVC £19.95
Fuji/JVC £23.95

LOCKING D. BOX tor 40 El 0.45- with 25 SS/DD £40.95 -25DS/D £45.95.
LOCKING D. BOX forgo £14.95-with 50 SS/DD £72.95 -50DS/D £81.95

Many ATARI 8 &16 Bit programs - justwrite for moreinfo. Chequesetc.
PayabletoSTORT SOFT.(International ordersadd 10%and remit inpounds

Send to

START SYSTEMS

sterling by bank draft or Intl Giro.)
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS - ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE !!

209 Telegraph Road, Deal, Kent, CT14 9DR
Tel: (0304) 363566
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our price less 10% only ES3.10. Stargllder £22.45 - The Pawn £22.45 - VIP Lite £89 95 -

F-or any order jusi send a cneque, bankers draft or postal order made
payable to START SYSTfcMS id me address below &we willdespatch

All prices includes VAT & 24 Hour Delivery
AM prices were conect at the time of going to press.

•

desk top. Write for more into&seno Dlank disk or £1.75 fordemo programs. Listprice£59 -

Desktop Utilities

Infocom Text Advenlu r e s
Infidel

£49.95
£144.95

Graphic Artist

£114.95
£44.95

Hitchhikers Guide

£15.95

£64.95
£114.95

GSC C Con-piier

Repairs on the complete range of Atari Equipment.

£15.95
£19.50

£54.95

£47.95

MCCCamorioge Lisp

For a fast, efficient, reliable and professional service,
call with or suna your computer together with a brief

£23.50

£239.95
£29.95

£69.95

Megamax C Conquer

£19.50

S.D.I.
War Zone/Fireolaster

Fast Basic
GFA Basic

MCC Laiiice C

£19.50

£39.95
£39.95
£139.95

Programming Languages

Mi -1UIM 2

Moaern customisea workshops
4 hour soak test on each repair.
All repairs guaranteed.

aescnption of fault to:

HabaDex
Haba View

k- Spread 2

*
*
*

diagnostic and test eguipment available

(If the computer is to be sent by mall please Insure it at the Post Office)

£15.95
£23.50

Fleet ST PuDlisher

Skilled technical staff

Entertainment Software
£189.95
E54.95

VIP Protosuunal (Gem)

*

£169.95

£22.95

Business Software

Publishing Partner

Repairs carnea out to manufacturers
reauirements. using the most up to date

£299.95
£62.75
£119.95
£29.95

CiocnCard fitted wnen you buy yourST fromus

TRIMoase

*

£154.95

ATAHI SMM804Pnnier+ Spare Hiboon t S TLead
Rd MARKETING Reaitizer Digitizer

Boffin

that specialises in computer repairs and can
otter you the following 5 STAR service.

£134 95

CUMANA Single 1MbDiskDrive

SuperBase

service centre
Computer Specialists
Midcomrn International Ltd is a company

£679.95

FRONTIER Supra 20MD Haro Disk * Software
THIANULfc ST 20MD Turtw Hard Disk

HB Signum
FlabaWnter2 & Spell

Approved
independent

Communications and

Send to

AST

s

STORT SOFT

18 Crown Close, Sheering
Bishop Stortford, Herts. CM22 7NX

IP PR ESI N LI

THE POWER OF LOTUS 1-2-3 ON THE ATARI S\MM
INTEGRATED

'LOTUS PLUS GEM'
Probably the most impressive program to have been rel
eased so far for the Atari ST range, VIP Professional is an
extremely easy to use, integrated spreadsheet, database

and graphics program which is identical both in features
and commands to Lotus 1-2-3™. To give you the best
program possible on your Atari ST, VIP Professional integ

SPREADSHEET
DATABASE
GRAPHICS
WITH

LOTUS 1-2-3

rates the three essential applications of Lotus 1-2-3™ with
the smart face of GEM. The same spreadsheet analysis,
COMPATIBILITY
information management and extraordinary business
graphics are all combined in one easy to learn, affordable
package. What's more, VIP Professional not only has all
the features of 1-2-3'", you can also type the same comm
ands to do the same things. Or, better still, you can use a
mouse to make it even simpler! VIP requires only one disk
(+VAT=£228.85)
drive to operate and also works with a hard disk drive. It is
compatible with both monochrome and colour systems. Probably the most surprising
feature of VIP Professional is not its total compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3'", nor its ease
of use with the GEM environment, but its price. Lotus 1-2-3™ for the IBM PC AT costs
£395 (+VAT=£454.25), whereas VIP Professional for the Atari ST range of computers is
a mere £199 (+VAT=£228.85). That's nearly HALF PRICE!

£199

M SPREADSHEET
I VIP Professional was modelled after the powerful, best selling
I Lotus 1-2-3'" program. It has every feature, every command of

I that program. In fact, the experienced 1-2-3'" user will feel
I right at home using the samekeystrokes. But this version

| is made even easier to use by adding the user friendly

face of GEM, so the beginner can use it right away. If you
want to dd your home budgets, financial planning, or sophisticated
business inventory control or budget modelling, VIP Professional wi
the bill. And you can freely use 1-2-3" or VIP Professional files created on
other computers in VIP Professional on your Atari ST. And Professional is not
only flexible, it's powerful too, with a full 8,192 row by 256 column worksheet to
use with up to a massive 4Mb of memory. (Note: Lotus 1-2-3" has only 2,048 rows)

J t DATABASE

H VIP Professional includes a powerful data manager to arrange, store and analyse

^K your important information It can be used to store your home or business records
^^F and do extensive searches, sorts and comparisons. It allows up to 8192 records, with

M^^— up to 256 fields and queries and 256 search criteria. The database manager can be used

I in conjunction with the spreadsheet commands td add greater power to the database facilities

including sdrting specific ranges of the database. You can also specify how you sort files, from the
highest value to the lowest value (or from the lowest to the highest), or alphabetically (forwards or backwards). The
graphics part of VIP Professional can be used to show trends in the database or other information. With its powerful
statistical functions, it has almost limitless power.

GRAPHICS

3

VIP gives shape to your figures by letting you graph your data into six different types of graphs, in startling colour or black *'

and white. Pie charts, bar graphs, stacked bar graphs, line graphs, scatter graphs and X/Y graphs. You can graph youry-v*
spreadsheet or database data to give instant professional presentations. Your graphs will change instantly as you change -

the data. When creating a graphyou may specify a main heading, a sub heading and a third titleat the baseof the graph. JI,
The necessary scales can be defined either by the user or automatically created. In pie graphs, the most important^/raj*

section of the pie can be separated from the other sections to draw attention to its importance. You may save graphs /*-.»*
individually on disk for use at a later date. Ydu can also print your graph on any Epson compatible dot matrix printer.
• VIP Professional has 'Instant Help' so you can find more information instantly.

• VIP calculates to a full 300digits against Lotus1-2-3'"whichonlycalculates to 100.
• VIPallows for 256 Query Fields against only 32 allowed by Lotus 1-2-3™.
• VIPhas a complete GEM interface, for ease of use, unlike the text of Lotus 1-2-3™.
• VIPallows different fonts and has an on/off cell grid. Not found in Lotus 1-2-3™.

• VIP supports greater memoryand largerspreadsheets than Lotus1-2-3*".
• VIP graphs and worksheetcan be viewed together. Pie charts can be exploded.
• VIP can accept any .WKS files from Lotus 1-2-3'"without modification.
• VIPdisplays all spreadsheet information in user-sizeable GEMwindows.
• VIP can be manipulated using either the keyboard or the user friendly mouse.

• VIP iscurrently available fortheAMIGA, STandAPPLE lie,Me and IIGS.

OFFICIAL UK VERSION
The official UK version of VIP Pro

fessional has a pound (£) sign as a
standard part of its character set.
Other versions have also been imp
orted unofficially from the USA and
have a dollar ($) sign instead of a £
sign. These versions will not be supported
by the UK distributors or their dealers. Ensure
that the VIP you buy is the official UK version
an unofficial import with incorrect characters.

•1nj.i7i7iTJniirril.in^rfM]

T
ii

' To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATSTR 0687,1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
' Please send me further details of VIP Professional for the ST
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode:

VIP Professional is available from Atari ST Dealers throughout the UK. If your local dealer
does not have VIP in stock, it can be obtained by mail order (P&P free) from:

SILICA SHOP Ltd, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,

I am interested in the Atari ST

•

Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

I already own an Atari ST

•

All comparisons made to Lotus 1-2-3" are to version 1A.

Tel: 01-3091111
E&OE

Technical
I HAVE a System Alpha A3 ID colour
monitor bought inexpensively from Dis

play Electronics which I use with my
VCR. It has RGB and Composite video
inputs.

Reaching for the stars
INTENDING to become an even happier .
Atari 1040STF owner than I already am, I
wonder if you could help me. I am
searching for an astrology program, but
have so far been unsuccessful.

I have contacted several computer
shops and software companies, but no
one has been able to help me.
Being aware that your magazine
reaches a fair number ofpeople, I would
like to ask you if you could ask your
readers if they know ofany astrology pro
grams for the ST. I would imagine that the
ST has been on the market long enough
for such programs to exist. - Raymond
Tauecchio, Holland.

• We certainly haven't heard of or seen
such a program, perhaps our readers can

of £100.

You must decide if your program is
good enough to sell sufficient copies to
make a profit after you have paid for such
items as advertising, discs and manual

What happens in terms of the disc
when you alter the 40/80 track switch on
a drive?

And is it possible to read discs

produced on an Amstrad PCWby buying

program.

a £30 3m disc drive from Matmos and
altering the FA T, boot record and so on

As to your second guestion, you can
find details of the Gem routines in our
Gem tutorial series or in the Abacus and

on the disc with a disc editor?

Glentop series of books.

Printer drivers

I note the invitation to supply problems
solved. I am, however, on the receiving

the market

Following the article on discs, could we

have a sequel to include explanations of
single, double and quadruple density9

Your last choice is perhaps the best in
this case. That is to send your program
into us. If we like it, we will publish it in
the magazine and, of course pay for the

ST User about 1st Word printer drivers.

Breaking into

end.

printing.

I READ with interest the article by
Andrew Ralston in the April issue of Atari

help?

Although I have constructed a horrible
Atari plug for the ST's monitor socket. I
don't know which pins to connect the ver
tical and horizontal sync at the monitor

magazines, but this can cost in the region

found out that if you put one in front of the
10 on the NLQ Light On line and another
in front of the 10 on the Vertical Initialis

ation line, things should work all right, A.J. Drummond-Hill, Saudi Arabia.

end.

I HA VE written an American football

I use an FX80 printer and have
attempted to modify the printer driver to

game in Atari Basic. The game plays a

produce NLQ print by changing the

Matter of resolution

full, authentic NFL season and allows the

characteristics for items 8 and 9 to the

/ RECENTL Y read that Art Director only

player to choose a match and any team to
play against the ST.
The player has options on offence and
defence and it requires a great degree of

FX-80's emphasised mode.
The files produced seem to be as
expected. However, on selecting the
NLQ option after a print command the

that anyone with a medium or high resol

skill to beat the ST.

printer prints as before in draft quality.

Although there are no graphics at
present, an American colleague of mine

Cardiff.

thinks the game is completely realistic
and thinks I should try and market it. Is
this possible and how should 1 go about
it?

Secondly, is there a manual or book
which will give me a detailed run down
on the Gem and VDISYS calls that I can

make from Atari Basic? The manual just
doesn't go far enough. - Ian Gouge,
Harrow, Middlesex.
# There are many ways to market or sell
a game or program you think might be
successful.

Firstly you can send it to a software

company which is already publishing ST
software to see if they like it. You must
remember that in this case, your program
will be competing against such titles as
Star Glider and Karate Kid II.
Your second choice is to market the

program yourself. It is relatively easy to
take out a small advert at the back of Atari

ST User or one of the other computer
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Can anyone help? - T.J. Williams,

works in low resolution. Does this mean
ution monitor would be unable to use this

package?
If so, why isn't this sort of information
more generallyavailable and which other
packages only work with one or other ol

• Atari designed the ST to work with
industry standard printers rather than
some standard of its own. The problem is
that there are so many different poss
ibilities for connecting a printer to the ST,
and your point highlights this. We have
not come across the problem that you

•

mention - perhaps one of our readers can
help?

colour monitor.

the monitor resolutions?

Obviously I don t want to buy software
that I can't use. - F. Dobbs, Winchester.
The ST has three screen resolutions -

low and medium in colour and high resol
ution in black and white. To use the low

or medium resolutions you regmre a
The black and white monitor which

supports high resolution will not allow you
to display the colour resolutions, even in

Asterisks
to the rescue

able on a high resolution black and white

WITHregard to Clement Lim's problem

program written solely for black and

using the Epson LX-86 printer with 1st
Word reported in the March issue of

white won't be usable on a colour moni

black and white. This means that any pro
gram written to use colour will be unus

Atari SM124 or SM125 monitor and any

Atari ST User, / was having the same
problem using the tractor feeder.
Putting an asterisk in front of the form

feed line did not solve the problem.
After some trial and error, however, I

tor.

There are two different types of colour
monitor for the ST which are also confus

ingly called low and medium resolution.
This means that the medium resolution

monitor has a sharper picture than a low

LETTERS

in the very near future via the Atari

Hints and tips

1040ST.

queries

My first problem concerns a suitable
colour monitor since I simply don't
understand the implications of low,
medium and high resolution monitors and
given that my two sons aged 7 and 10 will
want to get heavily involved with games
and graphics packages, this is obviously

How do the utilities, such as Wnte90

and Miction Utilities, work that allow you
to format a disc so that it will hold more

information? - C.D.S. Quekett, Llangolman, Dyfed.

important.

0 Taking your guestions in order, the
vertical sync is on pin 9 of the monitor
socket and the horizontal sync on pin 12.
The premise of single, double and
guad density doesn't really apply to ST

They are the best excuse I've got to get
my hands on a copy of Star Trek, Leader
Board, The Pawn and many others, so I've
got to make the best of it. - J. Bradshaw,
Swansea.

discs, which are all technically double
density discs.
We know of no drives for the ST which

Decimal round-up

have a 40/80 track switch - are you
referring to a BBC drive?
Unfortunately, you cannot read
Amstrad discs using a 3in drive connec
ted to your ST, because the discs are
formatted completely differently, making
it impossible for the ST to find any infor

PLEASE help! My Atari 1040STF is magic
in many respects, but try as I might I have
not been able to persuade it to deal with
decimals as easily as could my old Vic-20.
The problem is that I get rounding
errors when I do decimal calculations.

mation stored on an Amstrad disc.

What am I doing wrong?
How is it that no one else has written in

to ask about this,

which must be an

immediate problem for anyone who
wants to use the machine for real world

resolution model, not that you can only
use low resolution screen mode on a low

You can display both colour resolutions
on either colour monitor, but on a medium
resolution monitor, medium resolution

screen mode will be sharper and easier

resolutions they will work in. If you are m
any doubt over a particular package, pop
along to your local dealer for a demon
stration.

issue of Atari ST User

Taking the first step
CONGRATULATIONS

on

the

first

independent issue of Atari ST User. It is
great, and I look forward eagerly to future
editions.

I am a computer illiterate (not to
mention a technophobe) who is about to
take some faltering steps into computing

gestions for new features in the magazine

My suggestions are: asmall tips and hints
fctionfor arcade games, and more lighthearted letters - lighten up everyone!
To start mthe right direction Ihave a
AnrnsT™
Sp8Ce
PUotonf™
Anco Software. ^'^
Press the
+ key
the

numeric keypad to advance a level

Unfortunately this aborts your score
'
Also, if you press the P key when

Playing Karate Kid IIyou will advance by

shTreSCree/5 " Da"en Clarke' DerbV• As you'll have noticed, we have
already started a tips section and look
forward to any hints and tips which our

readers want to pass on.

Tn launcher 200 (410) - use lasers.
Pyramid launcher 275 (450) - stay far off

Starglider tips

leave the top of the screen, fire a missile
keeping it low. At the last second pull it
up to hit the tip of the nose. Requires
several missile hits at higher levels.
Always keep shields, lasers and
energy high, they are more important
than points.
To refuel, approach the energy towers
and destroy all ground targets. Position

behind, low and fast. As it is about to

HAVING just scored over 70.000 on

Starglider. I feel qualified to offer some
tips on how to play. Each type of target is

Starglider I must be hit with a missile.
Pyramid mine 50 - not worth the effort,

ware and hardware guide m the April

•

Egron homing missile 10 - avoid these,
they do a lot of damage.
Starglider I 7500 - approach from

The figures in brackets are the score if

might start by looking at our pullout soft

•

and laser it and its missiles.

it is rammed with your craft or hit with a
missile.
Walkers,
Stompers and

/ OWN a 520STFM and I wonder if you
know of any programs for filing record
collections and the like. - K. Donlon,
Tabuk, Saudi Arabia.
• As a general note, if you are seeking a
program in any particular category you

•

YOU asked readers to write in with sug

utions. Atari tells us that a new version of
its Basic should be available soon.

listed below with its number of points

Keeping the
records straight

morgan.

of the large number of bugs in Atari Basic.
There aren't really any foolproof sol

to read.

Software producers are beginning to
indicate on their software packages what

slow down again, just press X and 4 Allan Jones, Senghenydd, Mid Gla

calculations? - Tony Brady, Dublin.
• We have reported this problem on a
number of occasions. It is caused by one

resolution monitor.

IHAVEbeen fiddling around with System
3s International Karate and have found
out that ifyou wish to speed the action up
all you have to do ispress Xand 1 To

Diamond mine 500 - use the laser, well
worth it.

Boxes 50 - not worth the effort.
Walker 1500 -

hit with a missile low

between the legs.
Starglider drone 500 (850) - use lasers.
Armoured vehicle 100 (250) - use
lasers.

Egron battle tank 200 (350) - lasers
aimed at barrel tip.
Egron neutron missile 5 - avdtd these.
Byte fighter 120 (500) - stay well back
and laser it,

Stamper 1750 - hit with a missile low
between the legs.
Skim fighter 250 (550) - aim laser at top

point from behind.
Juno cannon 400 (800) - aim laser at
square high on front if facing you.
Lotus starfighter 290 (600) - aim laser at
square low from behind.

until refuelling starts, then cut all power
and wait. If there is no flashing line
between the towers, hit the solitary tower
once with your laser to start it, and once
to stop after refuelling.
I hope all this is useful. Starglider is a
great game and I never tire of it. - David
Derrick, Cheddar, Somerset.
WE welcome letters from readers -

about your experiences using the

Atari ST, about tips you would like to
pass on to other users. . . and about
what you would like to see in future
issues.

The address to write to is:
Mailbox

Atari ST User

Europa House
68 Chester Road

Hazel Grove

Stockport SK7 5NY

D
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SERIOUS BUSINESS
or SERIOUS HOBBY

THE

MICRO-TIME

OUR SERVICE DOES NOT STOP AT JUST GIVING COMPETITIVE PRICES AND A
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE. WHY NOT JOIN OUR COMPUTER GROUP PUBLIC
DOMAINSOFTWARE SUPPLIED AT COST OF DISCS TO MEMBERS. LARGE
RANGE OF ATARI ST SOFTWARE/HARDWARE/BOOKS AVAILABLE.

(

CLOCK CARD FOR THE

ATARI ST

"SPECIAL PACK OFFER** )

Atari 520STFM Plus- includesmassive one megabyte of ram plus
integral half megabyte drive - R.R.P. £499.95

Why is itbetter than otherclock cards?

2nd DiscDrive - One Megabyte Unformatted + Powersupply
R.R.P. £159.00

Usual price for the above package £658.95 inc VAT
KECM Special price of £539.95 inc VAT

Level 2 Disc Buyers Cost Only £499.95 inc VAT

Can you afford not to subscribe to our monthly disc

Asa computer group member you will receive a monthly disc
containing a current price list+ special offers open onlyto
members. Level two will not only give you a larger discount on
goods purchased but will also contain items on programming,
CAD, music projects, etc. Members will be able to advertise S/H
equipment, and voice their opinions. Programming tips, hardware
projects and problems welcomed.

Level one - yearly subscription of £19.95 inc VAT
Level two - yearly subscription of £34.95 inc VAT
Send £1.50 inc. VAT&postage for introductory disc
We stock allAtari computerequipment as well as our ownand otherthird partyadd
on's. We specialise in custom leads for TV monitors,etc. Mcrovitec etc. - system
cases - i.e. Hard drive and floppies with P.S.U. in one housing - more desk space.
We can provide specialist assistance on a one to one basis for people and
organisation's needing to knowmore about digitising, desktop publishing, midi/music,

1. Runs on Ni-Cad batteries that re-charge
whenever you switch the computer on.

2. Easily fits inside machine &doesn't tie up the
ROM port.
3. Does not need special software, just needs the
control panel on boot disk.

4. Easy to fit inside—plugs in under keyboard,
you don't have to remove the shield.
5. Lower priced than other clock cards, just
£34.95+ 75pp&p.

6. Made in England by Microdeal.
6 REASONS WHY- ORDER TODAY FROM
YOUR ATARI DEALER, or...

CAD, etc. Please sendfor details ofother services &products

E5 K.E.C.M. ES

^^^^^

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS (COMPUTERS &MUSIC)

ADDRESS:8 WESTWOOD LANE,WELLING, KENT DA162HE

CALLERS BYAPPOINTMENT ONLY PLEASE

(24HR ANSWERPHONE)

VAT REGISTRATION NO. 427 0353 73

Jll

^~*~——

TELEPHONE: 01 301 3745

Jll

SKY FOX £12.95

1040STF + SM125 (Mono)
1040STF+ SC1224 (Colour)
520 STFM
520 STM + SF314D/D + SM125+ 1st Word
SF314 1Mb Disc Drive
SH204 20Mb Hard Disc
SMM804 Dot Matrix Printer

SM125 Monochrome Monitor
SC1224 Colour Monitor

£627.15
£895.96
£358.35
£418.28
£179.16
£537.56
£179.16
£134.35
£358.35

SPECIALIST IN SAGESOFT
ST ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

Atari 1040STF with Atari SC 1224 Colour Monitor

£705

Atari 1040STF with Phillips 8533 Colour Monitor
Atari 1040STF with Phillips 8852 Colour Monitor
Atari SF314 1mb Floppy Disk Drive

£671
£674
£150

Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive

£516

Cumana CS354 1mb Floppy Disk Drive

Atari SM125 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

£116

,.

£114

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

£296

Phillips 8533 Colour Monitor

£250

Phillips 8852 Colour Monitor

A ATARI

£252

Power Without the Price"
£37
£146
£71

Metacomco Macro Assembler

£35

Migraph Inc Easy Draw

£56

Mark Williams C Compiler
Megamax C Compiler

Full range of software available. Educational, Government
and Export orders accepted

When it comes to Computers ATARI

£117
£110

SOFTWARE SPECIAL-Starglider/ The Pawn/ Hacker II
World Games/ ST Karate/ Cad 3D
Arena/ Lands Of Havoc/ Wanderer

£147

PRINTERS
Epson LX86

£195.00

StarNUO

£210.00

Panasonic 1081 Printer

£149.00

Star Power Type 18cps daisy wheel printer
Epson LO800 24-pin Letter Quality Dot Matrix

£175.00
£418.00

MP165 Printer

£175.00

DISKS, PAPER, CABLES, UPGRADES

means BUSINESS!

Haba Video Digitizer
Fan-Fold Paper, 1000 sheets

PYRAMID

Atari Parallel Centronics Printer Cable

Computer Express Branded 3.5in DS/DD Floppy Disks
TDK 3.5in Floppy Disks
Half Meg RAM Upgrade for 520ST, 520STM and 520STFM

Video & Software

All Other Atari Software

£235.00
£6.99
£11.90

£1.99
£2.75
£80.00
15% discount

Allprices exclude VAT and delivery Prices are correct at the time of going to press although

(Inside Osprey Business Computers)
5 The Bridge, Wealdstone

they are subject to change without notification Official purchase orders welcome.

Full back-up and support Open Monday to Friday 9am-6pm Open Saturday i0am-4pm "i&- masm

Middlesex, HA3 5AB
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

£203
£306
£535

ATARI TOP SELLING SOFTWARE

SPECIALIST IN APPLICATION SOFTWARE, HABA, KUMA ETC

01-861 2407

ATARI HARDWARE
Atari 520STM 512k RAM, TV Modulator, no disk or mouse
Atari 520STFM 512k RAM, disk drive, mouse
Atari 1040STF with Mono Monitor, 1mb RAM. disk drive

Flight Simulator II
VIP Professional (Lotus Clone Gem Version)
Metacomco Lattice C Compiler

£112.00
£170.00
£228.00

Whatever your type of business we can install a
complete system to meet your requirements
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ELECTRONIC PUIIISHINC

TELEX 8951182GECOMS G,

SPECIALISTS IN
BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus

Phone
072668020

POST
BOX 68
ST AUSTELL
PL25 4TB

.»

FOR FULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL jp<H
H707 707QH ffW
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME
r \ ~ \lifcli~XiCi \J\J ••
SINGLE AND MULTI USER MICRO COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE SALES'AND SUPPORT

twir

99 PARK STREET LANE • BRICKET WOOD • HERTFORDSHIRE • AL2 2JA • ST ALBANS (0727) 7.2790
Te.ex 89505;; ONE ONE C(OuoieRef i54:2001)

The first program in our new section is
from Dr. Alan Tyson, who has sent us a

small utility toconvert Fast Basic datafiles
created using PRINT# to a format which
can be read by Desktop. Thereasonthey
can't normally be read is that the items in
the file are separated by carriage returns
and 1st Word and Desktop both expect a
carriage return/line feed combination.
When run, the program prompts you

for the name of the file to convert and the
name of the new file to create. Once
these two items have been entered all

carriage returns (Ascn 13). which mark

the end of an item, are padded with line
feed (Ascn 10).

soge

The result is that the lines no longer

overwrite each other and can be loaded
in to another program.
REM Program I

REM by Dr. Atan Tyson
REM (c) Atari ST User
REM June 1987
REM Fast Basic

INPUT "Input file ",i$
in7. =0PENIN i$

fLen%=EXT#in%
CL0SE#inX

RESERVE add%,f Len%
BLOAD i$, add'/.

IN0UT "Output fi le ",o$
out7. =0PEN0UT o$
REPEAT

char% =B6ET#i n%
BPUT#out%, char"/.

FOR p%=add% TO addUf lenX-1
b%=-Cp%>
BPUT#out%, M

IF b%-13 THEN BPUT=out%, 10

Finally we're going to turn turtle and give

you a Logo program from Adrian Magill

of Malvern. Adrian missed his FORNEXT loops when he changed from

writing in Basic. Program III puts that
right by giving Logo an equivalent loop
routine.

NEXT p/S

CL0SE#out%

TO FOR :.V :.N :.L

PRINT END OF CRLF.BSC

LOCAL ".Z
MAKE .1 0
MAKE ".V 0
IF NUMBERP :.N

BEEP
END

[REPEAT :.N

Reg Williamson from Kidsgrove has sent
us the next program. It checks to see ifa

[MAKE :.V (THING :.V)+1
RUN :.L]
STOP]

given number is a prime. It also tells us

REPEAT COUNT :.N

how long the the check has taken. Again

[MAKE ".Z :.Z + 1
MAKE :.V ITEM :.Z :.N

it's written in Fast Basic.

RUN :.L
END

10 REM Program II

20 REM by Reg Hi lliamson
30 REM (c) Atari ST User
40 REM June 1987

50 REM Written in Fast Basic.
60 REM

As an example of how to use this
routine we can enter a command line to

display the square ofsay six numbers as

70 REM Do NOT enter line numbers

follows:

80 REM
90 CLS

FOR "NUMBER 6 [PRINT :NUMBER * :NUMBER]

100 TXTSIZE 13
110 PRINT:PRINT

120 PRINT DATWUKS(SYSDATE)

170 c=(b7./a)-(INT(b7./a))

180 IF c=0 THEN PRINT "This is not a P

with other readers.

The contents of this page will be
up to you, because Scrapbook will

be made up of programs which you
send in. So utility programs,
graphics, maths programs and
simple games - they're all welcome

here. Keep them coming in and see
your name and work in print.

If you have a short program
which you think other readers
would find useful, send it to:
Scrapbook,

other applications the syntax is:
FOR variable nw I [some Logo]

SK7 5NY

The result will be 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, For

140 PRINT TIME12$(SYSTIME)
150 IF b%=2 THEN b%=3
160 FOR a=2 TO bX-1

grams sent in by our readers. It's a

place where we can publish all of
the interesting little routines that
don't end up in our regular features
but are too good for us not to share

Atari ST User,
Europa House,
68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,

130 INPUT "The number to be tested for
Prime is ";b7.

SCRAPBOOK is a new feature
consisting of short, simple pro

Stockport.

where nwl is either number, word or list.
So:

FOR LETTER 'ABC [PRINT ASCII -.LETTER]

rime Number, it is divisible by ";a:END
190 NEXT a

200 PRINT "This is a Prime Number, divi

would print 65, 66, 67, and:

sible by 1 and itself"

FOR "W [ONE TWO THREE] [FOR "L :W CPRIN

210 BEEP

T :L]]

220 PRINT TIME$12(SYSTIME)
230 END

displays ONE, TWO, THREE,
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TURTLESOFT jsf
TURTLE PRICES ARE THE ONES TO JUDGE THE COMPETITION BY 11 I I I
11111 FIRST CLASS SERVICE AT FIRST CLASS PRICE;S M M
ATARI HARDWARE

j

520ST-M Keyboard only
520ST-FM Keyboard/MousG/.5 meg drive
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SM125 Mono Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/8533 Colour Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SC1224 Colour Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/Software only
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/Mono Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/Thompson/Colour Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 ^Aeg drive/SC 1224 Colour Monitor
ATARI PERIPHERALS

RRP

OUR PRICE

259.95
399.95
499.95
729.94

229.95
349.95
439.99
639.99
699.99
519.99
609.99
809.99

799.90
599.95
699.95
929.94
999.95

Atari Medium-Res Colour Monitor
Atari Hi-Res Mono Monitor

Atari 20 meg Hard Disc
MP165 Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ, 165 CPS

199.95
149.95
399.95
149.95
699.95

174.99
129.99
349.99
129.99
609.99

259.95

229.99

29.95

19.95

Branded 3.5" DSDD Discettes -LOW LOW PRICE -

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

RRP

A Mind Forever Voyaging
Alternate Reality

34.99
24.99
29.95
49.95
28.95
29.95
24.95
34.95
24.99
24.99
24.95
24.95
29.99
22.99
34.95
39.95
79.95
24.99
49.95
59.95
49.95
24.95
28.95
29.99
19.99
19.95
99.95
49.95
24.95
12.95
29.95
19.95
24.95
9.95
12.95
34.95
19.99
24.95
24.99
29.99
29.95
14.95
9.99
34.95
24.95
24.99

Bally Hoo
Black Cauldron
Boulderdash Construction Set
Brattaccus
Breakers
Brimstone

Championship Wrestling
Chess (Psion)
Cut Throats
Deadline

Deep Space
Degas
Degas Elite
Essex
Fast Comm
Film Director

Flight Simulator II
Football Fortunes
Hitchhikers Guide

Hollywood Hiiinx

International karate
Jewels of Darkness

Journey Into the Lair
K-comm II
Karate Kid Part II
Karate Master

Kings Quest II
Lands of Havoc
Leader Board
Leader Board Tournament
Liberator

LittleComputer People
Lode Runner

Mercenary Compendium
Mindwheel
Moonmist
Music Studio

NightOne
Ninja
Paintworks
Pawn
Phantasie

869.99

I

Atari one meg disc drive
Atari half meg disc drive

Arena
Art Director

I

OUR PRICE I 1 ATARI ST SOFTWARE
27.99
19.99
23.95
39.95
22.95
23.95
19.95
29.95
19.99
19.99
19.95
19.95
23.99
18.99
27.95
31.95
63.95
19.99
38.95
47.95
39.95
19.95
22.95
23.99
15.99
15.95
79.95
39.95
19.95
10.49
23.95
15.95
19.95
7.95
10.49
27.95
15.99
19.95
19.99
23.99
23.95
11.95
7.99
27.95
19.95
19.99

Phantasie II

Pinball Factory
Planetfall
Plutos
Q-Ball

Questprobe/Human Torch

Ring of Zilfin
Roadwar 2000

Rogue
Seastalker

Shangai

Shard of Spring
Shuttle II
Silent Service

Sky Fox
Sorceror

Space Pilot
Spellbreaker
Spiderman 19.95
Spitfire 40
Star Cross
Star Glider
Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier

Sundog Frozen Legacy
Super Cycle
Super Huey
Suspended
Tee Up Golf
Tenth Frame

Thai Boxing
Time Blast

Trinity
Trivia Challenge
TT Racer

Typhoon
Wanderer
Winter Games

Wishbringer
Wizards Crown
World Games
Xevious
Zorkl
Zork II
Zork III
2 on 2 Basketball

_ANjp_rices include VAT at 15% and delivery anywhere

RRP

OUR PRICE

24.99
24.95
22.99
14.95
19.95
19.99
24.99
24.99
24.95
22.99
24.99
24.99
24.95
24.95
24.95
22.99
14.95
28.95
19.95
19.95
22.99
24.95
19.95
24.95
29.95
24.95
19.99
22.99
19.95
24.95
19.95
9.95
34.99
19.95
24.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
28.95
24.99
24.95
24.99
22.99
22.99
22.99
24.99

19.99
19.95
18.99
11.95
15.95
15.99
19.99
19.99
19.95
18.99
19.99
19.99
19.95
19.95
19.95
18.99
11.95
22.95
15.95
15.95
18.99
19.95
15.95
19.95
23.95
19.95
15.99
18.99
15.95
19.95
15.95
7.95
27.99
15.95
19.95
15.95
19.95
19.95
22.95
19.99
19.95
19.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
19.99

Dnthe UKmai -Hand

to order
FPost:
l Send che<ques, P.O. or How
Visa/Access details to the address below.

Phone: Call 0476 60488 24 Hour Service with your AccessA/isa details.
Turtlesoft Dept. AST, 35 Brook Street Courtyard, Grantham, Lines, NG31 6RY
Subject to availablility.all items are despatched with in 24 hrs. E&OE
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Valid to June 30,1987

Overseas orders despatched byAirmail.
All prices include postage, packing and VAT

MAT FOR
YOUR MOUSi

Annual subscription

(•)
UK

(worth £4.95)

£15

Europe (incl. Eire) £23

9101

Overseas (Airmail) £38

9102

Commence with

when you take out a
subscription to Atari ST User

9100

issue

Atari ST User Mouse Mat

Our top-quality Mouse Mat, with its speciallydesigned perfect-grip surface, provides the ideal
desktop environment for your ST Mouse.

With
sub *

Without
sub

FREE

£4.95 9125/9126 [

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

-v" Ensures much smoother movement!

*•>• Gives super positive control!

Back Issues

-0- Protects highly-polished tabletops!

£2.00 UK
£2.50 Europe

April 87
May 87

9200
9201

£4.25 Overseas

Your Mouse Mat comes FREE if you subscribe
using this form. Non-subscribers can obtain
one by sending £4.95.

Shanghai

With

Without

sub *

sub

£14.99

£19.99

9119/9120

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order
Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

Protect your Atari ST..
Starglider

This luxury dust cover for your Atari ST
is made of clear, water-resistant vinyl

With
sub *

Without
sub

£15.95

£21.95

9110/9111

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order
Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

and bound with

strong cotton

Only £3.95

Mercenary Compendium

... and your Atari ST User

With
sub *

Without
sub

£14.95

£21.95

ST colour monitor

versions only

A year's supply of Atari ST User can be kept in

9114/9115

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order
Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

this handsome

pale grey
binder

Fast ST Basic

Only £4.95

Rom cartridge

£79.90 UK

£82.90 Europe
£85.90 Overseas Airmail

(V)

Dust Cover

£

P

Back-Pack
Rom cartridge

£3.95 UK

104OST/520STFM

£4.95 Europe/Overseas

520 ST

£39 UK

9116
9117

£44 Europe
£56 Overseas Airmail

9113

Readers in Europe (inc. Eire) & Overseas please
add £2 per item unless otherwise indicated

Binder
£4.95 UK; £6.95 Europe; £11.95 Overseas Airmail

9118

Sand to: Database Publications, FREEPOST, Europa House,
68 Chaster Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
(No stamp needed ifposted in UK)

Telephone Orders:

H-+ n-4

Orders by Prestei:
Key -89, then 614568383

i*»

i-*-

in*

i*

n*

uiaf

ii»

Date

No. I I I I I I I I I I
| Cheque/Eurocheque made payableto Database Publications Ltd.
Name

Signed

72:MAG001

Address-

Don't forget to give your name, address and credit card number
-PostCode-

I ENQUIRIESONLY:061-4800171 9am-5pm I

Tel-

TOTAL:

Expiry

jAccess/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa
|

MicroLink/Teiecom Gold

H-+

Payment: please indicate method (•)

Please albw 28 days fordelivery

Order at any time of the day or night
061-429 7931

9112

£

p

It has been brought to the
attention of the producers
of FAST BASIC by the

ST

ST
YES YOU CAN STILL SAVE UP TO
30% ON SELECTED ST SOFTWARE AND
THE LATEST SOFTWARE AT BIG DISCOUNTS

producers of GFA

BASIC that Computer
Concepts' advertisement
appearing in the Spring

SPECIAL OFFER
520 STM + Mouse

ONLY £429.99 while stocks last.
520 STM (no Mouse)

1987 edition of this

520 STFM

publication contained

Atari 1/2 Meg drive

some inaccuracies or

comparisons that were
unclear, of which the

major items were:

229.99
349.99
449.99
139.99

520 STFM + mono

Mercenary Compendium

17.40
17.40
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
33.99
28.99
19.99

Winter Games
Star Glider
Tenth Frame
Trallblazer
Xevlous
Metro Cross
M.G.T.

Macadam Bumper

only 16 bit integers,
this should have read
32 bit.

1040STF
1040 STF + mono
1040 STF + colour

519.99
629.99
875.99
179.99

Atari 1 Meg drive

ALLCOMPUTERS INCLUDE 5 DISKS OF SOFTWARE (Excludes 520 STM)

Gold Runner

1) It was stated that GFA
BASIC supported

+ 1/2 Meg Drive

+ SMI25 Monitor + First Word + 5 FREE Disks of software

Sky Fox
Leader Board
Tass Times

Shanghai
Champ Wresllng
Arctic Fox
Bratacus + Arena Pack
Barbarian

Habba Hippo C
MegamaxC

41.99
129.99
74.99
53.99
53.99
39.99
49.99
19.99
94.99
124.99
84.99
15.99
12.99
26.99
24.99
38.99
18.99

Fast Basic
GFA Basic

Degas Elite
Art Director
Film Director
Art Scribe
Fleet Street Publisher

Publishing Partner
Superbase Personal
Typhoon
Arkanold

Deep Spdce
Mean 18

Flight Sim II
Pawn

Mouse Trap

12.99

Write or phone for FREE catalogue or other titles.
Cheques or PO to:

PLEASURESOFT

2) Programs written in
GFA BASIC can

P.O. Box 338. Sheffield SI 2 2DZ.

Phone 0742 753776 (day) 644 549 evening & weekend.
All prices correct at time of printing but may be subject to alteration
without prior notice. All prices are fully Inclusive.

Deliveries to UK mainland only.

support desk
accessories, but it

cannot support them
while editing.
3) GFA BASIC does
support mouse
controlled move,

copy and delete, but
not Macintosh style
'click and drag'
cut/copy paste
operations.
4) GFA BASIC is

supplied with
example GEM
programs.

The producers of Fast
BASIC apologise to the
producers of GFA
BASIC for any damage
which the inaccuracies

may have caused.

COUNTY SUPPLIES
Atari ST Stockists

A~Z

10th Frame

19.95

Ninja Mission

Alternate Reality City

19.95

Pawn

19.95

Arkanoid

12.75

Shanghai

19.95

Barbarion

19.95

Silent Service

19.95

Black Cauldron

24.95

Silicom Dreams

16.95

Championship Wrestling

19.95

19.95

Eden Blues

19.95

Fleet St. Publisher

91.50

Skyfox
Space Pilot
Starglider

Flight Simulator I!

41.95

Strike Force Harrier

Gato

24.95

Startrek

Goldrunner

19.95

Super Cycle

International Karate

16.95

Time Blast

8.49

Karate Kid II

19.95

Trailblazer

19.95

Karate Master

10.75

Turbo GT

13.95

Kings Guest I!

24.95

Warzone/Fireblaster

19.95

Leaderboard

19.95

Winter Games

19.95

Liberator

10.75

World Games

19.95

Macadam Bumper

19.95

Xevious

19.95

Metro Cross

19.95

Art Director

41.95

12.95

Film Director

48.95

12.25

Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Fuji 3.5 SS/DD 10pk
Fuji 3.5 DS/DD 10pk

Mouse Trap

8.49

12.75
19.95
19.95

Phone
19.95

BUSINESS & BLANK DISKS

JOYSTICKS

Quickshot Turbo
Quickshot II

5.95

Cheetah 125

6.79

Comp Pro 5000
Konix Speed King

13.95
10.99

89.95
139.95

179.95
24,50
28.50

A-Z COUNTY SUPPLIES. Tel: (0604) 24380
174 KETTERING ROAD, NORTHAMPTON NN1 4BE
MANY OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE- SEND SAE FOR FULL LIST
LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS ACCEPTED

NAME
ADDRESS

TEL
TITLE .

-TITLE

CiJ

Payable to A-Z County Supplies

Cheque/PO £

TITLE

LI

I

I

1 I

L_l J

L_J.

I

i

1

i

!

OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD £2.00 PS P Sterling Only
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ST MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST
ST Entertainment
Shanghai
22.95
Starglider
21.95
Leader Board
Silent Service

21.95
23.95

Right Simulator II

42.95

Phantasie II

25.95

Music Studio

29.95

ST HARDWARE
520STFM t Int. 5Mb D7D
1040STF inc Mouse

Psion 3D Chess

22.95

SM 125 High Res Mon.

21.95

3.5' Disks SS/DD 10
ST Covers

Wishbringer

26.95

The Pawn

21.95
46.95

NIGHT
DAY

0270 74340
0270 628096

' Phone: lof todays bwa press

69.50

Metacomco C

84.95

ST Accounts

£1995

136.90

First Word +

Fast Basic
Cumana 1Mb D/D Int. P.S
SMM 804 Printer

ST Karate

Star Fleet 1

Business & Utilities
Sage Accountant

520STM No Mouse

76.90
145.00

Degas
Typesetter Elite

33.95

1st Mail

25.95

£5.99

BYTEBACK
THE ATARI ST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT & FREE UK POST

All ST's come complete
with 6 Software disks,
Manuals, etc and

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

12 Months Guarantee

S.A.E. FOR LIST

BFSTI3RICESJ FA STEST DELIVERY

& PACKING

FULL RANGE OF ST

GAMES
10th Frame
Leaderboard

'Tournament disk

MI^DO MAN

IVllVsnU IVIAIL

STUART HOUSE, ARNOLD ST

NANTWICH, CHESHIRE CW5 5QB

Sundog
Mean18

Shangai
MGT
Hacker 1or II
Little Corno. People

Strip Poker

ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
Why reinvent the wheel? We have a large
selection of languages, demo's, utilities, comm's
and games etc. available. Send a stomp for our
list, which will save you hours of frustration.
DISCS from £3.50 to £4.95

Tee Up
Thai Boxing
Space Pilot
Joust
Star Raiders
Word tor Word

SuperHuey
Arctic Fox

Skytox
QBall

Champ.Wrestling
Ropue
Winter Games

SuperCycle
Turbo Gt
Eden Blues

Macadam Bumper

McSOFT

GFL Champ. Football

Basketbal (2 on 2)

9 ABINGDON GARDENS, BATH

Traiblazer
Karate Master

Typhoon

AVON BA2 2UY

Arkanoid

Hboo Backgammon
Coburspace
NinjaMission

GFA BASIC
Compilers and Interpreters at only £54.95!

Goldrunner
Techmate Chess
Shuttle II
Karate Kid II

Pinball factory
Cards
Flectronic Pool

Major Motion

Access
Access
Access

Phone for info or send £54.95 stating
compiler or interpreter to:
Bibliotechnic
Dept Al, 178 Green Lanes, Palmers Green,
LONDON N13 SUE
Tel: 01-882 7954

L

7.75
31.75
23.75
19.75
19.75
19.75
27.75
15.75
11.75
11.75
15.75
23.75
23.75
Bayview
31.75
Cosmi
15.75
Flee. Arts 31.75
Flee. Arts 19.75
Fnpjish
15.75
19.75
Fpvx
19.75
Fpvx
Fcvx
19.75
19.75
Fpvx
Iritoqames 12.75
Infooames 19.75
Irfooames 19.75
Gamestar 19.75
Gamestar 19.75
Gremlin
19.75
Gremlin
10.00
Gremlin
15.75
Imaaine
11.75
31.75
Hboo
Llamasoft 15.75
Mastertronic 7.75
Microdeal 19.75
Microdeal 15.75
Microdeal 19.75
Microdeal 19.75
Microdeal 19.75
Microdeal 15.75
Microdeal 15.75
Microdeal 15.75
23.75

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,
Monitors etc

Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed
Free estinnates

Infocom
Infocom

Soelfcreaker

Irfocom
Irfocom
Infocom
Infocom
Irfocom
Irfocom
Irfocom
Irfocom

Transylvania

Penguin

Guild of Thieves
Silicon Dreams
Jewels of Darkness
Pawn
Ulima2
Kinos Quest II
Black Cauldron
Winnie the Pooh

Rainbird
Rainbird
Rainbird
Rainbird
Sierra
Sierra
Sierra
Sierra

Leather Goddesses
Hich Hkers Guide
Enchanter
Sorcerer
Moonmist

Zork (I, II or III)

UTIUTIES1 BUSINESS

First Word Plus
Thunder
Back Pack
Minicomm
K-Comm2
K-Ram
K-Soread 2
K-Switch
PmConv ST
Metacomco Make
Menu*
Payroll
Ml Print

Digidrum
"Ddrum sample disk
Zoomracks 1
Zoomracks 2
Miohtv Mai
Cornerman

Disk Hob
Fleet St. Publisher

19.75

MegafontST

Mercenary

Novapen

19.75

Universe 2 ST

Omnitrand

55.00
15.00

War Zone/Fire Blast
3D Chess
Barbarian

Psvanosis

Psvgnosis
Psvgnosis

Arena

Atari Service Centre

Epvx

SuperBasePersonal

Brataccas

llllllllllllllJIIIITimmfrrltTrrltrrrrl^

Alternate Reality
Temple of Aosnai

Trinity
M. F. Voyaging
Hollywood HUinx

19.75
35.00
36.75
23.75
19.75

Paradox
Paradox
Paradox
Psion

Psvanosis
Psvonoss

Arena/Brataccas
Wanderer 3D

Pyramide

Starglider

Rainbird

Terrestrial Fncounter
Phantasie II

Solar
SSI
SSI

Road War 2000

19.75

19.75
19.75
19.75
19.75
27.75
27.75
23.75
27.75
19.75
19.75
11.75
1975
19.75

FlightSim. II

Sub Logic 39 00

Mouse Trap

Tynesoft
Tynesott

11.75

Tynesoft

7.75
11.75
19.75

Liberator
Timeblast
Plutos
Xevious

Tynesott
US Gold

10.00

ONLY
Activtsion
Actrvision
Activision
Datasofl

Microorose
Miles
Mindscape
Mindscape
Mirrosoft
Namco

Deep Space

ATARI REPAIRS

Tass Times
Borrowed Time
Mindshadow

Silent Service
Harrier Strike
SOI
Balance of Power
Strike Force Harrier
Metro Cross

Protector/Space Stn

EOT

ADVENTURES

19.75
19.75

15 75

ST Karate

... products of the future.

ONLY

Accolade
Accolade
Accolade
Activision
Activision
Activision
Anco
Anco
Anco
Anco
Atari
Atari

GFA is the best BASIC around for the ST.

c/dw/i&teeA 1WC

SPECIALIST

29.95

Publishing Partner
RamdiskfSoooler
TRIMbase
VIP Pro. GFM

19.75
19.75
27.75
27.75
23.75
2375
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75
23.75

23.75
15.75
19.75
15.75
15.75
19.75
19.75
23.75
23.75
19.75

ONLY

Atari Corp

63.75

Batteries

31.75

C. Conceots39.00
Eidersoft
Kuma
Kuma
Kuma
Kuma

23.75
39.75
23.75
63.75
23.75
M.Finoer
27.75
Metacomco 39.75
Metacomco 15.75
Microdeal 159.00
Microdeal 15.75
Microdeal 19.75
Microdeal 11.75
Microdeal 31.75
Microdeal 55.75
Micrndeal 23.75
Microdeal 23.75
Microdeal 23.75
Mirrorsott
92.00
Precision
79.75
SoftLogic 127.75
19.75
Talent
Talent
71.75
VIP Tech 183.00
XLent
23.75

ONI Y

ART
Printworks
The Music Studb
CAD 3D

Degas
Deoas Elite
Pro Sprite Gen
Art Scribe

EasyDraw
Art Director
Film Director

Actrvtsbn
Activtsion
Antic
Batteries
Batteries
Eidersott

27.75
27.75
39.75
31.75
63.75
31.75
Maoister
19.75
Mbraoh 119.75
Miirorsoft
39.75
47.75
Mirrorsoft

LANGUAGES
Forth MT
GFA Basic
GFA Basic Compiler
Fast Basic
K-Seka

Cambridrje Ijsp
MCC Pascal
Lattice C
MCC Assembler
Modula 2 ST
ProFortran 77

ONLY
Abacus

39.75
Glentoo
17.75
Glentoo
47.75
Comp. Con 71.75
39.75
Kuma
Meia^omcol19.75
Metacomco 71.75
Metacomco 71.75
Metacomco 39.75
79.75
Modula 2
Prosoero 118.36

AND MORE .. . TITLES EVERY WEEK!
A WIDE VARIETY OF PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & 1ST CLASS POST

AVON MICRO CENTRE

TELEPHONE (0636) 79097 FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0AH
Telephone: 078Q 202260

19.75
19.75
19.75

BYTEBACK

DEPT AST, 20a SPRING GARDENS,
NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 4UW
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&sg

ATARl SPECIALISTS

./://

PART EXCHANGE

All ST range in stock including 1040 ST.
Also memory upgrades available.
CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE

^

NEW BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE

300 Baud Ring Back. Tel: (0903) 50371 1 - 24 hours

Champbnship Football
DevpacST
Flight Simulation II
Film Director

Hollywood HiJinx

24

Lightwave Leisure Ltd
McSoft
Metacomco
Micro Mail

73
22
73

Internationa] Karate
Karate Kid II
Leadetboard
M.G.T.

Metro Cross

Mousetrap
Moon Mist

Ninja
Pawn

Rhythm
Road War 2000

£15.95
£19.95
£19.95
£21.00
£19.95
£11.95
£23.95
£7.99
£1995
£31.95
£19.95

Bits .............

38

Microsmps

Busy Bee
Byteback
Care Electronics

74
73
74

Miles Better Software
Mirrorsoft
Precision Software Ltd

Charnwood Computers.
Chips
Compumart

53
74
75

Prospero Software.
Software Express.
Software Designers Ltd

44. 72. 76
12
24

. 49

41
20
33
. 7. 9. 1I

21
18
32

Sunaro Software
Supertec Ltd
The ST Club

32
40
.50

Top Copy.

74

10 US Gold

2J

RIGHT, SO YOU WANTTO DUPLICATE YOUR ST PROGRAMS.

BUSY BEE

Check Mate
Chess Master

Ladbroke Computing..

Eidersoft Software Ltd

Asa leading duplicating house wehave been duplicating for

All programs are original

Championship Wrestling

..26.27.28

Atari Computer Owners Club 38
Atari UK
5.6.57
Avon Micro Centre
73
Bibliotechmc
73

Glentop Press Ltd

TEL: (0903) 40509 (24 hours)

Arconokl
Art Scribe

30

38

Computer Concepts
Comtec Systems..
DreamDisks

53 RUGBY ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN11 5NB

£19.95
£11.95
£19.95
£19.95
£11.95
£35.95
£19.95
£39.95
£39.95
£49.95
£23.95

Homevtew Video

ISM

Techniques

WE BUY, SELL,

WE ARE NOW OFFICIALLY APPOINTED ATARI DEALERS

AKernate Realty

38

Advanced Systems and

ALLTYPES OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
THE LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE
XL, XE RANGE ALL IN STOCK
RING US LAST FOR THE BEST QUOTE

€>

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
!066Software.

Strike Force Harrier

Sky Fox

£19.95
£19.00

ST Karate

£15.95

Space Pilot
Starglider
Typhoon

£15.95
£19.95
£15.95

Xevraus
Fast Basics

£19.95
£72.00

+Many More Send S.A.E. fordetails
We personally guarantee to deliver your goods or money back.
P8iP included. Overseas add £1 per item. Most goods
delivered within a week from receipt of order.

the Atari STsince its introduction into the UKand knowwhat

it's allabout.We offernormal duplication of yourprograms
but even better still can now offer

A COPY PROOF PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT REALLY WORKS.

Packaging, shrink wrapping and cassette duplicationare
also part of our complete service. Lookno further for
expert and efficient ST duplication service, guaranteed to
meefyour needs.

TOPCGPV

Please make cheques/P.O. (Sterling only) payable to

Busy Bee
4 Mitchell Street, Leven, Fife KY8 4HJ

DANIELS LANE.HOLMBUSH, ST. AUSTELL. CORNWALL. PL25 3HS

TEL.(0726) 68188

Mail Order Only

/:

HCARE HMTTMl

800 ST. ALBANS ROAD, GARSTON, WATFORD,
HERTS WD2 6NL.Tel: 0923 672102

BOOKEEPER

Small Business bookeeping/accounting

COMPUTERS

ACCOUNTANT
Ex. VAT

520ST-FM withoutMonitor
520ST-FM Med-Res ColourMonitor
104OST-F withoutMonitor

£347.00
£608 00
£52100

1040ST-F Med-Res Colour Monitor

£78180

Inc VAT

Powerful integrated accounting

£399.05a

ACCOUNTANT PLUS

£699.20a

£599.15a
£899.07a

PHILIPSMONITORS: Including Lead

FINANCIAL CONTROL "New for ST"

Comprehensive orderprocessing,stock control,acoounts

£171.35d

£199.00

£228.85d

£299.00

COMPUTER CONCEPTS SOFTWARE

RGB, CVBS + Linear Inputs, IBM Comp.
Med-ResColourCM8833+ Lead
Professional Range:
Med-Res ColourCM8852 + Lead
Hi-ResColourCM8873+ Lead

Accounting with Stock Control &Invoicing

£149.00

FAST ST BASIC.

£260.00

£299.00a

BACK PACK RomCartridge
ST DOCTOR

£29000
E57TLOO

Convert any Colour Monitor into a

£333.50a

£655.50a

12 channel Colour TV/Monitor.

Philips TunerModule AV7300

£65.00

READY MADE LEADS

AtariST to 6 pin RGB
AtariST to 7 pin RGB(Hitachi)
Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Ferguson)
AtariST to Scart (Euro)

£10 00
£10X)0
£10.00
£12.00

Atari Printer Lead (1.5 metre)

£12^00

£11.50c

£11.50c

£11.50c
£13.80c
£13.80c

DISC DRIVES "NEC"

Single 3.5- 1Mb+ PSU
Dual3.5-2 x 1Mb+ PSU
20Mb Hard Disc with PSU
20Mb Hard Disc+3.5'1 Mb+ PSU

40Mb Hard Disc +PSU

£112 00
£190 00
£500 00
£600 00

P6 A.

Epson DotMatrix LX86

£275.00

Panasonic Dot Matrix P1081

£17o'oo

DATABASE SOFTWARE:(ST &PC)
rrimbaseby Talent
Superbase by Precision Software
Visit our Showroom for free Software Demonstrations.

£128.80b
£218.50b

£575.00a
£690.00a

1 Micro to 2 Printers
Centronics 2 to 1 + Lead
Centronics 4 to 1 + Lead

3.5" D/S DID Disc

1

V

74 Atari ST User June 1987

£1.80

3.5" D/S D/DDiscs (Pkt 10)
5.25" D/S LVD Discs (Pkt 10)
3.5" Storage Box(Holds40)
5.25" Storage Box (Holds50)

£316.25a
£195.50a

£37.95d

£80.50d
£69.69b

£60.60
£38.00
£70.00

£17.00
£11.00
£8.00
£9.40

£43.70d
£80.50d

£2.07c
£19.55c

£1Z65c
£9.20c
£10.81c

MIA41
-—A405

£78.20
£86.91

ByPost. Enclose your cheque/P.O. madepayableto CARE ELECTRONCS
Please allow7 days fordelivery.
Please add carriage. a-£10,3S b-£5.75 c-£1.15 d-£2.30

£33.00
£70.00

CPX2 2 Computer to 2 Printers
RS232C 2 to 1 (25 way D)
RS232C 4 to 1 (25 way D)

£89.93

CARE

£99.95

ELECTRONICS

jCj

OPEN

Ifjij 9am-5pm Mon-Thu

GOVERNMENT4 EDUCATIONORDERS WELCOME.
:t»l'i'at»H1:l»ia:M
Allprices inclusive of VAT.
Or use your ACCESS/VISA.

2 Micros to 1 Printer

fnt
VISA

9am 4pm Fri-Sat

i
i

A412

WATFORC

Vm1J5

i

c Copyright Database Publications Ltd. Primed by Carlisle Web Offset, Carlisle. Member ofBPCC Printing Corporation pic
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YOU 11EED A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOUR
TO m fY FROM COMPUM ART...
WITH OUR LOW PRICES YOU'LL BE LAUGHING
ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK!

I New-

SI5TFM
J0~V

Built-in VZMEG 3-5"
Dish Drive

Built-in PowerSupply
Phone NOW for details

Built-in Modulator—Plugs into

of our LOW COST Easy Payment
Scheme on 520STFM PacHs

any TV ora Monitor
Massive 5I2K Memory

FULL Range of ST Software, Peripherals &
Hardware alwaysavailable-1040s, Monitors,

Free Mouse Controller

Superb Graphics, Colour

Printers etc.. ALL with

"BOX-CLEVER
UUL
no im

Amazing Compumart
Deals

& Sound

NEW... Lockable Perspex3-5'DishBox

3 5 Blanh
—Disks

Announcing

to hold 100 Disks
Save disks from accidental damage

from dust,

spilt drinks etc

\ Complete with Security Lock. Dividers..

NEW

\ata Special Introductory Offer

STFM PACK

onm...
+£3p&p

lncluJing...20 Free Disks
and Software Starter Pach

55~£12-95

10 lOS5550 Q5- £79.95
55
100 /75~£14995+£2P&P
£16.95 +E1PBP

Only from COMPUMART

£59.95 +L2P&P

Post Free

+C2P&P

£109.95 +£2p&f

Boxed In Tens, User Labels
Top Quality - Fully Guaranteed

\HmtoOrder...

ALL Products are covered

&£&•&

ntee! ^%0^*

by the Compumart Guarantee!

Name and Full Adrire

either a Cheque or Posi

(Made payable to Corr

rtf\

J ORDER LINES
WEN FOR 24 HOURS)
S* S"2?

0A

262259

Itr/ial 233893
13U2f/ 266322

_jse Send Cheques/P.O.'s to...
r Street I
WMART-Dept ST^^it 8-FalconStreet

Ell
Loughborough • Leics • LEI

1EH j

The BASIQ»rhterpreter For the

yUffT ROM cartridge

K ATARI

te most

comprehensive
BASIC

\

available

Full detaiftirom

Computer Concepts
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX, England.\Tel: (0442) 63937

520 Si

